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PREFACE.
Although the testing of instrument transformers has 
formed the subject of a considerable number of papers 
published in the technical press during the past twenty 
years, the information contained in these papers has 
not, so far as the author is aware, been collected 
together in a form in which it is easily available for 
reference by those engineers who are interested in the 
operation and calibration of instrument transformers*
In 1920 the writer, at the suggestion of Professor 
T* Mather, F*R.SM  undertook the preparation of a volume* 
dealing with the measurement of inductance and capacitance 
by alternating current bridge methods and, in examining 
the literature of the subject, accumulated at the same time 
some data on the closely related problem of testing
t
instrument transformers for ratio and phase-angle• In 
1923 Professor G.W.O.Howe suggested that the complete 
examination of the subject of instrument transformer 
testing, a correlation of published methods and a critical 
review of their utility would be of considerable 
practical value to engineers* This task the writer 
undertook to do, with the result embodied in the following 
pages*
The/
*n Alternating current bridge methods for the measurement of 
inductance, capacitance* and effective resistance at low and 
telephonic frequencies," Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, 1923*
2.
The subject is examined under four principal headings. 
Part I deals with general introductory matters and a 
discussion of the apparatus necessary for making tests in the 
laboratory or on site* Methods for testing current 
transformers are dealt with in Part II, while Part III is 
concerned with the methods used for calibration of voltage 
transformers. In part IV the various methods are critically 
reviewed in order to determine those best suited to meet 
different practical conditions. Pull references to 
technical literature are given and it is believed that no 
paper of importance has been omitted*
Finally, in preparing the numerous diagrams with which 
the text is illustrated, the author has had the invaluable 
assistance of Dr. M.G.Say, to whom thanks are accorded*
The author wishes also to record his indebtedness to 
Professor Howe for his interest in the work, for encourage­
ment in difficulties, and for provision of facilities 
without which tie work could not have been done. The work 
was carried out in the Engineering Department of the 
University during the sessions 1923-24, 1924-25 and 1925-26*
Glasgow* 
Feb., 1926*
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PART I.
GENERAL INTRODUCTION.
APPARATUS.
*****
***
*
CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTORY.
1. Preliminary♦
In modem electrical engineering practice ammeters, 
voltmeters, and wattmeters, as well as relays and protective 
devices, used in alternating current circuits are invariably
operated from the secondaries of instrument trandfonners.
' #
Moreover, in laboratory technique the use of transformers 
with precision instruments is very widespread, enabling a single 
instrument to be adapted to a number of scale ranges by 
merely changing the ratio of the transformer with which it is 
used. In either &&&& the transformer becomes an integral 
part of the measuring unit and it is important to be able 
to determine its behaviour over a wide range of secondary 
load. This is especially necessary in the case of 
transformers used in connection with wattmeters and 
particularly with watthour meters, since the imperfections 
of the transfozmers may introduce considerable errors into
the power or energy measurements, as the case may be*
//
The design and construction of instrument transformers 
to meet the conditions imposed by practice ax^' in themselves,  ^
sufficiently interesting topics, upon which sufficient 
exact information does not seem to be available in published 
papers. Indeed it seems to the writer that the design of 
such/

4such transformers has very largely developed upon empirical lines 
suggested, no doubt, by tests that have demonstrated the 
Imperfections of an earlier type of transformer and enabled 
the design to be modified so as to produce a better one.
Suffice it to say that the modern instrument transformer^, 
especially the voltage transformer, is |l piece of apparatus 
of very high perfection and precision of action, so much so, 
indeed, that most refined methods are required to determine 
its small residual Imperfections. In this volume the 
actual design and construction of transformers for use in 
a.e. measurements will not be examined but attention will 
be directed to a detailed consideration of the properties 
of such transformers, their imperfections, and the ways in 
which those imperfections may be practically determined.
Questions relating to design will, however, be referred to 
in so far as they have a bearing upon the subject of instrument 
transformer testing.
2« The use of instrument transformers.
In-strument transformers are of two distinct types 
according as they are intended to deal with the main current 
or with the supply voltage. The current or series transformer, 
shown diagrammatic ally in Fig. la, serves to transform a 
relatively large primary current Ip into a smaller current Is 
which operates an ammeter A. The voltage, potential, or 
shunt/
5.
b
shunt transformer, Fig i*, similarly converts the high 
voltage Vp into a low voltage Vs operating the voltmeter V#
The use of both types of transformer in conjunction with a 
wattmeter or a watthour meter is shown in Fig lc# The 
Instruments connected into the secondary circuits are 
invariably scaled in terms of the primary magnitudes#
Instrument transformers are used in all cases where 
heavy currents or high voltages are involved# By their use, 
instruments mounted upon the switchboard carry only a small 
current or are worked at a low voltage; hence no heavy 
current leads and no high voltage conductors are brought to 
the switchboard, with consequent cheapening of the wiring and 
greater safety for the operator# The insulation between the 
primary and secondary windings of the transformers serves 
to isolate all instruments from the high voltage of the main 
or primary circuit# The modem power station switchboard 
thus tends to become a low voltage instrument and control 
board, and as a further safeguard it is usual to earth the 
core and one secondary terminal of each instrument transformer# 
It will be realised, therefore, that instrument transformers 
must be insulated with the greatest care to withstand the 
high voltages that are Impressed between primary and secondary 
windings# A current transformer, moreover, must be constructed 
in such a way that the windings will not become displaced under 
the action of the mechanical forces that act upon them when 
heavy/
6.
heavy shortcircuit currents flow in the primary circuit#
Thus, apart from any requirements as to accuracy of perform­
ance, instrument transformers must form a sound electrical 
and mechanical link between the main and the measuring 
circui ts.
The use of instrument transformers is advantageous in 
another direction, since they can be chosen so as to render 
possible the standardisation of the secondary instruments# 
M0dern practice tends to the adoption of a secondary current 
of 5 amperes in current transformers and a secondary voltage 
of 110 volts in voltage transformers, these values being 
laid down in the British Engineering Standards Association 
Specification No#81-1919 and in corresponding codes of 
foreign nations# The adoption of such a standard greatly 
cheapens the cost of manufacture of the secondary instruments 
and of the transformers themselves#
5# The rating of instrument transformers#
The behaviour of an instrument transformer depends, among 
other things, upon the amount and nature of the external 
secondary load or burden# The amount of the burden is 
usually stated as the load in volt-amperes which can be 
taken from the secondary winding without specified errors 
in transformation being exceeded# The B.E#S.A#Specification 
No.81, jays down for current transformers rated outputs of 
15 and 40 voltamperes, and for voltage transformers 15, 50 
and/
and 200 volt-amperes for adoption as standard values.
Standard ratios of transformation are also specified. The 
importance of the amount of the burden, and particularly of 
its nature - to which the standard specification pays but 
little regard - upon the performance of instrument transformers 
will be reverted to in Parts II and III.
4. The Perfect Instrument Transformer.
A perfect instrument transformer is one in which the 
secondary quantity is an exact replica of the primary 
quantity to a reduced scale and in exact opposition of 
phase, independently of frequency, wave-form and secondary 
bu&den. Such a transformer does not exist in practice for 
a variety of reasons prominent among which are the following 
(1) Some portion of the primary amperetums is used to 
set up in the core of the transformer the magnetic flux 
requisite for the production of the secondary voltage.
(li) The primary current contains a component 
accounting for loss of energy by hysteresis and eddy currents 
in the iron core.
(ill) The magnetic flux in the core does not link both 
primary and secondary windings equally, since there is 
inevitable magnetic leakage.
In consequence of these facts the secondary current in a 
current transformer is not equal to Primary tums/Secondary turns 
times the primary turrent^ similarly in a voltage transformer 
the secondary voltage is not equal to Secondary tums/Primary
8.
turns times the primary voltage. Not only are the magnitudes 
of the transformed quantities in error but the secondary 
quantities are never in exact opposition of phase to the 
primary quantities. It is the measurement of the defects in 
ratio and in phase opposition that forms the subject of 
this volume.
By using a short magnetic circuit, preferably without 
joints, composed of highly permeable ferrous alloy with low 
magnetic losses, and by working at low magnetic flux densities 
it is possible to reduce the Influence of the magnetising and 
loss components of the primary current upon the ratio and 
phase in an instrument transformer to a very small amount.
The effects of leakage can be minimised by suitable interleaving 
and arrangement of the primary and secondary windings, so that 
on the whole the characteristics of the transformer approach 
the ideal but naturally never quite attain it. A more detailed 
analysis of the effects of magnetisation and leakage will be 
found in Farts II and III,
5. Definitions of ratio, ratio factor, and phase angle.
A current transformer is designed to give a definite 
nominal ratio between the primary and secondary currents.
CXjC£<UjaJL
In a perfect transformer the ratio would be constant
under all conditions and exactly equal to the Inverse ratio 
of primary to secondary turns; however, owing to the effects 
of ktac leakage the nominal. current ratio Knc always differs 
from/
F /e ,.2 .
differs from the ratio of secondary to primary turns.
In consequence of the imperfections indicated in the 
preceding section, the actual ratio of primary to secondary 
current, see Pig*2a, differs from the nominal ratio.
Thus in a transformer without ratio and phase error the 
secondary current would be Ip /K ^  and would be in direct 
opposition to Ip  m In an actual transformer the true 
secondary current is I s , usually less than 1p/K nc 
and differing from opposition by a small angle jb •
Then
Current Ratio = Kc =■ Ip / Is 
The factor by which the nominal ratio must be multiplied to
give the true ratio of current is the 
Current Ratio factor = Z = K c/K nc
A definition for jb will be given in the following section* 
In a voltage transformer, for similar reasons, the 
nominal ratio differs from the ratio of primary to secondary 
turns; moreover the actual ratio Ky itself differs from 
the nominal voltage ratio Knv • The secondary voltage Vs
is in opposition to the primary voltage Vp but for a small
angle Y 1 the precise definition for which is glben in 
the next section. Thus for a voltage transformer,
Voltage ratio = Ky — Vp/Vs 
Voltage ratio factor = Ty ~  K v/K nv  
The ratios K c, Ky and the angles p>, Y  are 
dependent/
10.
dependent upon frequency, the amount and nature of the 
secondary burden, the magnitude of the currents or 
voltages, and to a lesser extent on other factors such 
as wave-form. It follows that all these conditions must be 
exactly arranged in testing a transformer so that the values 
of ratio and phase-angle found by the teat correspond with 
the conditions under which the transformer is used. It 
will be seen later that this is by no means easy to ensure.
In the case of a current transformer operating an 
anmeter, or a voltage transformer connected to a voltmeter, 
it is clear that correctness and constancy of ratio is 
all that is required, the phase displacement between the 
primary and secondary quantities being of no consequence.
A voltage transformer works^at practically constant primary 
voltage and if carefully constructed so that the magnetic 
circuit is good and the leakage small may be expected to 
be an instrument of precision. Tests show this to be the 
case, the error in ratio at any load being less than 1% 
and the phase-angle about 0.5° or less. A current 
transformer works under much less favourable conditions 
since it is expected to retain accuracy of ratio and phase 
over a wide range of primary current. The ratio error 
may lie between 1 and 2% and the phase angle at low loads 
may be 2 or 3°; better results can be obtained by careful 
design/
F /< s ,.3 .
design in transformers intended for use with precision 
laboratory instruments* It is natural, therefore, that 
greater attention has been paid to the improvement and 
testing of the current transformer than to the voltage 
transformer, as Parts II and III will show.*
6* Use of transformers with a wattmeter*
The indication of a dynamometer wattmeter is proportional 
to the product of the currents in its current and voltage 
coils and to the cosine of the phase difference between these 
currents. If a wattmeter be connected to a circuit via 
current and voltage transformers, errors will be introduced into 
its indications in consequence of the fact that the secondary 
quantities are not exact replicas of the primary quantities 
to reduced scale and are not in direct opposition thereto*
Hence not only the ratio but also the phase-angle of instrument 
transformers used with a wattmeter are of prime importance, 
and even more so when used with a watthour meter*
Consider a wattmeter connected through transformers to a 
circuit, as in Pig lc, to indicate the power therein* In 
Pig *3 let tyo and Ip be shown by vectors drawn from 0, 
being the phase angle between them so that
■®Por interesting discussions o f ratio and phase definitions 
see M.G.Lloyd, "What is the ratio of a transformer?" Biec* 
World, vol.52, pp.77-78, 1908; F.A.Kartak, "Testing of 
instrument transformers," Elec*World, vol. 75, pp.1368-1370,1920 
A.Barbagelata,"Sulla prova del trafsformatori di misura",L^Blett 
rotecnica* vol.8,pp.165-175, 1921*
True power = l/p Ip
The/
12.
The voltage transformer applies a voltage Vs = V p /K * 
to the volt coils of the wattmeter, I/s being shown in 
advance of —Vp by an angle Y  • Likewise the current 
applied to the wattmeter current circuit is I 3 — Ip /K c _ 
shown leading by on ~Ip • The voltage Vs sends a 
current 1^ through the volt coils which, in consequence of 
the reactance of these coils, will lag on V$ by an angle 
g = 7cna f fw Ly/R v) as shown. The reading of the wattmeter 
as a dynamometer will be proportional to i s cos ft>  ft
being the angle between I v and l s ; the reading in watts 
will be
Wattmeter reading = K I v I s cos<j>'
= Vs cos Q. x ls cos
= l/s Is COS 9 .  X COS
g Vp I p cos Q x cos +Y—Q)
KvKc
Hence,
W LS"True Power = /V/lc y )—  X Wattmeter reading
If the transformers were free from phase error, the 
trigonometrical factor would become cos <p/&&>&. cos{(/>-&)<, 
which is the well-known correction factor for a wattmeter*
Prom this it is apparent that a leading p> and a 
leading Y  have opposite influences upon the wattmeter; 
in fact, a leading angle /3 in a current transformer and
*/
13 •
a lagging angle Y in a voltage transformer each have an 
effect on the wattmeter equivalent to an increase in d
The definitions for the phase-angles are thus conveniently 
taken as:-
The positive phase-angle f t of a current transformer 
is the angle by which the secondary current leads on the reversed 
primary current*
The positive frhase-angle * Y  of a voltage transformer 
is the angle by which the secondary voltage lags on the 
reversed primary voltage*
* The subject is dealt with in detail in the following papers: 
L.W.Wild, Elecn., vol.56, pp.705-706, 1906; E.S.Harrar,
Elec.World* vol.51* pp*1044-1046, 1908; K.A.Sterael, Elekt* 
Zelts* * vol.30, pp.489-491, 1909; W.Genkin, Lum.Eleoi., 
vol.8, 2nd series, pp.69-71, 1909; K.Bdgcurabe, 15lec*!iev** 
vol.67* t)D*163-165. 1910; L.T.Robinson, Trans.Amer. I.E.E. 
vo 1.28,pp. 1005-1039,1910; R.H.Chadwick. Elgcirggld* PP.l ro
14.
CHAPTER II.
CLASSIFICATION OF TESTING METHODS.
1. General.
Hating briefly sketched the general properties of 
instrument transformers and defined their ratio and 
phase-angle, it is now necessary to review in a general 
way the methods that are used for the measurement of 
these important magnitudes. A fully detailed 
consideration of the methods applicable to the two 
types of transformers will be found in Parts II and III, 
the present object being to deal with broad principles.
Methods of testing instrument transformers are very 
numerous, but are divisible into two main groups,
Indirect and Direct methods, which will be discussed in 
ensuing sections of this Chapter. The greater 
proportion of the methods are (^escribed in a large 
number of published papers scattered throughout the 
technical literature of Great Britain, the United 
States, Germany, France and Italy, but there are one 
or two* papers attempting some classification of the 
methods/
^ fr.S. J.^pilsbury. '*Instrument transformers.” Beama. 
vol.6., pp.505-513, 1920; F.A.Kartak, "Testing c»f 
instrument transformers,” Elec.World, vol.75, pp.1368-1370, 
1920; A.Barbagelata, ”Sulla prova ctl tra*sformatori di 
misura.” L'Elfettrotecnica, vol.8., pp. 165-175,1921; and
F.B.Sipsbee, Methods for testing current transformers,” 
Trans.Amer. I.E.E., vol.43, pp.282-294, 1924.
methods which have been of great assistance in preparing 
the present work* Particular mention must be made of 
the valuable papers by Barbagelata and by Silsbee, where 
both laboratory and works methods are carefully considered* 
2* The indirect method*
A most obvious method of finding the ratio and phase- 
angle of an instrument transformer is to utilise the 
experience gained in finding the regulation of a power 
transformer. The theory of the instrument transformer 
is first investigated in order to detemnine the way in 
which the ratio and phase-angle depend upon the magnetising 
characteristics of the iron core, the reactance and 
resistance of the windings, the secondary load, etc*. 
Measurements are then made upon the transformer to find the 
various quantities entering into the equations deduced 
for ratio and phase-angle, these measurements corresponding 
with the open-clrcult and short-oircuit tests made on 
power transformers but with some refinement in experimental 
detail in consequence of the smaller magnitude of the 
quantities involved* With the aid of these test results 
the ratio and phase-angle can be computed* The method 
has been used by a number of workers, especially for 
test8 on current transformers for very large primary 
currents, since no specially constructed apparatus is 
required and the who&e test can be made with calibrated 
ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters of ordinary types*
5* Direct Methods*
In contradistinction to the indirect method stand
the direct methods, in which the ratio and phase-angle are
directly measured by adaptation of the customary
processes used for finding the ratio of two currents or
voltages and the phase displacement between them* Direct
methods are of two main classes; Absolute or Independent,
wherein the ratio and phase-angle are determined in terms
of laboratory standards directly upon the given transformer;
Relative or Comparative, wherein the characteristics of a
given transformer are compared with those of a standard
transformer, the latter having been tested by an absolute
method* Both Absolute and Relative methods are again
divisible into two classes, designated Deflectional methods
and Null methods* In the former the required characteristics
are computed from the readings of appropriate instruments.
In the latter it is usual to arrange a compensating circuit
containing some form of alternating current detector, suitable
reactance and resistance adjustments being made to reduce
the deflection of the detector to Eero; the ratio and
phase imperfections are thus balanced out by the auxiliary
circuit, the balance setting of which enables the desired
quantities to be calculated. Null methods resemble in
many points of principle and technique the well*known
a.c* bridge methods for reactance and effective resistance
measurement •
The/
(a)
■jm m rn m m m ^
CD
Fig ,. 4 ,
17.
The general principle of most direct absolute methods 
of testing current transformers is illustrated in Fig.4.a.
A suitable four-terminal resistance ^o is put into the 
primary circuit and a similar resistance Rs in the 
secondary circuit; these resistances are chosen to give 
approximately equal drops of voltage and must be as non­
reactive as possible. Moreover, since the inclusion of f?s 
in the secondary imposes a certain burden thereon,its value 
should be kept as small as possible; a combination of 
resistances and inductances B is inserted in the secondary so 
that in conjunction with Rs the burden with which the 
transformer will work in practice is imitated. Alternatively, 
B may be a suitable instrument, provided f?s is small enough 
in comparison therewith. The principle is then to coppare 
the magnitudes of the voltage drops Rp Ip  and f? s ls  
and to find the phase-angle between them. This can be done 
in a variety of ways. In the deflectional methods the 
drops are compared in magnitude and phase by the use of one or 
more separately excited dynamometers or by the use of an 
electrometer; alternatively the resultant of Rp Ip  and 
fis ts  may be measured in a similar way. In the null 
methods this resultant voltage is compensated by an 
auxiliary voltage of adjustable magnitude and phase; 
adjustments are made until a suitable detector (vibration 
galvanometer, separately excited dynamometer, d.c. galvanometer 
and/
and synchronous commutator) shows balance to have been 
obtained. Other quite different procedures may be 
alternatively adopted; for example Rp and Rs may be 
replaced by suitable mutual inductors,the secondary voltages 
of which can be compared or their resultant balanced in a 
similar way. These and numerous other devices are fully 
explained in Chapters III and IV of Part II.
Relative methods of testing current transformers fall 
under two main principles. In the first the unknown and 
the standard transformers have their primaries excited in 
series; the behaviour of certain instruments when operated 
first from the secondary of the one transformer and next 
from the secondary of the other is observed. The instruments 
may be ammeters, dynamometers or still better, watt-hour 
meters, and the methods are essentially deflectional. The
second principle is to excite the primaries in series and 
to set the secondaries in opposition, measurement being made 
of the resultant secondary magnitude. This may be done 
deflectionally by the use of a separately excited dynamometer 
or alternatively a null-method may be devised by the inclusion 
of an auxiliary circuit for compensation of this resultant 
and a suitable balance detector. These matters are 
considered in Chapters V and VI of Part II.
Absolute methods of testing voltage transformers are
based on the principle illustrated by Fig.4#. A high
resistance/
19.
resistance R. is put in parallel with the primary winding 
and the drop <f voltage down a portion t  of this is compared 
with the secondary voltage Vs • The comparison may 
he made deflectionally using a separately-excited dynamometer 
to measure the relative magnitudes and phase displacement 
of ^ V p /R  and Vs ; or the two voltages may he opposed 
through an auxiliary circuit provided with a means of correcting 
for the phase displacement between them,and balance secured 
by null indication of a suitable detector. Such methods 
are examined in Chapters I and II of Part III.
Relative methods of voltage transformer testing consist 
as a rule in supplying the primary windings in parallel from 
an a.c. source and comparing the secondary voltages of the 
standard and unknown transformers. The comparison may be 
made def lectionally, or by suitable compensating arrangements 
a null method may be devised. The matter is discussed in 
Chapters III and IV of Part III.
The object of the next Chapter is to review briefly the 
apparatus required in the testing of transformers in the 
laboratory or on site. The general plan is to deal first 
with the standards necessary for the purpose, then with 
sources of supply, and finally with instruments and detectors.
4. Order of precision in testing.
The order of precision demanded of a direct method of 
testing instrument transformers depends partly on the 
accuracy/
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accuracy required in the transformer itself and partly 
on whether the tests are to be made in the laboratory with 
full experimental resources or on site by the use of portable 
instruments# For transformers that are to be used with 
precision instruments readable with the aid of a mirror 
below the pointer to 0*2$ or less it is necessary to measure 
the ratio within 0.1$ and the phase-angle to the nearest 
minute. A similar order of precision is requisite in 
tests on transformers used with watt-hour meters.
Transformers operating switchboard instruments other than 
watt-hour meters are satisfactory if the ratio is known to
0.5$; those used with trip coils, phase meters, or protective 
devices may be tested to a much lower order of precision. 
Tests on transformers of the highest class can only be made 
by sensitive laboratory methods. Transformers of less 
accuracy may be tested by methods of lower precision in 
the test room or on site using portable apparatus of no 
special design.
CHAPTER III.
APPARATUS.
I
l.Low Resistances#
It has been pointed out in the preceding Chapter that the
primary and secondary currents of a current transformer are
usually compared by passing each through a suitable low
resistance and comparing the drops of voltage therein. Since
the resistances are of a low value, invariably less than 1 ohm,
they must necessarily be of the four-terminal construction so
that the resistance may have a definite value. The construction 
and
design/theory of four-terminal resistances for use in d.c. circuits 
is well-known;* the problem is,however,much more difficult in 
the case of resistances for a.c. working owing to the influence 
of self inductance in the resistance and mutual inductance 
between it and its potential leads. In an ordinary four- 
terminal resistance or shunt, when an alternating current is 
passed into the current terminals a potential difference is 
set up between the potential tenninals; if the shunt be free 
from inductive effeets this voltage will be proportional to 
and/
*   ■      -------------------------------
G.F.C.Searle, "On resistances with current and potential 
terminals, n Elecn., vol.66, pp.999-1002, 1029-1033, vol.
67, pp. 12-14, 64-58, 1911. For extension of Searle’s d.c. 
theory to a.c. working see F.Wenner, 11 The four terminal 
conductor and the Thomson bridge.w Bull.Bur.Stds. 
vol.8, pp.559-609, 1913.
and in phase with the current. In general, however, without 
special arrangements of its components a shunt will possess 
some inductance, in consequence of which the current and voltage 
will be out of phase relatively by an angle determined by the 
ratio of the inductance to the resistance of the shunt, i.e., 
by its time-constant. Since the resistance is usually low it 
follows that before a shunt can be considered sufficiently 
nearly non-inductive for use in precise a.c. testing its 
inductance must be reduced to an exceedingly small value in 
comparison with its resistance. This is by no means easy to 
attain and a large amount of work has been done in trying to 
prepare non-reactive low resistances.
This non-reactive feature, about which more will be said 
later, is not the only one which a well-designed low resistance 
must possess. Those resistances used in the primary circuit 
of a current transformer when on test are frequently required 
to carry very large currents, up to a few thousand amperes, and 
must be designed to dissipate a considerable amount of power 
without undue temperature rise. (For example, a 0.002 ohm 
resistance for 1000 amperes absorbs 2 kw.) This necessitates 
a large cooling surface and such resistances may become very 
bulky. In addition it is generally necessary to provide 
artificial cooling, at any rate in the larger sizes; this may 
take the form of Immersion of the resistance in a bath of
well-stirred oil, of cooling the oil by a coil of pipe immersed
therein carrying a flow of cold water, or alternatively the 
resistance/
resistance material may be directly water-cooled. The rise of 
temperature of the resistance can thus be minimised and by 
making the resistance of material such as manganln the change 
of resistance with temperature can be kept very slight.
Permanence of value is also essential, and is secured by using 
well annealed manganin, hard soldering all joints and thoroughly 
ageing the resistance before use.
Reverting to the question of non-reactive construction, 
it is desirable not only that the resistance should have the 
lowest possible time-constant but. also that the external 
magnetic field should be reduced to the minimum, so that 
interference with adjacent instruments is avoided. Two 
distinct principles of construction have been utilised. In 
the first method the resistance is made !,closedM, i.e. 
the main resistance material is arranged so that portions 
carrying current in opposite directions lie close to one 
another; hence the resulting magnetic field is made very 
small and the inductance slight. The potential leads are 
soldered to the resistance material near the current 
and are made short and so arranged as to be out of the Influence 
of the small residual field of the shunt, as far as is possible* 
Resistances made in this way follow the ilar
construction or some modification thereof. Orlich* in 1909 
described/
E.Orllch. ^elts f. Inst., vol 29. p.£41*l9t)S; also H.Sobering 
and E.Albertls Arch. 77 Elekt.f'S’* pp.265-275, 1914, where 
dimensions of a sep or DiflJLflr resistances are given*
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described resistances, shown diagrammatically in Fig*5a 
composed of folded manganin strip with a mica separating 
layer between the two branches; potential terainals, not 
shown, are attached at the points where the manganin is 
soldered to the copper current leads. The measured time- 
constants are of the order of 2 to 5 microseconds* Sharp 
and Crawford,* following a bifilar design of resistance due 
to Drysdale, made resistances consisting of a number of units 
in parallel; a poor design of current terminal resulted in 
a time-constant of 17 microseconds* In 1916 Drysdale^ 
described a number of designs for resistances, these being 
shown diagrammatically in Fig $ b,c, and d* For the 
higher resistances the bifilar form is used. For lower 
resistances the material takes the fora of concentric manganin 
tubes attaehed by short frods of copper to the current terminals* 
The latter consist of flat plates close to one another so as 
to be as non-inductive as possible. The tubular construction, 
in modified form, is applied in the lowest resistances in 
the way shown in Fig*5. d* The resistances are oil cooled, 
the oil being stirred mechanically and in the lower resistances 
cooled by water* A time^constant of about 0#75 microsecond 
is possible.
In/
Sharp and W.W.Crawford, Trans.Amer. i.is.E., vol 29, pp,l6l7- 
1541, 1911.
TC.V.Drysdal., "New low resistance standards , Elecn.. vol.77, 
pp.629-653, 1916.
In the second type of resistance the ”open” type of 
construction is used, following a principle due to Lichtenstein* 
and applied to shunts by Campbell. The potential leads are in 
this case placed as near to the working resistance as possible, 
so that the self inductance of the resistance is nearly equal 
and opposite to the mutual inductance between the resistance and 
the potential leads. The p.d. at the potential terminals is 
then almost exactly in phase with the resistance drop in 
the shunt, the more nearly so as the shunt and potential leads 
are made to coincide. Campbell^ straight resistances of 
this type are shown in Fig.5e. The principle has been 
employed in the resistances designed by Paterson and Rayner^ 
for the N.P.L. shown in Fig.5f. The working resistance is 
a manganin tube soldered into copper end blocks; the potential 
leads are concentric copper tubes close to but insulated from 
the resistance tube. The resistance is used with the tube 
mounted vertically, a vigorous flow of cold water being 
maintained through it from bottom to top; by this means 
very efficient cooling is obtained and a current density in 
the manganin of 16000 amperes per square inch can be safely 
used. The resistances are designed for a normal volt-drop 
of/
^Lichtenstein. Dinglers Polytech. X. vol 5&1, p.lQO. 1906. 
A.Campbell, On compensation for self-inductance in shttnt 
resistances”, Elecn., vol.51.pp.1000-1001,1908# 
t C.C. Pater son and fe.H • Rayner, "Non inductive, watercooled 
standard resistances for precision alternating current 
measurements,11 Journal I.E.E.. Vol.42, pp.455-470,1909*
of 2 volts, but if a temperature change of resistance of
! 2 parts in 10,000 can be tolerated much higher p.d. can be
li
| obtained. The following table gives the dimensions, maximum
i
ratings and time-constants of the set of resistances:-
lesistance
in
Ohms.
Normal
Current
Amp.
Max.
Cur­
rent
Amp.
Max.
volt
drop,
Outside 
dia. of 
tube, 
m.m.
Thickness 
of wall.
m.m.
Length
of
tube
c.m.
K.W.
at
max.
cur­
rent.
Time
con­
stant
micro
sec.
Induct d 
tm tx  
in 
- c.m.
|o.°4 50 115 4.6 6 0.25 35.5 0.53 0.16 6.5
Id.°2 100 260 5.2 10 0.30 40 1.35 0.27 5.4
k.oi 200 450 4,5 15 0.40 39 2.00 0.34 3.4
0.002 1000 1300 2.6 30 1.00 48 3.40 1.85 3.7
0.001 2000 2500 2.5 40 1.50 42.5 6.25 3.00 3.0
The importance of a low time-constant can bewt be realised
by a numerical example. Suppose a shunt of 0.001 ohm to have
—9 —9
an inductance of 3 x 10* henry; then = 3 X 10 /1 0 ~ = 3
microseconds. I t  used in a 50 cycle per second circuit the phase- 
angle would be nearly s 100*: x 3 X 10"^ radian = 0.000943
radian = 0.054° = 3.24 minutes. In measuring the phase-angle 
a current transformer, lying as a rule between zero and 
about 120 minutes, this error in the phase of the voltage over
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the shunt is by no means negligible.*
In many methods of current transformer testing an adjustable 
low resistance is often required. This is easily secured in 
practice by shunting a four-terminal resistance with a 
relatively high adjustable resistance box; additional 
shunting terminals are sometimes provided. Alternatively, 
low value slider resistances have been constructed for use 
in such tests. These may consist of a low resistance wire 
or strip folded back on itself with insulation between the 
halves, the potential slider touching one wire or the edge 
of one half of the strip as the case may be.
2. High Resistances.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ f e a a s s s s a s s s s B a s
In the testing of voltage transformers a regular process 
is to join across the primary terminals a very high 
resistance or potential divider and to compare the drop of 
woltage down a fraction of this resistance with the secondary 
voltage of the transformer. Since transformers must be 
tested at the rated voltage it is essential for such potential 
divider resistances to be built to withstand the voltages 
usually encountered in practice, which may be many kilovolts*
If such high resistances were wound with wire in the 
form/
7 -----------  — -------------------------------------------
For a very complete treatment of low resistances for a.c. work i  
see F.B.Silsbee, "A study of the inductance of four terminal 
resistance standards,” Bull•Bur.Stds., vol.13, pp.375-421*1917*
+ See for example P.G.Agnew, B u n  .Bur. Stds ♦, vol.7, pp.423-474, 1911j
form of a simple coil^the inductance of the winding and 
the electrostatic capacity from turn to turn would be 
considerable and the winding would not act in any way like 
a pure resistance when used in an a.c. circuit. The 
inductance can be reduced to a negligible amount by the 
well-known principle of bifilar winding; this, unfortunately, 
still leaves considerable electrostatic capacity between the 
turns of the coil. The inter-tum capacity effect, however, 
can be reduced as much as desired by using instead 6f a 
single bifilar-wound coil a number of such colls in series*
The potential difference across each bifilar section of the 
winding is then for n coils only l / n  of the total p.d. 
and the capacity effect is reduced in proportion to 1/ n z * 
numerous alternative devices are used in practice* to effect 
the same result, e.g* bifilar seetins wound on mica cards, 
Duddell-Mather resistance gauze, etc., and it is not difficult 
to build a very high resistance in which the total residual 
reactance, and therefore the time-constant is made very small* 
Such resistances, however, prove defective when used as 
potential dividers and for a very simple reason* A verfr 
high resistance naturally contains a considerable amount of 
wire and the bobbins or cards upon which the wire is wound 
present/
* --------------------------------------------------— :---------- 1-----
For a full discussion of residuals in high resistances and me­
thods for their reduction see B.Hague, Alternating Current Brldg< 
Methods. pp*56-72, 1923*
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present a large area and have a relatively large electrostatic 
capacity with respect to surrounding earthed objects, this 
capacity being distributed over the length of the resistance.
Now the fall of potential over any portion of the resistance 
is determined not merely by the resistance of the portion 
but also by its distributed earth capacity, exactly as in an
a.c* transmission line. Hence the drops of potential down 
various fractions of the resistance are not by any means j
proportional to those fractions. This defeat can be overcome 
by a device introduced by Orlich and Schultze* shown in 
its simplest form in Fig*6*. Each section of the potential 
divider is^encased in a separate metal screen, the potential 
of each screen being maintained at a value equal to the mean 
potential of the resistance section contained in it. This is 
done by connecting the screens to appropriate points upon a 
second high resistance joined in parallel with the first;
U^v'vJLIL&w.
wound in sections. By this means the earth
capacity effects in the potential divider are reduced to a 
minimum and the voltage across its terminals is divided almost 
exactly in correct resistance proportions. At very high 
voltages, greater than 50 kilovolts, the earth capacity of 
the/
TT— ----------------------;
E.Orlich and H.Schultze, "Uber einen Spannungsteiler fflr 
Hochspannungsmessungen, Aroh.f.Blekt♦, vol.l.pp.1-15, 88*94,
232, 1913.
C irc u la r  coils
BrooKs and We&vQr r olan
Mansoridqe D co//sIn d u cC o m Q ter
n&j.
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the auxiliary potential divider may become important; it is 
then necessary to screen its sections and to keep them at the 
correct potentials by the use of a second auxiliary potential 
divider.
3. Self and Mutual Inductors.
In some methods of testing instrument transformers variable 
self or mutual inductors are required, and it is essential that 
these should be of a type as free as possible from influence 
by external magnetic fields, i.e. of astatic construction*
For use in low current circuits, not more than 5 amperes for 
example, the disc pattern of inductor is usually preferred.
Three usual types* are shown diagrammatically in Fig.v#. of 
these the Brooks and Weaver^ pattern, specially designed 
originally for transformer testing, has the advantage of 
high time-constant, constancy of calibration during wear 
of the bearings and an almost uniform scale; it is probably 
the best instrument of its class. The four fixed coils are 
connected together and brought out to two terminals; the moving 
coils are in series between a second pair of terminals. Both 
seta are connected astatioally. The dimension T is 36.8 m.m. and 
the overall diameter of the fixed discs is 35.5 cm. Each 
fisfcd/
Y"  -------------------------------------------------- - - ----
For a full discussion of the properties nf these and other 
inductors, see B.Hague, loc.cit., pp.94-98, 1923.
TH.B.Brooks and F.C.Weaver, variable self and mutual
inductor,” Bull.Bur.Stda. vol.13,pp.569-580, 1917.
fixed coil is wound with 9 layers of 2 t u r n s a n d  each 
moving coil with 9 layers of 4 turns; the wire consists of 
7 insulated copper strands each 0.8 m.m. diam.. The self 
inductance with fixed and moving systems in series varies 
between 125 and 1225 microhenrys; the mutual inductance 
between fixed and moving systems varies between -272 and 
+278 pLH. The total resistance with the windings in series 
is 0.35 ohm and the maximum time-constant 3.4 milliseconds.
This instrument may be taken as typical for the present purpose.
In some methods of testing current transformers mutual 
inductors are required with windings designed to carry large 
currents and which must be perfectly astatic. Fortescue has 
met these requirements by winding the inductors in toroidal form 
marble rings of circular cross section. If the windings are 
uniformly distributed round the ring perfect astaticism can be 
secured. The mutual inductance between primary and 
secondary is varied by varying the number of secondary turns 
in use. If the secondary be uniformly distributed,the primary 
may consist of a number of copper loops, equally spaced round 
the ring, which can be connected up in series, parallel, or 
series parallel groups, thus adapting the apparatus to a wide 
range of primary current. The apparatus is further described 
in Section 46 in Chapter IV of Part II.
4. Condensers.
The phase-angle of a transformer is sometimes compensated 
in testing methods by means of a suitable condenser inserted 
in an appropriate position in the test circuit. Such 
condensers must be accurate standards, of low loss, pennanence of 
capacity, and freedom from frequency changes. These qualities 
are possessed by well-made mica condensers, which for ease 
of manipulation are best arranged in plug or sv/itch operated decades 
A total capacity of 1 (^ F. subfiiridedi into decades of 1/10, 1/100, 
and 1/1000 p.F. sections is convenient. The properties of such 
mica condensers have been fully discussed by various 
experimenters, the general conclusions being summarized by the 
author eIsewhere.*
5. Transformers for use as standards.
In relative methods of testing instrument transformers 
a standard transformer, the characteristics of which are known 
and are preferably similar to those of the transformers under 
test, is required. All transformers, whether of current or 
▼oltage types, that are to be used as laboratory standards 
must be chosen for the permanence of their characteristics and for 
the small magnitude of their ratio and phase errors. This 
demands in particular that the iron circuit be composed of 
very good material with low iron loss and that the circuit 
be/
^B.Hague, loc.clt., pp.102—104, 114-122, 1923.
| be very carefully assembled, preferably without joints or at 
J any rate with joints well interleaved and clamped. Moreover, 
j the windings must be grouped upon the core so that magnetic 
leakage is reduced to a minimum. Only by attention to these 
constructional details can a satisfactory standard be
prepared. Next only in importance to the proper construction 
of a standard transformer is its proper maintenance. It should 
be carefully used, always with its proper secondary burden 
connected; never in any circumstances should the core be magnetized 
by direct current or open circuited. From time to time the 
ratio and phase-angle should be checked by an absolute method.
It is found in practice that with attention to these points 
a standard transformer is a very permanent and trustworthy 
piece of apparatus. No particular difficulty is encountered 
in establishing a standard voltage transformer, but the 
current transformer gives rise to a number of interesting 
matters that must now be briefly discussed.
Current transformers of normal types can, with care, 
be set up for use as standards. It is not uncommon to build 
tr&nsfoxmers for laboratory use with multiple primaries 
which can be grouped in series, parallel or series-parallel 
to adapt the instrument for a variety of values of primary 
current. Experience shows this practice to be quite 
peimissible since it is found that the ratio error and phase- 
angle of a well-made transformer of this type are almost 
independent/
Independent of the grouping of the primary coils. Again'^  for 
testing on site it is not uncommon to use as a standard 
a ring type transformer, the iron ring being closely wound 
with a uniform secondary coil. The primary is improvised 
at the place of test by looping a current-carrying cable any 
desired number of times through the ring, thus making a 
transformer of any required ratio. In this case the ratio error and 
phase-angle depends very little upon the number and position of tluST- 
primary turns through the ring, but the variation renders the 
instrument less suitable as a laboratory standard.
A number of suggestions have been made for the improvement 
of the current transformer, especially when used as a 
laboratory standard. One of the most obvious improvements 
is in the material of which the iron core is composed.
D rysdale* has r e c e n t ly  p o in ted  out th a t  by u s ing  such m a te r ia l y 
as Perm alloy T^N fam eta l, having  a p e rm e a b ility  about te n
'
times that of good iron, a loss of about one sixth and a 
resistance about four times greater, the magnetising 
current could be reduced to 1/6 to 1/10 of the present value 
with iron, with corresponding reduction in the ratio and 
phase errors. Otflier investigators have designed standard 
current/
*
C .V .D ry sd a le , "The a p p lic a t io n  of high permeability a llo y s  to  
current transformers, Journal»Sci.Insta. vol.3, p.58, 1925*
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current transformers in which the errors are reduced by some 
compensating or compounding arrangement. Brooks and 
Holtz* have described such an instrument in which the 
transformation takes place in two stages. The first stage 
effects transformation in the usual way; the second stage 
yields a corrective current in a tertiary winding which, 
when combined with the secondary current of the first stage 
gives a sum equalling very closely what would be obtained 
from a perfect transformer. The combination of the 
currents is effected in the instrument connected to the 
transformer, which for this purpose must have two windings one 
to receive the secondary and one the tertiary current. Tests 
■how the performance of these transformers to be almost perfect, 
rendering them suitable for use as precision standards.
Iliovici^has described a type of compiunded current 
transformer embodying a different principle. He has shown 
that if the iron core be magnetised to the point of maximum 
permeability, i.e. to an induction of 4000-6000 lines per 
■q* cm. instead of the customary 500 to 1000, by an auxiliary 
alternating current in a winding having zero mutual inductance 
with respect to the primary and secondary coils, the phase-angle 
becomes/
H.B.Brooks and F.C.Holtz., HThe two stage current transformer, * 
i Trans.Amer. I.E. B. vol 41, pp.382—391. 1922. ^
T k T i i i o v i c l ,  "^ransi'ormateurs c^intensite' compoundes,” Bull.Soc.
Franc.Des Elecns.. vol.3., pp.55-70, 1923.
becomes very small and independent of the secondary current. 
Such transformers have been widely adopted in France as 
standards and have the great advantage over the preceding type 
that the Astruments used in conjunction therewith are of 
ordinary construction.
The principle of each type of compounded transformer 
is illustrated in Fig.8,which is self-explanatory.
6. .Source of A.G.Supply.
The main source of supply for instrument transformer 
tests is required, especially in the calibration of current 
transformers, to deliver a not inconsiderable output. For 
this reason a suitable alternator direct coupled to a
d.c, shunt motor is best, the motor preferably supplied from 
a battery of storage cells of adequate ampere-hour capacity. 
The alternator is preferably of polyphase construction with 
a winding tapped for 3-phase and 2-phase supply, thus giving 
a variety of single phase voltages as well as the polyphase 
▼oltages required by some testing methods. The alternator 
should give an approximately sine shaped wave-form, though 
this is not important, and together with its motor, must be 
capable of covering conveniently the whole range of frequency 
ffiet with in practice, say 25 to 60 cycles per second. These 
froquirements are, as a rule, easily met by the machines 
installed in most test-rooms.
In v e s tin g  v o lta g e  tran sfo rm ers  i t  is  u s u a lly  necessary
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to interpose a suitable step-up transformer between the test 
circuit and the alternator; this may conveniently be a 
voltage transformer similar to that under test but used in 
the inverse sense. Similarly, in current transformer testing 
the circuit is connected to the machine through a step-down 
transformer - an inverted current transformer often suffices - 
giving 4 to 8 volts at its teminals. Regulation of the 
current is most conveniently made by use of the field regulator 
of the alternator in conjunction with series resistances on 
the primary side of the step-down transformer. Alternatively 
if the secondary current thereof is not too great,regulation 
may be effected by an adjustable iron-cored reactance and carbon 
resistances in the test circuit.
For tests on site the supply must be taken from the 
available network, suitable transformers being interposed 
to bring the voltage to a value convenient for use on the 
test circuit. In current transformer testing on site it 
is often necessary to test the transformers while normally 
connected and to use as the testing current that flowing to 
the load on the network.
For all ordinary purposes in the test-room an 
alternator driven by a d.c. motor mupplied at constant voltage 
runs/
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runs quit© sufficiently steadily. In some balance methods a 
vibration galvanometer is used as the detector and this 
instrument, as is well-known, works in resonance with the 
supply; if sensitivity is to be maintained it follows, 
therefore, that the frequency must be kept very steady.
! If, as is often the case, the galvanometer has more than 
sufficient sensitiveness at the low frequencies at which 
transformers are tested the influence of frequency fluctuations 
| can be largely minimised by working with the galvanometer 
normally slightly shunted, thus blunting considerably its 
resonance peak and rendering the loss of sensitiveness with 
small deviations of the frequency from the tuned value of 
less importance. In work of very high precision, however, 
where the maximum of sensitivity is desired it is often
necessary to hold the speed rigfcrously constant; means of
doing this have been considered by the writer in another 
place* and need not be entered into here.
?• Auxiliary Sources. Phase Shifting devices.
In many test methods it is necessary not only to 
8uPPly the transformer to be tested but also to apply 
to certain portions of the test circuit auxiliary voltages 
bearing a known phase relationship to that of the main
8UPPly* This is most simply done by the use of polyphase
alternator/
*ff.Hague. loc.clt., pp.iao-i^j jl^ 3»
alternator supplying the main circuit from one phase and 
the auxiliary circuit from such of the other phases as 
the method may require. In this way phase relationships 
of 7t/2 and of 2^/3 are easily obtained between main and 
auxiliary supply; the phase relation is, of course, fixed 
and is not capable of fine adjustment. A similar result 
can be attained, though less easily, with a single phase 
alternator supplying the main circuit and someMphase-splittingM 
device - such as are well-known in methods of obtaining an 
approximate two or three-phase supply for starting of single­
phase induction motors - Mo which the auxiliary devices may 
he connected at will.
In many methods a fine adjustment of the phase-displacement 
between the voltages applied to the main and auxiliary 
circuits is essential. One excellent and widely used 
method, applicable only in the test-room, is to use a pair 
of exactly similar rotating armature alternators coupled 
directly to one another and to a common d.c# driving motor.
The field magnet of one alternator is mounted on bearings 
so that it can be rotated about the axis of the machine by 
means of a worm and wheel; by this means the voltages 
induced in the armatures of the two machines can be relatively 
adjusted, without alteration of magnitude, by an electrical 
phase-angle which is at once obtainable from the observed 
relative/
relative angular displacement between their pole systems and 
the number of poles in the machines. This angle can be measured 
by a suitable scale and vernier attached to the worm gearing, or 
for very precise measurement of small angular changes a mirror 
and scale device is easily applied. The disadvantage of 
the apparatus is that it requires special machines and is 
not portable; it should be part of the equipment, however, 
of any good test-room.
Another excellent method of obtaining an auxiliary voltage
in any desired relation of phase to the main supply is by
means of the phase-shifting transformer perfected for purposes
of a.c. testing by Dr Drysdale;* this piece of apparatus.
Is| moreover, portable and can be used not only in the test room
but also on site. In principle it is identical with the
well-known induction regulator and resembles an induction
motor in the assembly of its parts. The stator is wound
with a polyphase winding which can be connected directly to
the main source of supply if this be polyphase or through a phase-
splitting device if single-phase; the currents flowing in
this winding set up a rotating field in the air-gap of the
machine. The rotor is provided with a single phase winding
and can be moved by a worm gear about its axis within the 
stator/
^ C .V .D ry s d a le , * t lie  use o f a p h a s e -s h if t in g  tra n s fo rm e r fo r  
w attm eter and supply m eter t e s t in g , '1 E le c n .,  v o l .62. p p .341-343
1909.
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stator bore; the phase of the voltage induced in the rotor 
winding by the moving field can then be adjusted to have 
any value relative to the main supply without the magnitude 
of the voltage being altered. The angle is read by 
a suitable scale and vernier. A sinusoidal secondary 
voltage is obtained by careful proportioning and suitable 
distribution of the stator and rotor windings,
A number of other methods,* more or less frequently 
employed when the preceding pieces of apparatus are not 
available, are also used. For example, if two slider 
resistances of the ordinary tubular type be connected one 
between lines I and II of a three phase supply while the 
other is joined between lines I and III the p.d. between 
the sliding contacts on the resistances can be easily 
adjusted in magnitude and phase by moving these contacts 
along. In a better device of this type,phase regulation 
with a constant voltage is obtained by the use of two coupled
+ Xauto-transfonners. Another arrangement consists of an iron
ring closely wound with a layer of Insulated wire in a way
similar to a Gramme ring. The insulation is removed from
the central portion of the wires on the outer circumference
o f / _______________________________________
^see Q.W.StubbTngs. Eiec.ftev.. vol.94, pp.664-6bfe, l§g4. 
t C.H.Sharp and W.W.Crawford, Trans.Amer.I.E.E., vol.29, pp.
+ 1517-1541, 1911.
X See W.Jaeger, fBlektrische Messtechnlk,fp.413, 1917.
of the ring; at three points 120 apart on the inner perimeter 
of the ring tappings are taken to the three lines of a three- 
phase circuit. An arm, pivoted at the centre of the ring, 
carries two brushes which touch the bared wires on the outer 
circumference at diametrically opposite points. As the arm 
is rotated the phase angle of the voltage tapped off by the 
brushes is varied.
8» Indiiatlng Instruments.
In practically all methods of transformer testing 
indicating instruments, ammeters, voltmeters, wattmeters, are 
required for the purpose of making suitable adjustments in 
the circuit. These should be of the ordinary laboratory 
portable type of dynamometer instrument, of first grade 
accuracy and carefully calibrated. Some relative methods make 
use of watt-hour meters; these are of normal single-phase 
construction but usually require to be specially adjusted for 
the present purpose. Their use is discussed in the proper 
Places in Parts II arid III.
^^^tectors.
In many methods, as already mentioned, the secondary 
current or voltage is opposed to a portion of the primary 
current or voltage, and some detecting device is required to 
suable the resultant to be measured. Alternatively, if as in 
uull methods this resultant is balanced out by some auxiliary
compensating/
conpensating circuit, a detector will be necessary to indicate 
when balance has been attained. In either case such a 
detector is really no more than some form of a.c. galvanometer 
capable of detecting and measuring small alternating currents 
and voltages. There is a great number* of such a.c. 
detectors suited for use at commercial frequencies^but of these
I
! only a few have been extensively used in transformer testing. 
Those most favoured are (a) the separately excited dynamometer,
(b) the d.c. galvanometer used with a mechanical rectifier,
(c) the vibration galvanometer; these will be briefly discussed 
in the following subsections. In addition to these, certain 
special devices have been occasionally used. Of these the 
electrometer is the most important; owing to its very special 
construction and the difficulties attending its use this 
instrument has not been very much adopted. It is worthy of 
■ention because at the P.T»R* in Berlin and the N.P.L. in 
London the electrometer foms the detector in standard high 
precision testing methods; it is hardly likely, however,
that the instrument will be found in regular use elsewhere
than in these two great national laboratories. Less
important devices are the differential thermocouple with d.c. 
galvanometer/
* B.Hague, loc. cit., pp.145-150, 152-176, 1923.
galvanometer, and the Northrup comparator; these are 
dealt with in their proper context in Part II.
9a. Separately excited dynamometer - This instrument is 
the same in general construction as the ordinary dynamometer 
wattmeter; indeed for some of the rather less refined tests 
a good watt-meter serves admirably. However, to attain 
sufficient sensitiveness for laboratory use the pointer type 
of pivoted instrument is redesigned, the moving system being 
suspended and the deflections read by the aid of a mirror and 
scale or other optical device. If I be the current in the
r l
moving coil of such an instrument and 1 the current in its 
fixed coils the reading is proportional to I I ’ cos if <j>
is the phase difference between these currents. In using the 
dynamometer the current / is that which is to be measured;
jf
I is supplied from an auxiliary source, of which the phase 
can be regulated relative to the primary current or voltage 
of the transformer under test. By taking readings of the 
dynamometer first with the exciting current I in phase with 
the primary quantity and then when at a phase displacement 
of 8 relative thereto the components of f  in these two 
directions can be found; 8 la  very conveniently 90°, giving 
the components of J in phase and in quadrature with the 
Primary magnitude. The scale of the instrument can be marked 
off in amperes, volts or watts as desired. In most methods 
error is introduced if the moving coil has any appreciable
inductance: hence, e*ery endeavour must be made to keep the
aoving/
loving coil circuit of low time-constant ether by including 
a large proportion of resistance therein in comparison with 
the reactance, or by compensating the reactance with a shunted 
condenser in the way often adopted in wattmeters for precision 
measurement s •
The dynamometer can be used in null tests by adjusting the
T i
balancing network until the instrument reads zero with 1 both 
in phase and in quadrature with the primary quantity; this 
can only occur when I  is zero, that is, when balance has 
been senured. Moreover, the instrument will be sensitive to 
resistance adjustments for the one position of / and to 
resistance adjustments for the other; hence the deflection of 
the instrument indicates the amount and direction of each 
adjustment to be made to attain the null condition.
A great advantage of the dynamometer and of all methods in 
which it is used is that the direction of the deflection of 
the instrument serves to check the relative polarity or phase 
sequence of the tenainals of transformer windings, which is a 
natter of considerable practical importance.
Synchronous rectifier and d.c. galvanometer - This instrument 
is probably the most sensitive used in a.c. testing. It consists 
briefly of some form of rectifier, usually of a rotary 
commutator type,* working in synchronism with the a.c. supply, 
rectifying/
r y . Bedeli:'Joum V I ~yrarilc"'JS'aT .'. ~?6X l"/b.. PP.383-404, 1913.
rectifying the current to he measured, and passing it through a
d.c# galvanometer; thus obtaining the advantage of the very 
high sensitiveness of the modem galvanometer in a.c# testing. 
Though simple in principle the instrument is very troublesome to
rI
I use in practice, owing to the difficulty of obtaining steady 
contacts on the commutator, the development of thermo-electric
e.m.f.thereat and so on. To overcome these troubles fiharp and 
Crawford* designed a cam-operated rectifying key in which 
rubbing contacts ate abolished, thereby gaining much greater 
certainty of action; devices of this kind have been widely used 
by American experimenters.
T^e effect of phase shifting of the auxiliary current 
in a separately excited dynamometer is obtained in the present 
instrument by setting the brushes or operating cam so that 
rectification occurs at different points in the cycle. When 
used in null measurements the Instrument again enables 
discrimination to be made between the necessary resistance 
and reactance adjustments, permitting one to be adjusted 
independently of the other.
jc. Vibration galvanometer. - the well-known vibration 
galvanometer is widely used in null methods of transformer 
besting, for which work it is particularly well suited since 
at commercial frequencies the instrument has a very high 
sensitiveness. Unlike the preceding instruments the 
vibration galvanometer does not give by its deflection any
C^<H©Sharn & W.W.Crawford, Trans. Amer.,i.E.!E. Vol.29, pp.lBlV-iiil
1911.
indication of the nature or direction of the adjustments to 
be made to approach balance. This disadvantage is of much 
lees importance than would be supposed, since a very little 
experience and systematic use of the adjustments enables 
balance to be very quickly secured. Indeed it is probably
j the most rapid instrument of all to use in null tests. The 
construction, use, advantages, and theory of the galvanometer 
have been fully treated by the author in the place cited and
i
j need not be further dealt with here.
10. Secondary burdens.
The burden of an instrument transformer is the external 
load connected to the secondary when the transformer is in 
operation; the amount and nature of the burden have a great 
influence upon the ratio and phase of the transformer. 
Consequently, when transformers are tested,care must be taken 
to make the tests with a burden equivalent to that with which 
the transformer is to be used. Often this is not easy to
since all methods of testing involve the inclusion of
i
some part of the testing apparatus in the secondary circuit, 
la some methods the burden thus imposed is slight, and may be 
neglected in comparison with that of the actual ^ instrument 
which is the transformers1 normal load. In other methods 
this is by no means the case and the transformer must then be 
loaded with an artificial burden. This takes the form of 
resistances/
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resistances and inductances,icapable of carrying 5 amperes, 
combined to give in conjunction with the testing apparatus an 
impedance equal to that of the load with which the transformer 
will work. As a guide to the proper choice of burdens the 
following table gives the constants for a few typical voltmeters, 
ammeters and wattmeter current coils; each test-room will 
acquire for itself data concerning the instruments normally
encountered and prepare therefrom the necessary artificial
loads.
• Vfc 50 cycles per sec.
Instrument. Resist­
ance.
Ohms.
Induct­
ance 
Henr ys •
Enfjedance
ohms.
Power
Factor.
Volt-
Imperes.
Ifr & Thoms on ) 
* iron Voltmeter. )
ton Soft Iron ) 
Voltmeter. )
1996
685
0.45
0.07
2000
689
0.998
0.995
6.05 at 100
volta 
17.55 at 110 
volte
Dynamo- ) 
>r Voltmeter. )
1145 IS.6x10“® 1146 0.999 10.55 at 110 
volte
* H. Dynamo- ) 
6r Ammeter )
0.55 0.04xl0-3 0.55 1 13.TC at 5
amp. I
 ^B* Hot wire ) 
f^lneter, )
 ^H. Wattmeter ) 
current coil. )
0.05
0.165
Negligible,
-3
0.33x10
0.05
0.196
1
0.845
1.25 at 5
amp.
4.88 at 5 amp
^ B, Wattmeter ) 
rent coil. )
0.125 0.50xl0“3 0.201 0.621
!
5.02 at 5 amj
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1. yheory of the ormer.
It Is now necessary to look somewhat more closely into 
the theory of the current transformer than was done in Part 
I, so far as is required to enable the various characterist­
ics and their measurements to be understood* Fig* 9 shows 
the vector diagram for a current transformer, drawn in its 
simplest form2 to show the current relationships. The 
secondary winding is supposed to be closed through a given 
external burden consisting of some Instrument or appliance 
to be operated by the transformer; this burden together 
with the Impedance of the winding itself constitutes the 
total secondary load of phase-angle <f>s • If now a certain 
primary current be applied there will be a drop of voltage 
over the primary winding, necessitating the production of a 
flux in the core sufficient to set up the primary back e*m*f* 
This flux, being linked with the turns of the secondary 
winding/
x
See P.G.Agnew, "a study of the current transformer with 
particular reference to iron Iobs," Bull♦Bur*Stds*, vol*7, 
PP*423-474, 1911* For an exhaustive study see E*Rosa and 
M.G.Lloyd, "The determination of the ratio of transformation 
and of the phase relations in transformers," Bull.Bur.Stds., 
vol.6, pp.1-30, 1910# where a variety of secondary matters 
are discussed* Consult also E*L.Wilder, "Operation of the 
series transformer#" Elec.J.. vol.1,pp.451-455, 1904; K.L. 
Curtis, "The current transformer," Trane.Amey.I.E.B.. vol.25 
PP*715-754, 1907; C.V.Drysdale# "The use of shunts and trans 
formers with alternate current instruments," Phil.Mag..5th 
eer.,vol.10,pp.136—153,1908; E.S.Harrar, "The series trans­
former," Elec.World, vol.51,pp.1044-1046, 1908.
winding, will Induce therein a voltage which causes a current
Is to circulate in the secondary circuit ; the magnitude Is
»
and phase cf>s of the secondary current relative to the 
induced secondary voltage are determined by the reactance 
and resistance of the whole secondary circuit, winding and 
burden inclusive* If magnetic leakage be neglected* the 
primary current muBt contain a component opposite in phase 
to Is and of a magnitude equal to  h 'r  Is 9 where Hr ie the 
ratio of the secondary to the primary turns; i*e*.
that is, the secondary load ampere~turns are balanced by 
the primary load ampere-turns*
A certain number of primary ampere-turns are required 
to produce the flux in the core, these being represented by 
a wattless magnetising component I m of the primary current 
drawn in phase with the flux* In addition there will be a 
current component perpendicular to the flux, , accounting 
for the loss of e n e rg y by hysteresis and eddy currents in the 
iron core* The total exciting current J0 required for the 
magnetisation of the core is the Sector sum of and I# •
The primary current Ip is compounded of the load component 
Ip and the exciting component I 0 , as shown* The ratio 
of/
* ThiB is examined by M*fiosenbaum, *The current transformer," 
Elecn*. vol*74, pp*620-630, 1916, and is shown to lead to 
modifications in the theory that are of secondary importance*
Si.
of the transformer is then Kc =  I p / I s and the phase-angle jb .
It must be remembered that unlike the voltage transformer, 
or power transformers, the current transformer operates at 
▼ariable primary voltage. Every change in the primary current 
causes a different applied p.d* to be impressed on the primary 
winding, necessitating a corresponding change in the flux and 
with this in the exciting current* It follows, therefore, that 
both Kc and are functions of the amount and phase of the
secondary current and of the exciting current I0 required to 
produce the flux; in other words, Kc and [b depend on JS)
1^ and I h • Quantitative relations will be considered in 
the next section, but it follows at once with the magnitudes 
related as in Fig.9 that the true ratio =• Ip  / Is exceeds 
the turns ratio AfT =■ 1 $ /Ip •
2*
The vector diagram of Fig*9 readily lends Itself to 
analytical treatment* Resolving the current vectors on and 
normal to Ip gives
Ip  =  /f'T /s +  -h I" COO <j>s
Ip jb =  Iff) 4Q4 In A+n <f>$.
Squaring and adding, remembering that 1^  and Ih/ are usually
email enough for their products and squares to be neglected,
gives
Ip =  Kj I$ i~ 2 KjIS (1^  I(fyC°^ >^S)
»henee /
whence 52*
12
or
jf Zn ^  4$ +bC*s 0S
This shows that in general the true ratio is greater than 
the turns ratio by an amount depending on the components of 
exciting current and the magnitude and phase of the secondary
For the phase-angle [b , dividing the original equations.
Relationships similar to these have been given by a number of
authors* and form the basis of the indirect methods of testing
transformer characteristics; they will be further considered 
in Chapter II*
At a high power-factor on the secondary the ratio is
principally affected by 1^ and the phase-aagle by In  • Thus
for example at unity power-factor, fis » 0 and
* g.L*Curtis, loo*cit*.1907: C*V*Drysdale.loc*clt*.1908; W* 
Gehfcin, *Sur transformateurs dHntenslte^Lum* Elect* .vol.8.
2nd ser*,pp*67-71,1909; A.P*Young, *The theory and design of 
current transformers,* Journal I.E.B..vol.45*pp*670-678.1910; 
L.T.Bobinsan.loo.olt*.1910: A Barbagelata,*Prova indlretta 
del trasformatori di misura per forti intensita di currente,* 
Attl dell/ Assoc*Elett*Ital*.vol.14*pp*659-654*19101 P.g.Agnew, 
loc.oit.,i9ii» A*G*L*UcKaughton, "The current transformer,* 
Journal I.E.ft*. vol.55, pp.269-271, 1916.
load*
lm  CJSQ cf>s —  4>s
KIs +Im <t>s+Iw
K c =  K t -h jt, 
I  s
In many cases the secondary load may have a very low power- 
factor, e*g*, when the burden is a trip coil or even an 
induction instrument* Then making the power-factor zero
K c =  K t  +  Iz. ,
±  T 5
1 lrT I 5
are the limiting values, showing that the ratio is now 
determined by 1^ and the phase angle by Iw • Moreover, 
it should be observed that at low power-factors in the 
secondary circuit [b may reverse in sign, l*e>. if originally 
I 5 were leading on Ip reversed it now lags*
It is relevant to speak here of the practical problem 
of reducing the imperfections of a transformer to a minimum*
It is obvious that will only be identical with K r for 
all secondary burdens if Im and IN are zero* Similarly jb  
will be zero only if IM and 1^  both vanish* This condition 
can never be attained with any practical magnetic material; 
hence it is necessary to use the best possible iron for the 
magnetic circuit* By making a short, jointless, magnetic 
circuit of highly permeable iron alloy, working at a flux 
density not exceeding 1500 lines per sq*am*, I m ©an be made 
very small; the reduction of l w is effected by Choosing a 
material with low hysteresis loss and a high specific resist­
ance, so that when used in thin laminae the eddy current 
losses in the iron become very small* Drysdale has recently 
pointed out that a considerable improvement in characteristics 
could/
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could bo obtained by substituting for the materials of the 
Stalloy type one of the nev high permeability metals such as 
Permalloy*
3. giBlsal *
It will be appreciated from the preceding discussion 
that very great care is required in the design and construction 
of current transformers if ratio and phase-angle errors are to 
be made small; a great diversity in behavious is found among 
transformers constructed by various makers* The curves in 
Fig*10, plotted from the classic results of Agnew and Fitch,* 
shov how the characteristics of a current transformer depend 
on secondary current, burden, and frequency in a normal case*
The curves refer to a transformer of 200/5 amp* ratio, nominal 
ratio 40/l, rated at 40 volt-amperes; the transformer has a 
secondary resistance of 0*463 ohm and is Insulated for 15,000 
volts* it will be seen that in a general way the ratio and 
phase-angle curves are of similar forme, falling with increas­
ing secondary current and concave upwards* The actual numerical 
values are perhaps somewhat higher than occur in modem precision 
transformers but represent quite closely the behaviouw of a good 
transformer* The phase-angle is usually positive, JUjfct* I s 
leads on ~ Ip  , but at heavy inductive load f& may become 
negative or lag* It is to be noted in passing that in deference 
to custom jb is stated in minutes; this is a quite indefensible 
practice/
IT ' ~"" " ...  1" ‘ ~ 1
P*G*Agnew and T*T*FitCh, Bull*Bur*Stds*. vol.8, pp«281-299, 
1910*
practice* since In all practical Instances where fb is 
required in calculation it must he converted Into radians*
This 1b readily done by dividing the angle in minutes by 
5438* Since j?> is usually small it would be a distinct 
advantage to keep it in radians, for then the sine and 
tangent which are generally required could without appreciable 
error be taken equal to the angle Itself, thus rendering 
unnecessary the use of trigonometrical tables* The value 
of fb , even in transformers intended for use with portable 
instruments, may at low loads be in excess of 3°, but with 
careful design should be much less*
Jolleyf has recently compared the behaviour of two 
distinct types of current transformer, one of American (a ) 
and the other of British (B) manufacture* Both were of 
50/5 ratio, A for 25 volt-amp. and B for 15 volt-amp* The 
ratio between l/5 load and full load in both transformers 
dhanged by little more them ijt* The American transformer 
had a jointless core of very good iron worked at 730 lines 
per sq.cm.; the British transformer had Interleaved joints, 
Inferior Iran, and a flux density of £940 lines per sq*cm*
The phase-angle of B was negative, decreasing with load, 
while that of A was positive and increasing* The negative 
eagle of B never exceeds 15 mln* and is always numerically 
less/
* A*Campbell, *Angular unit for small phase differences,* 
Journal Sci*lnats*. vol.3,pp*95-94, 1926*
t A.C.Jolley, "Some tests on modern current transformers,* 
journal soi*Insts* * vol.3,pp.43-50, 1925*
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less than that of A; this small negative angle Is attributed 
to the higher reactance and core loss of B*
4* Abnormal rat1o curves*
While the curves discussed in Section 3 and shown in 
Fig*10 represent the general trend of results obtained in 
normal transformers# certain abnormal results are sometimes 
encountered the investigation of which sheds much light on 
the nature of ratio and phase errors in general* Such 
results were first noticed by Edg<jcumbe* in 1910 but no 
explanation was offered; this was supplied by Agnew^ in 
the following year*
Fig.11 is taken from Agnew's memoir and Illustrates the 
effect very clearly* The phase-angle follows the normal 
course, decreasing with increasing secondary current* The 
ratio, on trhe other hand, increases to a maximum before
finally decreasing as full load is approached* Such a
curve
ratio^ie quite abnormal* The transformer on which these 
curves were taken had a turns ratio Is  /T p m 196/25, 
nominal ratio 40/5 amperes, secondary resistance 0*51 ohm, 
secondary burden 0*17 ohm resistance and 0*08 millihenry 
inductance, maximum flux 290 lines at 60 cycles and 700 
lines at 25 cycles*
Agnew shows that the form of the ratio curve depends 
entirely upon the way in which the iron losses vary with
ae/ ________ ,____________________________________
* £«Edgeumbe, ^Some notes on the use of instrument trans­
formers,* Else*Rev*. vol*67,pp*163-i6o,1910*
t P*G*Agnew, loe.oit*. 1911*
the maximum flux density 3 in the core. Thus if the loss 
be taken proportional to 3  > the curve will be of normal 
form sloping down and concave upwards if c <  2 . If c s 2 
the curve will be horizontal, as is approached in some 
high-class transformers with low impedance load on the 
secondary* If, however, c lies between 2 and 3 the curve 
will slope up with downward concavity, as in the abnormal 
form illustrated* Agnew was able to justify these deductions 
by an extensive series of experiments undertaken to investi­
gate the variation of the loss index with 3  at low flux 
densities in materials such as are used in current trans­
former oore construction. He shows that c is far from 
constant under such conditions, but demonstrates that the 
slope of the ratio curve can be predicted with accuracy from 
the slope of the curve obtained by plotting the core loss 
against the flux on logarithmic paper, l*e. * on the logar­
ithmic slope or "ratio of variation* of the oore loss*
Pig*11 will be again referred to in Chapter II*
6* csharaoterletio. Mltt.wogitl.ag.condition..
The ratio and phase-single of a current transformer 
depend very considerably upon a number of factors introduced 
by the working conditions; the variations are best displayed 
by plotting the ratio or ratlo-factor nd the phase-angle to
1
a base of secondary current for various conditions, vide 
*i*.10. The variables affecting the performance of the
transformer/
transformer are (a) frequency, (b) secondary burden, (c) 
magnetic history, and (d) wave-form. These will now be 
briefly examined*
5a* Frequency* - For a given current through a given 
secondary burden a definite voltage, proportional to the 
product of the frequency and the flux in the core, is 
required* Hence if the frequency be lowered the flux will 
be correspondingly increased* A larger exciting current is 
therefore taken by the primary winding, the general effect 
being usually to increase the ratio He and the phase-angle 
3 in a transformer of normal characteristics* Moreover, 
the lowering of the frequency increases not only the actual 
values of Hc and jh but also the rate with whidh these 
quantities vary with I s •
The effect of frequenoy is considerable, especially 
on the value of the angle fb , and hence the frequency 
should always be clearly stated in any tests on the character­
istics of a current transformer*
Secondary burden* - An increase in the impedance of the 
secondary burden calls for an Increase in the induced second­
ly voltage if a given secondary current is to be maintained 
st a given frequency* This increased voltage requires a 
Proportionate increase in the flux* Hence in general an 
increase of secondary burden has the same Influence as a 
decrease of frequency, increasing the flux for a given 
secondary current and in consequence of the larger exciting 
current/
current, increasing both the ratio 'Ko and the phase-angle f t • 
The precise effect of a change in secondary burden depends 
not only upon the total change of impedance* or of volt- 
amperes* but on the resistance and reactance alterations 
that have been made* It is not sufficient in transformer 
testing merely to follow the common practice of stating the 
impedance of the secondary burden or the number of volt- 
amperee absorbed by it; the resistance and reactance of 
whidh it is composed must be clearly specified if the 
figures given for ratio and phase-angle are to have a 
definite meaning* In testing* therefore* it is essential 
to see that testB are made with a real or an artificial 
burden in the secondary circuit which imitates precisely 
that with which the transformer will work in practice; the 
statement of the constituents of the burden as well as its 
total amount is absolutely essential for definiteness*
It is perhaps well to point out here that the current 
transformer used in conjunction with an instrument must be 
looked upon as part of that instrument and partaking of the 
precision demanded therefrom* The practice, still not 
uncommon* of using lOJwu.ent transforffldr -trwnifipply not only 
a measuring instrument but also such devices as protective 
relays* trip coils* etg* °AnWii^y^oo^tr^fly deprecated, 
since it is impossible to expect that a transformer can have 
sufficiently good characteristics to enable it to act with 
precision as a measuring device and simultaneously as a 
piece/
<JL~ »*» -i-
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piece of protective apparatus. Such mixed burdens cannot 
be too strongly discouraged; each instrument should have 
its own transformer of adequate precision, while each detail 
of protective gear should be operated from a low accuracy 
transformer of sufficient secondary output*
5c* Ifagnetic history* - It is well known that the secondary 
circuit of a current transformer should never be opened when 
the primary winding is excited* If it were opened the 
secondary back ampere-turns would be removed and the core 
would be magnetised to a high flux density; this would 
result in greatly increased iron losses with consequent 
influence on the ratio and phase-angle* A precisely similar 
effect is obtained if a direct current of full-load value 
had been passed round either winding, as is sometimes done, 
in testing the windings for relative polarity* The Influence 
of such a d*c* magnetisation is shown in Pig*12^plotted from 
the results of Agnew and Fitch, indicating the great increase 
in ratio and phase-angle produced by the excessive exciting 
current taken by the initially magnetised transformer* The 
effect of open-circuiting the secondary is similar, the 
amount of increase in K c and (3 depending upon the point in 
the cycle at which the primary circuit is opened, i*e*.
Whether the core were left more or lees magnetised*
The effects of magnetisation due to either cause can 
be readily overcome by opening the secondary, passing a 
current slightly in excess of full load current through 
the/
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the primary, and then gradually reducing the current to zero. 
Demagnetisation may often be more conveniently effected by 
opening the primary and passing an alternating current through 
the secondary* reducing it gradually to zero as before. All 
transformers should be thoroughly demagnetised before being 
tested for ratio and phase error, preferably by the second 
method. Engelhardt* shows that a current of 0.2 ampere is 
usually sufficient for the purpose. He found in certain 
transformers that remanent magnetism increases the ratio at 
full load by 0.1 to 0.3$ and the angle by as mudh as 14 min.
At l/lO full load a ratio error of 1.8$ end an angle error 
of 85 min* was observed*
5d. Wave-form. - For all practical purposes the influence 
of the wave-form of the primary current Upon the ratio and
phase-angle of a current transformer is negligible. The
1rquestion was originally investigated in 1896 by Roessler 
for power transformers, and in 1908 by Lloyd^ for the more 
special case of instrument transformers. This experimenter 
shows that the influence of wave-foxm depends largely upon 
whether/
■ V.Rngelhardt, *tfeber den Einfluss der remanenten magnetis- 
ierung auf die Angaben von Stromwandlern und fiber deren 
Beseitigung.” Elekt.Zelts.«vol.41.p p .647-650. 1920.
t G.Roessler, "The behaviour of transformers under the Influence 
of alternating currents of different wave-forms.* Eleon.. 
vol.36,pp.124-126,150-153,184-185,219-222, 1896*
I M.G.Lloyd, "The effect of wave form upon the voltage ratio of 
transformers," El ec.World. vol.52.p p. 845-846.1908 s "Effect of 
wave-form upon iron losses in transformers," Bull.Bur.Stda.. 
vol.4,pp.477-510, 1908. See also P.G.Agnew, loc.cit.ante.
whether the primary resistance drop preponderates over the 
leakage reactance drop or the reverse* With predominating 
ohmic drop a peaked wave reduces the ratio; With predominant 
reactance drop a peaked wave causes the ratio to increase*
In current transformers the effects are negligible unless 
the harmonic exceed half the fundamental; the magnitude of 
the effect is of the same order as that due to small changes 
of frequency* a peaked wave reducing both ratio and angle*
6* lave distortion*
The question of how far the wave of secondary current 
of a current transformer is a reduced facsimile of the wave 
of primary current is one that has often been asked* Robinson8 
by taking oscillograms of the primary and secondary currents 
showed that any difference* even with a very distorted 
primary wave* must be exceedingly small* The later experi­
ments of Agnew* making use of refined methods of wave analysis* 
have shown the effect to be quite negligible An all practical 
oases* With a 20> harmonic in the primary current the dis­
tortion in the secondary wave amounted only to 1 part in 
25uo, and would in praotlce be much less with the purer wave­
forms usually encountered* Hence the primary and secondary 
currents can be considered* even in the most refined work* 
to be of identical wave-form*
introduction to methods of testing*
Having now discussed the characteristic properties of 
current transformers the following Chapters of this Part will
—  -----------------------------------------
Ii*T*Robinson* ^oc*cit*ante* ,1910: P.C*Agnew, loc*clt*. 1911*
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be devoted to a resume of the principal methods of measuring 
the ratio and phase-angle that have from time to time been 
suggested* Some of these methods are of historical Interest 
only, others are of the greatest practical value but they are 
all classified on a purely technical basis in the present 
Part* The task of separating out the methods that would 
nowadays be used from the great mass of those suggested is 
the object of Part IV*
In Chapter II of Part I a broad general classification 
of methods of testing transformers was given* It is now 
necessary slightly to amplify that classification in its 
particular application to tests on currerit transformers*
The Indirect Method is first treated in Chapter II row 
following* Chapters III to VI inclusive deal with Direct 
methods both Absolute and. Belative* The methods are classi­
fied throughout according to the type of apparatus that must 
be essentially used in them; this seems to be simpler, to 
make fewer classes and sub-classes, and to attain a greater 
measure of correlation than by any other process*
The Absolute Deflectlonal methods of Chapter III 
utilise, in the main, two principles; (i) in which the primary 
and secondary currents are separately measured and compared 
by the readings of certain instruments; (11) in which the 
volt-drops over four-terminal resistances Inserted in primary 
and secondary circuits are adjusted to approximate balance 
or equality, their difference being measured by the readings 
of/
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of suitable instruments• The great majority of these 
methods are based on this opposition or balance principle; 
in some cases the method becomes "semi-null,” since one 
instrument is adjusted to give a zero reading before the 
others are read*
The Absolute Null methods of Chapter IV are essentially 
opposition or balance methods in which the vector resultant 
of the primary and secondary volt-drops is exactly annulled 
by an auxiliary voltage of adjustable magnitude and phase, 
balance being indicated by a suitable detector* These 
methods are, as it were, applications of the principle of 
an a*c* potentiometer of a limited voltage and angular range* 
In Chapters V and VI Relative methods, respectively 
Absolute and Null, are discussed* The former are essentially 
opposition methods of comparing the secondary currents of 
two transformers, the difference between which is measured 
deflectionally* The latter are likewise opposition methods 
in which the difference of the two secondary currents or 
volt-drops is annulled by an adjustable auxiliary circuit* 
With these preliminary remarks it is now possible to 
proceed to a detailed analysis of each class of methods*
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CHAPTER II.
THE INDIRECT METHOD.
1 * Preliminary and Historical•
In Section 2 of the preceding Chapter it has been shown 
that the ratio and phase-angle of a current transformer are 
very approximately given by the equations
=  K T  + - - - - - - - - 7  »
5
-feuvu (b ^  ^
' Kr l s
where K r is the ratio secondary turns/primary turns, lm and 
Iw are the magnetising and loss components of the primary 
current, I s is the secondary current, and <f)s is the phase 
displacement of the entire secondary circuit* If these 
various quantities can be determined, then Kc and f t are 
found from the above expressions*
In the early days this method was the only one used in 
current transformer testing, the process following very 
closely the methodB of testing power transformers for regu­
lation* Thus Wilder* in 1904 measured the exciting current 
of a transformer with the secondary open and from these values 
and the open-clrcuit secondary frolts calculated approximately 
the variation of ratio with various secondary resistance loads* 
A/
* E*L*Wilder, Elec*J*. vol.l, pp*461-455, 1904*
A similar but more precise use of the same method was made 
by Mcflaughton* in 1915* This experimenter measured the 
exciting current 10 and its phase, hence determining In and 
4 * by opening the secondary circuit and putting an ammeter,
a voltmeter and a wattmeter in the primary, l*e*, by the 
ordinary o*c* test* By closing the secondary through an 
ammeter and supplying the primary at a low voltage, measure­
ments of primary volts, amperes and watts enable the effect­
ive impedance, resistance, and reactance of the transformer 
to be found at various secondary currents* It is then 
supposed that the secondary winding is responsible for half 
the effective reactance, a supposition by no means correct*
Curtist in 1907 endeavoured to make an application of 
the method to a ring type transformer by first measuring the 
reactance and resistance of the secondary burden, and approxi­
mately calculating the leakage reactance of the secondary*
By this means <j6s could be estimated with some exactness*
The values of Im and were deduced, however, from a 
ballistic test of the ring,but these are far from being the 
correct values when the core is magnetised by an alternating 
current•
These particular forms of the Indirect test were soon 
supplanted by simpler and more exact direct methods of 
measuring ratio and phase-angle* Interest in the indirect 
method was, however, again revived a few years later when
AiI ___________________________________________________________________
* A*G.L*McBaughton, Journal I*E*E*,vol.53,pp*269-271, 1915* 
t K*L*Curtis, Trans*Amer*I«E*E* * vol.25, pp*716-754, 1907*
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it became necessary to teat transformers for very large 
primary currents. The direct method suffers then from the 
technioal difficulty of constructing non-reactive low 
resistances suitable for currents of 2000 amperes or more 
and the use of the indirect process enables this trouble to 
be surmounted* The procedure adopted* is to measure l m and 
Iw by a dynamometer method, a typical arrangement being 
described in the next Section* The exact determination 
of is, however, subject to some uncertainty owing to 
the difficulty of determining the secondary leakage reactance; 
fortunately this is often small and is swamped by the react­
ance of the secondary burden. As a general rule excellent 
agreement is found between the computed and the aotual values 
of the ratio and phase-angle, as an example in Section 2 will 
show*
2* Typical Method*
The following is a typical procedure for use of the 
indirect method, Introduced by Sharp and Crawford but later 
improved by Agnew; the conneetions for the measurement of 
lm and are shown in Pig* 15a. The secondary voltage ; 
from which the flux can be calculated, was set by means of 
a sensitive reflecting dynamometer voltmeter V which could 
be calibrated on d*c. by throwing to the left* The 
primary exciting current Is passed through a suitable four- 
terminal /
* See L *T * Robinson» Trans. Amer * 1 * B* *. vol * 28.pt>* 1005-10S9.
1010; A.Barbagelata. Attl dell* Assoc.Blett.Ital..vol.14. 
pp*63-604,1910; C*H*Sharp and I*i*Crawford, Trans*Amer*I*E>E*i 
vol* 29,pp*1517-154i,1911; P*G*Agnew,Bull*Bur*Stds.,vol*7. 
pp*423-474,191j.; A*Barbagelata, I/Elettro*. vol*8, pp. 165- 
175, 1921.
terminal resistance Rp • The procedure is then as follows 
With S$ up and Sg to the left the phase shifter is adjusted 
until D reads zero, showing that the voltage across the 
primary winding and the current I in the fixed coil of D 
are in quadrature* By throwing Sg to the right a reading of 
D is obtained proportional to I I  c* i*e., to Tm •
The phase of I is then advanced by 90° and the new reading 
of D, proportional to 1 1  <u^(X  o r  1^ , is taken* By 
this means curves of IM and Iw as functions of the secondary 
voltage are obtained* Knowing the impedance of the secondary 
burden, the resistance of the secondary winding,and estimating 
the reactance of the latter if necessary, it is possible to 
find <ps and also the induced secondary voltage required to 
circulate Is secondary amperes; from this the two components 
of exciting current may be taken from the test curves* If 
the turns ratio K r be known then Ac. and are at once 
calculable from the preceding equations*
To show the agreement possible between the computed 
and the actual characteristics the reader should refer to 
Pig*11 in which the crosses represent the values found by 
the above indirect method while the circles show the values 
measured by an absolute method* This is the case of a 
transformer with an abnormal ratio curve knd hence the 
agreement is the more gratifying; Agnew and others* give 
results for normal transformers in which the correspondence 
is no less good* As mentioned earlier the principal defect
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of the method 1b the difficulty of exactly estimating the 
leoond&ry leakage reactance, but this makes but a small 
error if the external burden be at all large, as Is generally 
the case in practice*
3. U B e nQ£^lh^maflpetlc_pfltentiflmfllflr •
Alberti and Vieweg*have used quite a different method 
for determining the components of exciting current, namely, 
means of the magnetic potentiometer* This simple piece 
of apparatus, introduced by Chattock^ in 1888, consists of a 
uniform coil of wire wound on a flexible core of cord, rubber, 
or pressboard, and connected to a ballistic galvanometer* If 
the two ends of the coll be at points in a magnetic field 
between which there is a difference of magnetic potential, 
a throw of the galvanometer will result when the field le 
removed* This deflection will be proportional merely to the 
difference of magnetic potent led and independent of the con­
tour of the core upon which the coil is wound* Again if the 
eoil be linked through a circuit which carries a current and 
its ends are brought into contact, when the current be stopped 
a throw of the galvanometer will ensue proportional to the 
o*m*f* round the contour of the core of the potentiometer, 
l*e*, to 4?c times the ampere-turns of the circuit* If the
aarrent /___________ ______ __________________________________
* E. Alberti and V* View eg, "Untersu Chung an Stromwandlern*
Der Magnetisierungsstrom, Arch*f*Elekt*. vol*2, pp*208-216, 
1914.
f A*p*Chattock, *0n a magnetic potentiometer,* Proc.Phys.Soc*. 
vol.9,pp.25-26,1888. See also, V*Bogowskl and W•Steinhaus,
Arch.f.Elekt*.vol*1*p p*141-150.1915: W.Rogowski, idem, pp. 
511-b27,1915; F.Goltze, Arch.f.Elekt♦.vol*2. pp*505-513, 
1914*
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current be alternating and the potentiometer be joined to 
a vibration galvanometer, a deflection will be produced 
proportional to the ampere-turns with which the potentiometer 
is linked*
This is the principle upon which Alberti and Vieweg^ 
method is based* The flexible magnetic potentiometer is 
linked through the primary and secondary windings of the 
transformer and its ends brought together, see Fig*13b*
The instrument therefore measures the resultant m*m*f* of 
the primary and secondary ampere-tvrns when the transformer 
is supplied with current and the secondary is closed through 
a given burden,i*e*. the exciting ampere-turns L~lp • The 
voltage induced in the potentiometer is opposed against the 
drop of voltage in a resistance E supplied with an auxiliary 
current from a phase shifting device; the tapping on the 
resistance and the phase shifter are regulated until balance 
Is indicated by a vibration galvanometer, the amount of the 
voltage being then known by the tapping fraction t■/£ and ite 
phase cj> relative to the primary current of the transformer 
by the readings of an ammeter and dynamometer wattmeter in 
the primary circuit» the volt coil of the wattmeter being 
excited at known voltage E  from the phase-shlfter* The 
resultant voltage in the magnetic potentiometer is thus 
fcnown in magnitude and phase and can be drawn in a vector 
diagram in proper relation to the primary ampere-turns, 
which are known* The exciting ampere turns are at right 
angles/
angles to the resultant voltage, thus giving the direction 
of I 0 • Moreover the secondary ampere turns are known in 
magnitude, so that IQ is readily found* The results are found 
to be in good agreement with the values obtained from a direct 
absolute method*
( c l )
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CHAPTER III,
ABSOLUTE METHODS* DEFLECTIORAL.
1 • Two ammeter methods•
The ratio of a current transformer is most easily 
found by the use of two ammeters,11 Ap and As » connected 
respectively in the primary and the secondary circuits as 
shown in Pig* 14a* The ratio is then given by the ratio of 
the readings of primary and secondary ammeters* The method 
suffers from several disadvantages which render it of little 
use in practice, except for quite rough tests* The accuracy 
clearly depends upon the accuracy of calibration of the two 
Instruments and the precision with whidh simultaneous readings 
can be taken upon them; at the full rated current the ratio 
may be determined with care to The scales of most a*c*
ammeters are usually non-uniform, the divisions being crowded 
at the lower readings; hence at low currents the accuracy 
falls off very considerably* The accuracy at low loads 
cannot be improved by the substitution of a lower reading 
ammeter in the secondary, since the burden imposed by the 
windings of an ammeter of less than 5 amperes range is too 
great and would make the ratio of transformation quite 
different from the true value* The test burden ft ,therefore, 
should be chosen so that together with the secondary ammeter
   ;__________________________________________
* See R*S*J*Spilsbury, geama, vol.6 pp*505-513, 1920, F*A*
Kartak, Klee.World, vol•75,pp•1508-1370, 1980; P*B*
Sllsbee, Trans*Amer*l*E*E* * vol*45, pp*282-294, 1924*
the total secondary burden is equal to that with which the 
transformer will be loaded in service* The method is limited 
in range by the fact that self-contained a*c* ammeters for 
use in the primary circuit with currents exceeding 500 amperes 
are not readily procurable*
The same principle applies to the use of shunted dyna­
mometers, as suggested by fiobinson* and shown in Fig*14b*
The current coil of Dp is put in the primary circuit and 
that of Ds in the secondary; the voltage coils are connected 
in parallel with suitable four-terminal resistances, 
in the respective circuits* By the use of reflecting dyna­
mometers it is possible to attain fairly high accuracy; high 
primary currents can be dealt with by proper choice of Rp 
and parallel grouping of the current coils of Dp • Since 
the currents are proportional to the square roots of the 
dynamometer readings it follows that the accuracy is again 
low at low loads*
The two-ammeter method serves for quick ratio tests, 
euch as are frequently required when checking ammeter trans­
formers on site; the method is useless for wattmeter trans­
formers since it is not possible to obtain by its use any 
measurement of the phase-angle 3 •
Two dynamometers used in conjunction with a phase shifting
fleyide/ ______ _____________________________________
* b*T*Bobinson, Electrical Measurements on circuits requiring 
current and potential transformers,* Trans*Amer*I*E*E* * 
vol.28, pp*1005-1039, Discussion pp.l04b-i052, 1910*
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device enable the ratio and phase-angle to be readily 
determined; a large number of methods have been described 
having this basic principle* Referring to Pig*15a, the 
primary of the transformer is connected to a source of a*c. 
in series with an ammeter Ap and the current coils of a 
dynamometer or wattmeter Dp of suitable range and sensit­
ivity; the secondary is closed through an ammeter As and 
the current coils of a second dynamometer or wattmeter Ds •
The voltage coils of Dp and Ds are joined in parallel 
across an auxiliary source of supply the phase of which 
relative to the source feeding the primary circuit can be 
adjusted* The auxiliary supply can be ta&en from a phase 
shifting transformer excited tttam  the source which supplies 
the primary; or the primary and auxiliary sources may be 
two similar coupled alternators with means for effecting 
relative phase relationships* The ammeters A p , A s are 
convenient for setting the load to a desired value but are 
not essential; Ap may be retained, but any desired burden 
can be substituted for As •
The process2 is very simple and is illustrated by the 
vector diagrams of Pig* 16 b and c* Assuming that the voltage 
coils of the two dynamometers are of negligible reactance so
t**at7 ____________________ --- - , - - - .A - ■
* L*T*Robinson, Trans*Amer*I*E*S*. vol*25,pp*727-754, 1907 add 
vol*28,pp*1005-1039, 1910 uses the process only for the 
determination of angle, finding the ratio by the shunted 
dynamometer method of the preceding section* TKe complete 
process here described has been used by Kartalc, loc.cit*.
1920, Spilsbury, loo*cit*.1920* A*Barbagelata, L^lettrotecnlca 
vol•8,pp*105-175,1921 and Sllsbee loc*oltfr* >1924* A*G*L* '
MC6aughton,"The current transformer*"Journal 1»E«^*.vol*6S. 
pp*209-271,1916 uses the above process to find the angle , 
but obtains the ratio from the ammeter readings* 1
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that the currents In them are In phase with the auxiliary1 
Toltage E applied by the phase shifter and indicated by 
the voltmeter V ,adjust the phase shifter until the reading 
of Dp is a maximum* Then E and Ip are in phase, and the 
readings of Dp and Ds will be, as can be verified from Fig* 
15b,
kip = EIp
Ia/s =  E l s =■ —E l s Cesjb
Since ^  is small the numerical value of k/s is nearly E IS 
bo that
Now adjust the phase shifter until Dp reads zero, then E  
and Ip are in quadrature as shown in Fig* 15c and the new 
reading of D s is
k/s ~  E:ls <^ >(^ 2 ~P>) ~ - E I s ^v/3,
I // i
fo •=- • or accurately ia ^ p  —
k/s iVs
The method is simple and quick, and an accuracy of 0*2^ 
can be obtained at full load* The sensitivity falls off only 
in proportion to the load, so that as a method for measuring 
ratio it is to be preferred to the shunted dynamometer method 
in which the sensitiveness decreases in proportion to the 
square of the current* The method Checks the polarity of 
the transformer terminals, which is an advantage in practice* 
The/
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The disadvantages of the method are three in number:- 
(1) The secondary burden imposed by the dynamometer IX, is 
considerable and is about 10 volt-amperes; (ii) The range of 
primary current is limited to about 200 amperes, which is 
the greatest current for which dynamometer instruments can 
be easily constructed without the use of auxiliary trans­
formers. In addition, a number of primary dynamometers will 
be required to retain sensitivity over the wide range of 
maximum primary currents found in practical transformers;
(Hi) The reactance of the volt coils of Dp and Ds will 
cause an error, neglected in the above simple theory*
The reactance error is easily determined* Let dp' and £
S5 be the angles of phase displacement between the currentb 
In the voltage circuits of DP and D s and the common applied 
Yoltage E  * Then with D P reading a maximum it is easy to 
show that the readings in watts of Dp and Ds will be 
iVp =  E Ip  coo Sp , and ^ 4  ~  E IS $5 * K-fb+Qp-0 s )
c<k>Qs. c o o  (p>+8s- Op) , so that /r . 2
Wp/ !a/s -  [ Ip  Qp]/ £ZS c#oOs. -tds - Bp)J =r Ip /Is — f because
9s, Op, fb are all small and of similar magnitude* Now 
adjust the phase of E  until D p reads zero; then if E has 
been made to lead L  by 1 1  ^  this result will be secured 
and the reading of Ds becomes /V* = EIS c*>6s . c<x>(2£-/s+0p-6!]) =
His - '6*^- (fc ~pBs ‘—SpJ , whence l^/s/k/s =  //B'f'Bs ~BpJ
Hence reactance in the volt colls produces no appreciable error 
in Kc but may have a considerable effeet on the value of jb •
The error can be made zero, i.e., Ws/Ws = ts ^ /b  if 6S = 9P 
or if Bs — Bp — O . That is, if the volt circuits have equal 
time-constants, and hence equal phase displacements the error 
in ft will be zero* It will also be zero if the reactance of 
both voltage coils be annulled by a h } of the well-known methods, 
*•£*, the inclusion of a properly chosen shunted condenser in 
each volt circuit* The error can also be avoided, as suggested 
independently by Moore* *>y Barbagelata, if the volt coils 
ere joined in series instead of in parallel and if the auxiliary 
current, 2, be measured Instead of the auxiliary voltage*
It is possible to determine JB by adjusting the phase
Uhlfter/____________________________________________ ________
* A*B*Moore, Journal I*B*E*. vol.51,pp.346-347, 1918; A* 
Barbagelata, loc*clt*. 192£*
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flhifter bo that Dp and Ds are successively brought to zero;*
„p is then equal to the angle through which the phase has 
been rotated to obtain the two zero readings* since f& is so 
small - never more than 3° - this necessitates some magnify­
ing device for the accurate reading of the angle upon the 
scale of the phase shifter; this may be effected by optical 
means* The necessity for magnifying the angle to enable it
to be accurately measured may be avoided by using a process
t
described by Makower and Wust* Neglecting volt coil reactance 
effects let E  be adjusted to lead on Ip by an angle (f> ; then 
the readings in watts of Dp and Ds will be
Vip — E lp  a x  <f> 
and 1a/3 =  E ls cao(7C-p + <{>) =  - E l s c#>(<f>-p).
Then, ___ Is  an (<(>-[$)  ___ /__ Ic&oQ - f yQ^Q,~kury-cf>J = a  say,
Wp I p '  c o o t K c L 1
taking various values of let a  be determined and a curve 
showing a  as a function of ^  be plotted* Then if c l , , a s 
be values of CL from the curve corresponding with angles <p,, 4>z 
it is easy to show that
CL, —  CL 2
Ciz <p/ G-, Cpz
from which /3 is found* Putting this value of in the
ISPresslpn/ __________________________________________ __
* A*B*MOore* loc* pit• > 1913*
t A.J •Makower, "Measurement of phase difference,* Elecn*. 
vol.58,p*895,1907; A*J*Makower and A*Wust, "Phase lag in 
current transformers," £lasfe*,vol*79,pp.581-582,p*071,
785, 1917*
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expression for a i enables Kc to be calculated*
A number of important modifications of the tvo dyna­
mometer method,in which a polyphase source of supply takes 
the plafe of the phase-shifter, have been used and must now 
he considered*
Of the two-phase methods that of Rosa and Lloyd8 is 
shown in Fig*Ida* The dynamometers D  p-> are of the
reflecting type in which the reactance of the voltage cir­
cuits has been compensated* The ratio of the transformer 
is found by throwing down the switches S, and S 2 , and using 
the dynamometers to measure the primary and secondary currents, 
just as in Fig* 14b* To find the phase-angle jb , S ( and S 2 
are thrown up thus connecting the voltage coils of the two 
dynamometers in series across the second phase, which is in 
quadrature with the main phase supplying the transformer*
The volt coils thus carry current in quadrature with Ip and 
will cease to read; in consequence of the angle , Ds 
will give a reading
Ci =  k  ISI  y&sry* jh —  k  1$
where ./( is the dynamometer constant, I  the current in the 
▼olt coils, t s the total resistance of the voltage circuit 
°f , and E  the voltage across that circuit, read upon 
the voltmeter V • If now the switch E>z be thrown down and 
the/ _____
*• E*B*Rosa and M*G*Lloyd, "The determination of the ratio 
of transformation and of the phase relations in trans­
formers,• Bull*Bur*S^ds*. vol.0, pp.1-30, 1910.
the resistance of the volt coll circuit of , now a 
shunted dynamometer, be adjusted to a value so that
the deflection is again cL ,
d  — k l s . I s .f o —
bo that =—  Rs l s %
Z s tT s ' £
The defect of the method is that the dynamometers used had 
a fairly high resistance so that the transformer is working 
under unpractical conditions. This defect is overcome by 
the method of Agnew and Pitch,* shown in Pig. 16b*With the aid 
of this method these experimenters made one of the earliest 
extensive investigations of the properties of current trans­
formers. The four-terminal resistances Rp and Rs are chosen 
so that each gives a volt drop of 0.1 to 0.4 volts, i.e.,
Rs/Rp is made about equal to the nominal ratio of the trans­
former* must be adjustable and may consist of a four-
terminal resistance shunted by a variable and much larger 
resistance, or alternatively may be a four-terminal slider 
resistance. The burden imposed by ls from 0.6 to 2
volt-amperes.
Rp and Rs are connected together as shown so that the 
drops of voltage in them are in opposition; with the switch
to/
* P.G.Agnew and T*T«Pitch, "The determination of the constants 
of instrument transformers,* Bull.Bur.Stds.. vol.8, pp. 
281-299, 1910. P.G.Agnew, "A study of the current trans­
former with particular reference to iron loss,• Bull.Bur. 
Sltds.. vol.7,pp.423-474, 1911* Por another two phase 
method see Barbagelata, loc.cit*ante. 1921.
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to the right Rs is adjusted until Dp reads zero. The 
resultant voltage, V  , compounded of Rp Ip and Rs Is 
in the way shown in Fig.ldc is then in quadrature with Ip - 
The switch ls then turned to the left and the reading of 
the dynamometer D taken. The current I in the fixed 
coils of this instrument is supplied from a source in 
quadrature with Ip and hence the reading of D  is a measure 
of ^  ; the dynamometer may be a wattmeter calibrated in 
watts or the seale may be marked in volts by applying known 
voltages to the moving coils while I  is maintained constant 
in the fixed coils. From the simple geometry of the vector 
diagram,
R$ 1$ f t  ~  Rp Ip
whence Kc =  .c^o/b '■= .
-4 V
Also ■= Rp Ip  icUy j^B ~  Rs I s f t
whence jb can be found.
The method of Agnew and Fitch is capable of considerable 
precision; these experimenters used reflecting dynamometers 
and were able to find Kc to 0.005^ and fd to the nearest 
minute. The sensitivity, however, falls off as the square 
of the current and so two-range dynamometers were used to 
maintain this degree of precision over a wide range of 
currents. The method is subject to certain errors, chiefly 
i& the determination of Jb , arising from the reactance of 
the voltage coils of D  and the residual reacttace of Rp 
and/
m
E
I
y'
?
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and /?s • Those are investigated at length in the original 
paper, where it is shown that the effect of the volt coil 
reactance can be made negligible by the adoption of the usual 
methods of compensation. Por the residuals, it is shown 
that their effects on jb are opposite in sign; hence if Q  
and Us 811,0 both slightly inductive (or capacitive), residual 
errors will vanish when they have equal tiroe-constants. The 
ammeter A serves for adjustment of the desired secondary 
load, but can be replaced by any required burden.
Turning now to three-phase methods, the simplest is 
that due to Barbagelata,8 shown in Fig*17a. Assuming the 
▼olt coils of Dp sind to be compensated for reactance,
throwing the switch upon the middle, right and left hand 
contacts successively will apply voltages between lines III 
and I, I and II, II and III to the voltage circuits in 
parallel* Let these three voltages be Kf , and ^ 
in Fig*17b, each of equal amplitude V  and successively 
displaced in phase by 120°. Take readings of the two 
dynamometers, in watts, with the switOh in the three positions 
and let (Z , b and C -be the ratio of the reading of (Dp to 
that of D s • Then noting that Ip is nearly in phase with \Zn
c =
' Vn l s cos(x-p )
=  -= £ —  ; 
- I s C&/S
4n
V -Ip *”  -3
1tr Is c W ? - /5) Is 1
1 < * * >  ¥
r 71 - I p  C* ° 3
jQuBa.rhftgflifl.ta..loc*clt.ante* .1921 s a two-ukase method is 
also described*
Step-down
transformer
i-m
i-i
I-I
(cO
Cb)
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F i g , 1%.
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Remembering that p  is a small angle it is easy to show that
Kc — -=l &  numerically
and z= — T^~— —  zn f t-
2 4 1 a
A second method, due to Harned,* is shown in Fig.l8a.
This method is primarily intended for testing of transformers 
on site by means of portable instruments and an ordinary 
three-phase supply. Dp and Ds are wattmeters, the former 
being excited from the voltage between lines I and II. Ds 
ie first excited across the secondary of the transformer by 
putting S to the right, enabling the secondary volt-amperes 
to be adjusted to a desired value. With £> to the left, both 
dynamometers are excited from lines I and II and will give 
readings Wp — E Ip  c o ? 9  9 Ws — E IS c&z> ($-71-/3) ; eliminating 
9 the unknown angle between the voltage E  indicated by 
the voltmeter V and Ip  ,
H> Wsf3 —  71 -h o^ cc vd — ^  —  Ojul <xrz .
I  s ip  £ IS
The ratio is found from the ammeter readings and is subject 
to the usual errors.
3• Single dynamometer methods•
The use of a single dynamometer to measure the character­
istics of a transformer appears to have been used at about 
the same time by Boblnson in America and Drysdale in England.
a s L _________ ._________________. ______________________
* M.L.Hamed, "Operating characteristics of current trans­
formers," El ec. World. vol.STypp.SBO-STg^
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The method ueed by fiobinson,* in its most complete form is
shown in Fig*19a* The ratio is obtained by adjusting the
phase shifter to give a maximum reading on the dynamometer
D when S is put to the right and to the left successively,
the reading of A being kept constant at a value I . These
two maximum readings are a measure of Is and Ip respectively*
It is best to choose p^ and F  to give approximately equal
drops of voltage and Rs Is i then if 14S and A/p
are the readings in watts k/s = £sI$ I and Wp-Fplpl  , giving 
T P I /
\C = •*£ =. -dr — £ , neglecting the shunting effect
Is I 4S
of the volt circuit of D  • To get the angle, S  is thrown 
to the left and the phase shifter adjusted until ID reads 
zero; then I is in quadrature with Ip , as shown in Fig*
19b* Then with S  to the right the reading V  of D  is noted,
A/= R sIs l  I I s
where t  is the resistance of the voltage circuit of D , 
assumed of very low or of compensated reactance* Then,
r* — 'f~~hRs 14 A/ A =  -H—
T7zT ' tts "• * . i ' I  ^
if T is large in comparison with R.s • The sensitivity
is proportional to the current*
Bosei and Lloyd I  have used the method in a slightly
different way* The ratio is found from the ammeter readings*
The/______ ________________________________  ______
» L*T*RoblnBon. Trans*Amer*I*B*B* * vol*25*PP*ft2fr-754* 1907*
f E.B.Roea and M*£*Lloyd, loc*clt* * 1910*
(a) Drysda/e's 
Dynam om eter M e th o d
Fie,, so.
The phase-angle 1b determined by adjusting the phase shifter 
first to make D read zero when connected to R p and then 
when connected to Rs • The Change in the phase-shifter 
setting is then the value of jb , and can be read to 0*1° 
or less with the aid of a vernier or optical magnification*
The method is very quick and quite accurate enough for works 
testing* The burden imposed by Rs is slight; in a 125/5 
ampere transformer Rp was 0*001 and Rs was 0*025 ohm, so 
that the burden due to Rs was 0*625 volt-ampere.
Drysdale’s method* is somewhat different from the 
preceding and is shown in Pig* 20a* The method was origlnalljr 
devised to test transformers of l/l ratio and ls not direotljr 
applicable to other cases* The primary and secondary currents 
of the transformer are caused to pass, approximately in 
opposition, through the fixed or current coll of the dyna­
mometer Dp • Alternatively a dynamometer with two current 
coils may be used, the primary current passing through one 
and the secondary current through the other* By choosing 
the numbers of turns in these colls so that their ampere- 
turns are approximately equal, ratios other than l / l  may be 
dealt with* Confining attention to a unity ratio transformer 
&b shown in the diagram, the vector relationships will be
those / __ __  _
* C*V*Drysdale. "fhe measurement of phase differences." Elecn 
vol• 57,pp*726-72J9, 783-784, 1906; "Some measurements on 
phase displacement in resistances and transformers," Elecn 
vol*58,pp*160-161, 199-201, 1907; "The use of shunts and 
transformers with alternate current measuring Instruments, 
Bhll.Mag*, 6th series, vol*16,pp*136-i53, 1908.
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those drawn in Fig*20b, and the procedure will be as follows*
I f  E  is  th e  v o lta g e  in d ic a te d  by th e  v o ltm e te r  V » E w i l l
he in  phase w ith  th e  p rim ary  cu rren t L ; w ith  5  on co ntact
r
1 th e  c u rre n t I in  th e  v o l t  c o ils  o f D p w i l l ,  n e g le c tin g  
th e ir  re a c ta n c e ,*  be in  phase w ith  Ip and th e  dynamometer 
w il l  rea d  W w atts  where
IV =  EIp ~(-E[s coo(7r-/s>) =  Elp —  EIs coo/b
With S on contact 2 a condenser equal in reactance to the
res is tan ce  Just removed is  in s e r te d  in  th e  v o l t  c i r c u i t  o f Dp,
r / c  tthe c u rre n t I le a d in g  by t t /2  on E and be ing  equal to  1
in magnitude* The insertion of the condenser has the same
e ffe c t on D p as r e ta in in g  th e  n a n -re a c t iv e  v o l t  c i r c u i t  and
advancing the phase o f E by V 2* The new reading o f Dp
being IV,
l/I — EIS —p) =: —Els
From th ese  equations
Kc = b  = = E&
h  E Ip -W  ' E Ip -IrJ
and =  W
IV-EIp
Instead  o f u s in g  a v o ltm e te r  E can be determ ined from th e  
observed v a lu e  o f Ip and th e  v a lu e  o f ^  •
A method, resembling in some respects that of Agnew 
end Fitch (see Fig* 16b), has been used by Barbagelata and
L&l_______________ . ___________________________________________
* For a discussion of the effect of volt coil reactance 
and an alternative theory of the method see C*V*Drysdale 
and A*C*Jolley, "Electrical Measuring Instruments* vol*2, 
pp.293-294, 1024*
t  A *B arb ag e la ta , l o c * c i t * . 1921*
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ie illustrated in Fig#21a. The auxiliary current I is 
first set in phase with Ip and r ie adjusted until the 
reading of D 1b zero# The voltage v- applied to the volt 
coil of D  is the resultant of -£• Rplp and R s - I $ and is 
normal to I and Ip • If the phase of I  be changed by 
90°, so that nr and I are in phase, the reading of D will 
be nr I  or
V -  RSIS t^ p A  watts 
Prom the Fig. 21b# RSIS — j^ R p Ip ,
•hence Kc =  |  = f 1  =  f  | ,
or 1 =- Y ' ^ P ^ P
Hence Ip (or Is ) and I  must be measured# The method can 
also be used by a null process as described in Section 1 of 
Chapter IV.
Palm* is a long and detailed paper has described a 
aethod similar to that of Barbagelata but using a more com­
plicated series of observations with a view to making allowance 
for the shunting effect of the voltage circuit and other 
slight sources of error#
■ A.Palm, "Prtifting von Messtransformatoren mit dem Spiegel- 
Elektrodynamometer,* Zelts.f.Inst#« vol#54,pp.281-290,
1914#
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A method of lov precision has been described by Dawes,* 
making use of ordinary pointer instruments, for measuring 
the phase-angle of transformers on site* In principle the 
readings of a wattmeter are taken when its volt coils are 
excited from a constant voltage source (i) when a desired 
current is passed directly through the current colls and 
(ii) when the desired current is obtained from the secondary 
of the transformer that is to be tested* Any difference 
between the readings is due to the phase-displacement intro­
duced by the transformer* As in most difference methods 
great care is necessary if accurate results are to be 
obtained*
4* Watt-hour meter method*
The method now to be briefly discussed was originally
devised^ to enable a current transformer to be standardised
without the use of laboratory apparatus* The transformer
in question had subdivided primary and secondary windings,
the colls of which were grouped to make the nominal ratio
unity, and the transformer was tested with the coils so
connected* It is well-known that the ratio and phase-angle
,of/____________ ________________ ______________________ _________
* C*L*Dawes, "The phase angle of current transformers,u 
*Proc*Amer*I*E*B*. vol*54,pp*927-940, 1915*
t O.Knopp, "The commercial standardization of instrument 
transformers, "Elec*World* vol* 67, pp* 92-93, 1916*
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of such multirange transformers Is practically independent 
of the grouping of the coils, provided that care is taken 
in the construction of the transformer; hence they may be 
regrouped for use and the test results will apply very 
closely*
The principle of the method* is very simple. Two a.c* 
meters are adjusted so that one runs about 10$ faster than 
the other; the speed ratio of the meters is found when the 
current elements are supplied in series with normal current 
and the volt coils in parallel at rated voltage* The current 
element of one meter is now put in the primary circuit and 
that of the other in the secondary circuit of the transformer 
that is to be tested, the voltage circuits being supplied 
from a phase shifter, as shown in Fig*22a* With the jahase 
shifter adjusted so that the meters are working at an apparent 
power-factor of about unity the speed ratio is again determined* 
The change in speed ratio of the meters is a measure of the 
ratio error of the transformer* The speed ratio is again found 
when the apparent power-factor has been adjusted to about 0*5 
and from these observations jB can be calculated* Observations 
of speed ratio are most easily made by mounting the meters one 
above the other and viewing both discs simultaneously in a 
alrror, as shown in Fig*22fr; the speed ratio is then easily
frtao**/__________  .  ^ „ __________________
* See also H*M*Crothers, "Field testing of instrument trans­
formers,11 Elec.World, vol.75,pp*319-320,1920; J*A*gartak, 
Ioc*cit*ante*. 1920*
deduced from the observed coincidences of the marked spots 
on the meter discs*
The theory of the method is given in Section 4 of 
Chapter V as a special case of Agnew's watt-hour meter method 
of comparing two transformers; to this discussion the reader 
ls directed*
5* ElecJg2£e£gmg£Jiods*
It is now necessary to notice certain methods, closely 
related to those already described, in which the measuring 
Instrument is a reflecting quadrant electrometer* These 
methods have assumed a considerable practical importance 
since they have been established, first at the Reichsanstalt 
and later at the Rational Physical Laboratory as the standard 
process for absolute tests on Instrument transformers* Electro­
static methods of measuring alternating quantities have been 
developed to a high degree of perfection in both these 
Institutions and the advantages of electrostatic instruments 
for such a purpose are too well known to be repeated here*
For the present purpose it is sufficient to look into the 
question of electrometer methods of testing transformers in 
abroad general way and with little attention to detail; 
the provision of a suitable electrometer and the technique 
°f its satisfactory use are matters of a highly specialised 
Mature, so much so, indeed, that it is hardly likely that 
electrometer methods would be set up in any other place than 
a national laboratory* The following discussion will be 
brief/
brief, and the reader desirous of further detail will find 
the papers referred to, and the 'bibliographies contained 
therein, pf considerable value*
Electrostatic measurements of Bmall phase displacements 
were made by Dryedale* in 1907 but it was not until Schultze 
and Orlich developed and modified the Kelvin electrometer
then in use that such measurements could be made with
t
comparative ease* Schultze in the same year described a 
reflecting electrometer specially designed for a*c* testing 
in the Reichsanstalt; the B*P*L* instrument, based on 
Schultze's design, was described^ in 1913* These electro­
meters were made to overcome the numerous difficulties 
inherent in the Kelvin Instrument and to possess greater 
electric stability, ease of operation, and sensitiveness*
All electrometer methods for current transformer 
testing are based on the principle of using an electrometer 
instead of a dynamometer to compare the voltages over two 
four-terminal resistances, one in the primary and one in 
the secondary circuit* In the Reichsanstalt method due 
to Orlich^* shown in simplified form in Fig*23a, ^
•Drysdale, *§ome measurements on phase displacement in 
resistances and transformers," Blecn* *vol*68.pp*160-161. 
199-201,1907*
T H*schultze, Zelts*f*Inst*. vol*27, p*65, 1907*
I C*C*Paterson, B*H*Rayner, A*Kinnes, Journal I*E*E**vol*51. 
pp*294-330, 1913*
Orlich, "Uber die Anwendung des Quadranten-elektrometers 
zu Weohselstrommessungen,” Eleht*Zeits*. vol.30, pp.435r 
439, 466-470, 1909*
'P _
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and Es are low resistances (for a 100/5 ampere transformer 
Rp is 0.01 ohm and Rs 0.1 ohm) the former shunted by a 
resistance R of 100 ohms. The drop of voltage over T and
that over Rs are in approximate opposition and their
resultant is applied to the quadrants of the electrometer*
An auxiliary voltage of 50 to 100 volts is maintained between 
the needle and case of the electrometer by means of a phase 
shifting device. The dynamometer Dp facilitates phase 
settings of the voltage E , indicated by the voltmeter ^ 
relative to the primary current. E  is first set in phase 
with Ip and then is adjusted until the electrometer 
reads zero; then the resultant voltage applied to the quadrants 
Is in quadrature with E and
RSI S <*>p> = g E fy  tp
or K c = i  = & ( / + § )  c<np) '=. Ii+ 3 )
I s r  1 Rp) / fy  r  < R .J
The phase of E  is then changed by 90° and the deflection
of the electrometer observed; this deflection is proportional 
to the phase-angle, very nearly• The method is the 
electrostatic parallel to Barbagelatats single dynamometer 
method of Pig.21. A precision of l part in 10000 in ratio 
&&d 0*1 minute of angle 1b claimed for the method.
Spilsbury* has described the method ehown in Pig. 23b
SJis&Z_________________________________________________________________
* B.S.J.Spiiebury, Bearaa. rol.8, pp.505-513, 1980*
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which should be compared with the single dynamometer method 
of Flg*19a* A p*d* of about 100 volts Is maintained between 
the needle and the mid points of Rp and R-s • With the switch 
S to the left the phase shifter is adjusted to give a maximum 
reading the electrometer; similarly the reading is observed 
with S  to the right* These readings d p , d s are proportional 
to Rp Ip and £5 Is so that
Ak = 4 e .. !kds Rf>
The phase of the auxiliary supply is regulated until when 5 
is to the left the electrometer reads zero; then Ip and the 
TOltage on the needle are ii^uadrature* If S is now thrown 
to the right* the resulting reading is mearly proportional 
to [5 * exactly as in the corresponding dynamometer method*
To get sufficient sensitiveness the p*d* on the quadrants 
mast have a reasonably high value* necessitating a fairly 
large secondary burden due to Rs , usually about 1 0 volt- 
amperee•
The disadvantage of the preceding method is overcome 
in the method* used at the N*P*L* by the connections shown 
in Fig* 23c* Here R.f> Ip and R  I s are made about equal and 
their small vector sum is impressed on the quadrants through 
a 100 to 1 step-up transformer T  . A p.d* of 100 volts is 
aPPlied between the needle and the mid-point of the secondary 
of T  • Alternatively* operation of a switch* not shown in
ito/ _______ _________ ___________________________
* 8 *S*j*Spilsbury**A new method of testing current trans­
formers*" Slecn* «vol* 8 6 * pp.296-297* 1921*
the sketch, alters the connections between the resistances 
so that the drop across Rp is impressed on the quadrants while 
the auxiliary voltage is applied between the needle and the 
aid poifct of Rp ; connections to R> and T  are removed*
This alternative circuit is Indicated by the dotted lines*
With the dotted connections the phase shifter is adjusted 
to make the eleotrometer read zero; reverting to the full- 
line connections the electrometer will give a deflection 
proportional nearly to /3 • Again with the dotted connections 
the phase shifter is adjusted by 90°, until the electrometer 
gives a maximum reading proportional to Ip • With the full- 
line connections a third reading is taken. Then clearly, 
if df, , db be the readings
d , — 1 0 0 K E  RSIS 
c iz =  K E R p Ip ,  
d b =  lo o  K E ( E s Is c ^ / t - R p Ip),
where E  is the auxiliary voltage, K  the electrometer constant 
and 100 the transformation ratio of T  • From these
/<”c — It — -^-k /£>£> ciz coafo ~  Rs too ^
I s R p  d 3 - 1 0 0 ct2 R p  d-2 — { O o d z
- --- — -----  =  fd
1 d3 -IOOcpL^ ' 1
Rs 1b about 0*4 ohm* (burden 2 volt amperes) and causes 
280 cm* deflection for VfL error in ratio or for 30 minutes 
in angle; ratio can be found within 0*1J$ and angle to 
near eat/
V,i-ni ,1 - 1p 60'
i-m
i-i ,,— LOCUS of 771u-
&
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I
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nearest minute* Possible sources of error are (i) phase 
and ratio imperfections in ~Y ; (ii) magnetising current 
taken by T  upsetting drops in f?^ and Rs ; (iii) effect 
of stray fields on T ; (iv) residual inductance of ^  
and Rs • These factors are shown, in general, to cause 
negligible errors*
6* Baker^s test ring*
A method described by Baker* utilises a principle quite 
different from those hitherto discussed* In this the primary 
and secondary currents are compared by passing them through 
separate windings gpon a laminated iron ring and finding the 
resulting magnetomotive force that they set up* Referring to 
Pig*24a* the m*m*f* of the primary and secondary currents act 
in approximate opposition round the ring and the ratio of the 
turns and in the windings can be so chosen that their 
ampere-turns are nearly equal; a small flux is set up in the 
ring by the resultant m*m*f* and this is linked with a tertiary 
winding connected to one of the coils of a dynamometer D  •
The other coil of D  can be excited at will by the voltages 
between lines I and II or I and III of a three-phase supply* 
Referring to the vector diagram, Fig*24b, the voltages between 
the pairs of lines are shown in relation to the primary and 
secondary currents of the transformer* The resultant ampere- 
turna/
* H*S*Baker, fcCurrent ratio and phase angle test of series 
transformers,* Elec.World. vol*67, pp*234-255, 1911; 
"Current transformer ratio and phase error by test ring 
method," proc*Amer*I*E*E*. vol.37, pp*1173-1183, 1918.
See also F*B*Silsbee, loc*oit*ante* * 1924*
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turns on the ring will be m  » responsible for the flux in 
the ring and the voltage applied to the dynamometer coil.
A reading of the dynamometer ie taken with 5 first on 1
and then on 2 ; these readings are proportional to the components 
of TP in the direction of the voltages I-II and I-III respect­
ively* These two readings are repeated for say two other 
values of ~Ts • Since Ip Ip ie constant and 11 Is is in 
the direction of I s it follows that the locus of m  is a 
line parallel to Is through the extremity of Ip Ip • Prom 
the observations the position of m  can be set out on a
sheet of paper for the three chosen values of 7^  and the 
*
locus found* From this locus it is easy to interpolate the 
value of Ts , say 7"J 9 which would make yn. perpendicular 
to Ip * Then
"7s 1$ c&sfb Ip  Ip
Hi — Ip Ip “fb s m *— I *  -Is f t
where m ' is the measured length of ?n  when normal to Ip ;
thus
I  mJ-t ~ r !
=r ±  _ ^ C r t/3  =  h
^ /
7LCbYLj*> —  Hi  ^ oPl —  Ij-<j f^ '
.In Baker#e apparatus the ring is built up of laminations 
8* inside diameter to a section of 81 x 8"{ the flux density 
In it is about 100 lines per square inch* The wattmeter
0$ /9 G  /<o AW^ c-y^ .<sL am. Me . 7/ie. 'Q&c0ruAa/i*j Ccx£,
ooil^ie made of No*8 wire and contains 4 coils of 40 turns$ 2 
of/
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of 20 turns, and 1 of 10 turns, each uniformly distributed 
oter the ring; in addition a further distributed coil of 20 
turns tapped at every turn is provided* Any desired number 
of secondary turns can be arranged* The primary consists of 
a number of U shaped copper loops spaced out uniformly round 
the ring and arranged for series, parallel or series-parallel 
grouping* The wattmeter is preferably of the zero pattern and 
the coil connected to the ring should have low resistance; 
this serves to minimise the burden imposed on the test trans­
former by keeping the flux in the ring to a low value in con­
sequence of the low e*m*f* required in the tertiary winding*
The method gives results in excellent agreement with other 
aethods, it is very flexible, and is easily applicable to 
testing of transformers on site*
?• Use of jPhase meter*
Among the less usual methods of measuring the phase-angle 
of a current transformer may be mentioned the use of a phase 
aster* For this purpose the ordinary t\}pe, with three equal 
voltage colls mounted on a common spindle and supplied from a 
three-phase network while the fixed current coil is connected 
ta one lined, is not suitable owing to its low sensitiveness 
to small angular displacements of phase* To attain a sufficient 
Bonification Gifford2 has made a phase meter in which a high 
Bonification is secured by winding the voltage coils with 
HS&ual / _______
1 *»D*Gifford, rfA method of determining the phase-angle of 
current and potential transformers,* Elecn*. vol*7o, pp. 
166-167, 1915*
unequal numbers of turns so that they set up an elliptic 
instead of a circular rotating field* The current coil 
reacts with the major axis of the elliptic field and pro­
duces a torque whibh, by making the field of suitable ratio 
of major to minor strength, can be made large for small 
angles* The current coll is switched successively from 
primary to secondary circuit of the transformer and measures 
directly the phase difference between the currents therein* 
Though capable of good results and^speed ^making a test 
the instrument has not come into regular use*
8• Uae^of Oscillograph•
It remains now to mention the use of the oscillograph 
for finding the ratio and phase-angle of a transformer by 
taking simultaneous wave-form records of primary and secondary 
torrents* Some experimenters8 have used the instrument for 
this purpose, but the results are of very little value* The 
ratio can be found with Bome certainty, but it is almost 
impossible to measure the phase-angle upon an oscillogram 
with any accuracy, owing to the smallness of its magnitude 
and the relatively broad lines by which the wave-form is 
traced out* The method is of Interest, but of little practical 
use, as the oscillograph cannot be considered for this purpose 
an instrument of precision*
8 B* Bennett* *A mllllampere current transformer«" Proc*Amer» 
JLiEiS*# vol*53, pp*625-639, 1914*
Vector diagrams f o r  B arbage la ta ’s n u ll dynamom eter
method.
Fta. 25 ’
CHAPTER IV. 
ABSOLUTE METHODS « HULL.
1. Methods using one or two dynamometers*
One or two methods have been devised in which the ratio 
and phase-angle of a transformer can be determined from the 
oonditione required to give zero Heading upon dynamometers
connected in the measuring circuit* In general th e  methods
(Ul&
are rather slow to use since there gjgk usually a number of 
adjustments to be made; consequently they sure now superseded 
by other more direct processes, but have, nevertheless, a 
considerable technical and historical interest*
Barbagelata has described a method, illustrated in Fig* 
21a and described in Section 3 of the preceding Chapter, which 
lends itself to null operation* Referring to the circuit 
diagram / is first adjusted in phase with Ip and t varied * 
until D reads zero, so that the resultant voltage & on the 
▼olt colls is in quadrature with I  , as in Fig* 25a* The 
phase of I is then shifted through an angle 9 in  advance of 
Ip and t altered to a value T f until the resultant voltage 
v 1 is normal to I  and D  again reads zero as in Fig. 25b* 
Finally, I is adjusted to lag by 6  behind Ip , T f being 
changed to T so that 'U’ " and I  are in quadrature and a 
wall reading is again secured, as shown in Fig*SBo* From the 
simple geometry of these vector diagrams,
t x f n
( d )  To phat*
th ifttr
3
2 S  1
(d)
,,i
"bphmpt
thifimr
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(b)
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Law ’s n u ll dynam om eter 
m e th o d s
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Ip Is
JL
£ c*oB =  RsIs <*>(G-p)
-£"R p l p ^ e ^  is  <*>t6+[b)
From the first, Kc — J ± -  £ . Es ^ r t  =
Is  T
Subtracting the third from the second and dividing by the 
first gives t '—r "
^ P ~  ~ z r i ^ 6  “ P
In particular, if 9 = 45°, v^w-0 = l and
b r v j i =  _£zJ^- = [ $
Hence the ratio and phase are determined in terms of the three 
balance settings required to maintain D at zero reading*
A second method, resembling the deflectional method of 
Agnew and Fitch (see Fig*16b) is due to Laws* and is illustrated 
in Fig*26a* It differs from the preceding in that the balancing 
adjustments are made in the secondary circuit, while two dyna­
mometers are used, one as a detector and one to enable the 
phase of the auxiliary supply to be adjusted to the desired 
position* The purpose of D2 is to enable the current I to 
be set in phase with Ip , and so that the setting can be 
made with the greatest precision a condenser is put in the 
volt coils of the dynamometer to shift the phase of the current 
therein by 90° relative to the applied voltage. The desired 
adjustment can then be made at zero reading of D z instead
of/ ________________________________________________
* F.A.Laws, "Determination of constants of Instrument trans­
formers, * |Elec*World. vol.56, pp*223-224, 1910*
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of at a maximum reading, with resulting increase in precision, 
fith the switch S in the position 1 the voltage applied to 
the voltage circuit of is t l  and the volt coil current 
leads nearly 90° thereon. The slight lag of the current in 
the current coil relative to ^  I  can be adjusted by the shunt 
s until the currents in the volt and current coils are in 
quadrature and D*. reads zero. The switdh S is then put in 
the upper position 2, so that the voltage on the volt-coil 
circuit of is Rp Ip , the phase shifter being regulated 
to make the deflection again zero; then I and Ip are in 
phase. It is now possible by regulation of Rs —  which in­
cludes a low resistance slide-wire or consists of a four- 
terminal resistance shunted by a plug box— to reduce the 
deflection of C)| to zero, the vector relations being shown 
in Pig# 26b, whence
Ip ^  Is
and Kc — ^  c^ o/3 =  H k,
c  f y  1  '
Laws does not state l)ow to find ; this can be readily done 
by advancing the phase of 1 .through a known angle 'd  and 
readjusting to a value /?j to make the reading of D (
again zero, as indicated by the vectors of Pig*20c# Then,
Rp Ip ■= R.$ Is (d )
From the two relationships,
j-a ^ fb  =  =  £
1 R ’s t^ 6  ' 1
°* for B * 45°, t W  jb = Rs ~~ Rs -L_
R's
Since four separate adjustments are required the method is 
somewhat slower than the preceding; Laws has described a 
modification in which greater speed of working can be attained. 
Beferring to Fig*26d the switch S is put to the right and the 
phase shifter adjusted to make D read zero; then I  is very 
nearly in phase with Ip • With S to the left is adjusted 
to restore D  to zero; then as before & p lp ~ ^ s ls  £<«/3 •
Ihe current I  is then advanced by 8 and altered to
give zero deflection, so that ^ p lp  ^ 8  ~  Is  (& —/$)•
Thus three settings are requisite, and only one dynamometer 
need be provided* Laws has constructed a special instrument 
of string galvanometer type for the purpose*
2* Method using dynamometer and f^fiX5S£fii0^ey*
A method has been described in which a dynamometer is used 
to enable the phase of an auxiliary current to be adjusted
t
while the balance of the secondary current against the primary 
current is indicated by means of a vibration galvanometer or 
other type of a*c* detector* The method is easy to manipulate 
and is capable of determining Wc within 0*1$ and ji> to about 
the nearest minute,with care*
The method of de la Gorce,* used in the Laboratoire 
Centrale de l'Blectricite, is shown in Fig* 27a, the principle 
being to balance the resultant of fy lp  and Rs Is in magni­
tude and phase, so that the voltage across the galvanometer 
is zero, by the voltage drop through an auxiliary resistance 
carrying/
i P* de la Goroe, "Phase lag in current transformers,** giecn*. 
vol*78, pp*463-465, 1917* Also Bull*Soc*Int*dee Elecns*. 
vol*6, pp* 299-307, 1916*
iW*
To phase
To phase 
T shifter
shifter
V s J
De la Gorce’s null method
F g . 2 J .
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carrying  a c u rren t I a t  ba lance* N e g le c tin g  th e  reac tan ce  
of th e  v o l t  c o i l  o f D p  , i t  is  c le a r  th a t  th e  c u rre n t th e re in  
and th e  cu rre n t I w i l l  be in  phase; i f  th e  phase s h i f t e r  be 
adjusted to  make Dp read  zero  then Ip and I w i l l  be in  
quadrature, as shown in  F ig *  27b* I f  now e ith e r  Rp or Rs 
and S or p  be ad ju s ted  u n t i l  th e  v ib ra t io n  galvanometer 
is u n d e fle c te d  then tf , th e  re s u lta n t  o f Rp Ip and Rs Is 
w ill be equal and op po site  to  <s /  bo th a t
R$ 1$ jb =  Rp *Lp
, 5 1
and =  - — n u m e ric a lly *-Lp
I f  H be th e  re a d in g  o f th e  v o ltm e te r  V , I = R'/Cs+p) g iv in g
^  ^  %
"fasn. fb  ■=: —  .  L  9
( S + p )  R p lp
Ip being  in d ic a te d  by Ap .
S ince i t  is  no t an easy m a tte r  to  c o n stru c t an a d ju s ta b le
fo u r-te rm in a l low re s is ta n c e  i t  is  convenient in  p ra c t ic e  to
use th e  arrangem ent shown in  F ig *  27c* The re s is ta n c e  Rp is
ehunted by a re s is ta n c e  box R w ith  a t r a v e l l in g  p lug by which
a tapp ing  /^R can be ob ta in ed * The re s is ta n c e  S has a
s im ila r moving co n ta c t* B a rb a g e la ta *  has shown th a t  th e  e f fe c t
of v o lt  c o i l  reac tan ce  on th e  exact s e t t in g  o f q u ad ra tu re
between I and Ip in  F ig *2 7 a  can be com plete ly  e lim in a te d
by p u tt in g  s and th e  v o l t  c o i l  in  s e r ie s  and m easuring I by
BS&ns/_______________________________________________ _ _ _________
*  B a rb a g e la ta , lo o * c i t * a n t e * . 1921*
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means of an ammeter A • Balance 1b then secured by adjust­
ment of Tf and 5  ; so that
^ Is^ /3 =  w k / i ”
s i
i ^ p  ~  r fty  T ’
(e+fy) p
from which (  £s ^  R  A
c ' r  ' _r r ' Rp
and
3* Methods without dynamometers. Resistances In both circuits• 
In the preceding method|| the balancing of the primary 
magnitude against the secondary magnitude has been effected 
by resistance adjustments while the opposition of phase has 
been regulated with the aid of a phase shifter and dynamometer. 
Complete balance has been Indicated in the methods of Section 1 
by a dynamometer and in those of Section 2 by a vibration 
galvanometer* An Important series of methods Is now to be 
considered in which the adjustment of magnitudes is again made 
by ohanges in resistances but in which the phase relation be­
tween the magnitudes is compensated without the use of phase 
shifter and dynamometer* The methods partake of some of the 
Characteristics of an alternating current bridge since balance 
Is secured by means of a suitable network of properly adjusted 
tapedances and is usually indicated by a vibration galvanometer 
or other a*c* detector*
p _
n<5 . 2 8 .
Fig. 29
05a. Phase angle uncompensated. - The principle of all 
sethode of this class is easily understood by consideration 
of the circuit shown in Pig*28* A four-terminal resistance 
/?jt> is put into the primary circuit and a second similar 
resistance in the secondary; R s must be adjustable, either 
by shunting or by consisting in part of a low resistance slide 
wire* If I  and L were exactly in opposition of phase itr  5
would clearly be possible to reduce the deflection of the 
galvanometer to zero by adjustment of Rs until Rp Ip = Rs f s .
k Since, however, l s leads on Ip reversed by a
small angle [$ it is pnly possible to get a minimum deflection
of the detector by adjustment of alone* In order to secure
a tiue balance it is essential to introduce by means of some 
reactive device an e*m*f* in quadrature with one or other of 
the resistance drops so that the phase-angle jb can be allowed 
for and a null reading obtained on the detector* This can 
be done in a variety of ways, some of greater practical 
Interest than others, which it is the object of the following 
sub-sections to consider*
to• Phase angle compensated by L  * - The required reactive
component can be most obviously provided* by inserting a self 
inductance in the circuit, as shown in Pig*29a* Balance is 
attained by adjusting t and L  successively until the V*G* 
remains undeflected* The resistance R  of the compensating 
aeah conveniently consists of a slide wire of about 100 ohms
m l _______________________________________________________
* C*H*Sharp, Trans*Amer*I*E*E*. vol.28, pp*1040-1052, 1910*
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and includes in computations the email resistance of the 
T&riable self inductance L • Assuming balance to have been 
attained it is clear that the voltage Ip is equal and 
opposite to the value of t I  • hence I  is in opposition to I p 
as shown in Fig*29b* The secondary current I s is compounded 
of I s , the current in ^  f and 1 , the current in the 
compensating circuit* The voltage drop RSI S over ^  is 
equal to that over the compensating circuit, the components 
being R T and o)LJ therein* From the simple geometry of 
the diagram resolving the current triangle gives
Fs bnfb =■ L +  I s too i
f s — Is ,
and the condition of balance makes
R > I p = r L
But cx =  R _ [ ^ l ' s and oc ~ I/R s Js so that
I s =  I ( j +
Is ft ~ ~|r IJ 
whence, 7W/5 = — — —  ~  /3
Again, using the balance condition makes
is _ ca*. a — ^
it/
- R
V G
Campbell's null 
method
Fig,. 30
It should be noted that for balance Rp Ip is less than Rs h  
hence the secondary resistance Rs arust be chosen to give 
a drop In excess of that over the primary resistance before 
balance is possible* There may thus be some danger of an 
excessive addition to the secondary burden. The principal 
defect of the method, however, lies in the fact that the
apparatus is peculiarly susceptible to error due to stray
fields influencing the compensating circuit; this can be 
minimised by careful arrangement of the circuit and by the
use of an astatic inductance for L  . ^  ^
p O ^ iX u j-t- -te,O^e>U^0 'vasto c& o /3*
5c* Phase andle compensated by M  between primary and
detector circuits.
Mutual inductances have the advantage in practice of 
being capable of regulation down to zero and if necessary 
of being reversed in sign; they are therefore usually 
preferred to self inductances in most testing work* Campbell31 
has described a method in which the desired quadrature e*m*f* 
is supplied by a variable mutual inductance A/ with one of 
its windings in the primary circuit of the transformer, as 
shown in Fig*50a* The resistance Rp is a standard four- 
terminal resistance with a slide-wire shunt, and balance 
is secured by adjustment of ^ and M • From the vector 
diagram of BFig*30b it is clear that V  is opposed by w M Ip  
and that
Rs I s Ctefb — R +  R* ’R -f-R p
T" Rp _ \  tan.b — Ip
R - h f y  F ' r
" i a M g P i i S S  ;' B a gJira-Poo-
VG
F i<5. 31
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From these equations
f f  =  R+_$ > , A  =
r  Rf, / ' r  Rf, ■ T
^  a>A7 _  *
/ r/^ , ~  r/^ , ~ 7
since ^  is small in comparison with **~^cL
‘y^iAaytuj-^ /CCCn^. tiR. '*yT^ R£*s<?4<-rLe.cC Cflrv- ■
The great practical disadvantage of this method is that
the primary of the variable mutual inductance must be capable
of carrying the full primary current of the transformer; it
is not easy to construct a mutual to fulfil this condition.
3d. Phase angle compensated by M between secondary and 
detector circuits.
The disadvantage of the preceding method can be overcome
by Inserting the mutual inductance in the secondary circuit;
its primary winding then never carries more than 5 amperes and
a compact piece of apparatus can easily be constructed. Two
methods using this principle have been proposed and frill now
be described.
Sharp* has suggested the method shown in Fig.31 which 
is the m utual indue tapog^^ a l ogue of F ig ."29a. Balance is 
obtained by adjustment of T and M .  L f f t l S  8S £vlce is
done, however, by working out the somewhat complex balance
*£*£ $ *
conditions elnoe the application of mutual inductance in the
secondary circuit can be made in a much simpler way, suggested
by the same investigator*
In 1910 Sharp described the method shown in Fig.32a.
Ini________________________________________________________________
* C.fl.sharp, loc.clt*. 1910.
VG
S h a rp ’s n u l l  
m e th o d
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In this Rp and Rs are low resistances of approximately 
equal volt-drop - about 0.25 to l volt - Rs consisting 
of a fixed four-terminal resistance in series with a low 
resistance slide wire^or of a low resistance shunted by a
plug box. Balance is secured by varying R5 and M until
the galvanometer is undeflected; then, as the vector diagram 
of Fig.32b shows, the resultant volt drop V* across the 
shunts is normal to I s and is equal and opposite to ^A7/5.
Then
Rp Jp 0 y3 — Rs 9
Rp Ip  Q*r>. p  = (JbM I5 ,
"hence *<■ = \  ’
and 7*^  Jb =  — fo •
Ks
The simplicity and speed of the method make it one of the 
most important bo far devised* Sharp and Crawford8 in 1911 
described tests made by use of the method and gave full 
details of their apparatus* These Investigators claimed a 
precision of 1 part in 25000, using a drop of 0*125 volt 
over Rs at 5 amperes; the detector was a d*c* galvanometer 
working in conjunction with a synchronous rectifying key*
The resistance Rs end the inductor M formed a self-contained 
u&it; Rs consisted of a non-reactive resistance of manganin
llrl p /________________________  ______________________ __
* C-H*Sharp and V*W*Crawford, "Some recent developments in 
exact alternating current measurements,• Trans*Amer*I*E*E* 
▼01.29, pp.1517-1541, 1911*
strip together with a slide wire; M was of the disc type 
and was astatically wound* The method has been adopted at 
the Bureau of Standards, the procedure in that laboratory 
being described in 1912 by Agnew and Silsbee,* who used a 
vibration galvanometer as the balance detector*
Apart from the advantages of simplicity and speed the 
method has a number of practical advantages* It is flexible 
and of almost unlimited range, so that it is very suitable 
for general, accurate work in the test-room* The secondary 
burden introduced by Rs and the primary of M is slight, 
being of the order of 0*1 ohm or 1 to 2 volt amperes* Since 
all transformers have now the standard 5 ampere secondary 
winding a single secondary resistance and mutual Inductor 
serve for all tests* Drysdale points out that Rs may con­
veniently be a resistance of about 0*04 ohm shunted by a 
plug resistance box; with this value of Rs , an inductor 
giving about 5 microhenrys for M  suffices to measure phase- 
angles up to 2° at 50 cycles per second* A suitable series 
of primary resistances must be provided to meet the various 
values of nominal ratio found in practice*
The method is subject to certain sources of err?r, to 
*bich attention must now be drawn* The resistances Rf> and 
must be designed so as to have negligible residual
inductances, or alternatively their residuals must either
    ____________________
* P*G*Agnew and F«B«siIsbee,"The testing of instrument transform
9rs,»Trans*Amer*I*B*E* ,vo1*51.p p*1655-1858*1912* See also R*S*
J*Spilsbury,loc*cit*ante. ,1920; F*B*Silsbee»loc*clt*ante*1924:
C*V.Dryedale7*Th© testing of current transformers,*'Journal sci
lasts*. vol.3,pp.57-58,1925, for various details.
be equal or known** inductive influence, particularly between 
the primary circuit and the inductor W  may also cause error* 
This can be avoided by careful arrangement of connections and 
by the use of a properly designed astatic inductor* ^  The 
presence of inductive interference can be easily detected  ^
by rearranging the connections as shown in Pig*32c, setting 
M  at zero, and then passing full primary circuit* I f  there 
is any stray inductan.ce error the galvanometer will deflect; 
this deflection can then be reduced to zero by judicious 
alterations in the relative positions of the various portions 
of the test circuit, after which the original connections may 
be resumed and the test on the transformer carried out* A 
further possible source of error is due to capacity and leakage 
currents flowing from the primary circuit and into the detector 
via the interwinding capacity and Insulation resistance of M  j 
careful attention to the potential to which the set-up is 
subjected enables this error negligible*
3e• pvin-a^  iflf1;1 Q ^/mlpensatgi ^ ^ l^>,^  *"" *^^hen?rq?hl e 
inductive interference in the preceding method can lie completely 
avoided by compensating the phase angle by use of a condenser 
Instead of by a mutual inductance* Scherlng and Alberti have 
described/
i The theory of the method including residual effects is given 
in P*A*Laws, Electrical Measurements, Chapter XII, pp*581- 
583, 1917*
t H*B*Brooks and P*C*Weaver, •A variable self and mutual 
inductor,» Bull*Bur*Stds*. vol*13,pp*569-580, 1917* 
f J*M*Stein, Trans * Am er * I * E * )E5 * . vol. 43, pp. 294-297, 1924* 
H.Schering 4 E• Alberti,*Eine einfache Methods zur Prftfung 
von Stromwandlern,* ArCh.f .Bleklf*. vol. 2,pp. 263-275, 1914* 
Also A*Barbagelata, loc*cit.ante. 1921*
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Scherlng and Alberti’s null method
FIG. 33
described an excellent method, shown in Pig*33a, which has 
been adopted for routine testing of transformers at the Reich- 
sanstalt and which excels all others in simplicity and ease of 
operation* Referring to the diagram, chosen 4 to
8 times greater than Rs <4 &&& the resistance Rp is shunted
by R , of about 800 ohms* The phase of the current I  is 
adjusted by means of a condenser C  shunting a portion 5 of 
R and the fraction r/R_ is alBo altered until the volt 
drop t I  is equal and opposite to Rs L  • Balance is thus 
secured by varying T and C  • The theory of the method, in 
its complete form, is far from easy but certain approximations 
are admissible which greatly simplify the rather complex 
general expressions. Proceeding with the rigorous solution, 
so far as it is required, let ip , 5 , , and c be the
harmonic vectors of the various currents in the network at 
balance* Then by application of Kirchlof^s rule,
T* L =  L s
( R + R p j t  —  Rp s  l c =  0
(S + j k ) Lc ~ S - = °
1b the three meshes of the detector circuit* Eliminating i  
and tc
i L - I//P+/P I A _  _  A. _£ _  ■ J L .  w C s *  \i
fy _  ^  r  ' (H -c fC s 1)  J 0 + u lC ‘s ') )
where/
where u) is the pulsatance of the currents and j  the operator 
rotating a vector through i - ^ / z  • Prom this equation, which
are rather unwieldy* However in the apparatus designed by
with unity; moreover, in the worst case possible the neglect 
of the second term only introduces an error of 8 in 10000 
in the resistance component of the above impedance operator 
and is usually much less* neglecting the second term in 
comparison with the first mafces
very nearly. Again c o C s 2 is small in comparison with tR.+fy) 
- usually in the proportion of about 6 or less to 2000 - and 
has little effect on the magnitude of the impedance operator* 
Hence
In most cases Rp is small in comparison with R  so that
may be written, i p =■ ( a -  jb ) '- s
the ratio =  ( a z+ b 2) /2 and the angle between Is
and If> reversed is arctan ( b /a ) • The resulting expressions
Sobering and Alberti a>zC l s" can be neglected in comparison
(R+fy)
finally
14.
Schering and Alberti describe a self-contained detector 
circuit shown in Pig*33b* The resistance R. is made up of 
three dials of resistance coils the first containing 5 coils 
of 10 ohms, the second 9 coils of 1 ohm, and the third 9 coils 
of 0*1 ohms; the last two are compensated on the well-known 
Feueener principle* In series with these are a 0*2 ohm slide 
wire, a resistance of 136*1 ohms, a resistance of 0*8 ohms, axld 
a final resistance of 3 ohms, making the total value of R equal 
to 200 ohms* The resistances are contained in a suitable box 
provided with the necessary dial switches and terminals* The 
condenser <2 is a mica standard of the decade pattern adjust­
able to 1 microfarad by steps of 0*001 jUF* When shunted across 
the 136*1 ohm resistance 1 enables an angle of 100 minutes 
to be compensated at 50 cycles per second* When testing a 
transformer on heavy inductive burden jb may become negative;
0UOh angles are measured by substituting for the 0*8 ohm 
resistance a small inductance of equal resistance* This 
inductance consists of a separate astatically wound coil having 
an inductance of 9*25 millihenrys which balances an angle of -50 
minutes at 50 cycles* Resistance or inductance can be inserted 
at will by means of a throw-over switch* The leads connecting 
the compensation apparatus to Rs and (2 are of little import­
ance; those to Rt> must be short and thick, and should not 
exceed 0*04 ohm if error is to be avoided* The standard resist­
ances Rp and Rs are of doubled manganin strip for lower currents 
and of tubular water-cooled construction for higher currents; they 
have been described in Chapter III of Part I*
The procedure for attaining balance is very simple* With 
the fibration galvanometer shunted and 0  » 0 adjust t  until
a# minimum deflection is obtained; if this cannot be secured by
the rough adjustment of r  the voltages to be balanced are not
in opposition* Reverse the connections to Rp and repeat the 
adjustment of T 9 gradually increasing the sensitivity*
Complete the balance of alterations of the position of the
contact on the slide wire and of the condenser* If balance
cannot be secured by use of the condenser insert the inductance 
coil and proceed as before* The angle is then calculated from
It/
It is possible to carry out tests with a much simplified 
apparatus* From above
K  = &  K  -  / r  [ &  JL.1 ±  -  hr t l
c  ' Rp' r - ^ L R p '  Kcl r ~ r 
where Knc is the nominal ratio of the transformer* For each 
value of the nominal ratio and each chosen Rp it is possible 
to choose Rs so that with R ~ B O O ohms, /f has a constant 
value of say 40* Then Rs * 0.2 ffnc Rp . Moreover, as 
the actual ratio rarely differs more than from the 
nominal value and K  is 40, ^ need only be variable
between 39-2 and 40*8 ohms* The above described compensating 
apparatus may then be replaced by the simpler circuit of Fig* 
53c* Appropriate primary and secondary resistances are 
detailed in the table in Fig*33 for various nominal ratio* 
occuring in practice.
4• Methods without dynamometers* Resistance in one clrcult•
It is now necessary to examine certain methods in whidh 
a single resistance is used, connected alternatively in the 
primary or the secondary circuit, while electromotive forces 
proportional to the primary and secondary currents are Injected 
into the detector circuit by mutual inductances linking that 
circuit with those of the transformer under test. These 
methods have the advantage, not possessed by any previous 
method, that there is no direct electrical connection between 
the primary and secondary circuits; consequently, error due 
to capacity and leakage currents flowing from the primary
L Re j  
R + R p p
(*■) B arbage la ia 's  m u tu a l induc tana  
n u ll m e th o d
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supply to the detector are quite negligible.
4a. Resistance in the primary circuit - The method shown in 
Pig* 34a has been described by Barbagelata*. Two mutual 
inductanees Mp and Ms link the primary and secondary 
olrcults with the detector; one winding of Mp must be 
suitable for the primary current Ip and is not very easy 
to construct. One winding of Ms carries l s , up to 5 
amperes; both mutuals are preferably variable though it is 
only essential that one, Mp say, should be so. The 
required in-phase component of voltage is obtained from a 
shunted four-terminal resistance, as shown. Balance ls 
obtained by varying t  and Mp 9 with or without adjustment 
of Ms ; the vector relations shown in Pig.34b hold at null 
indication. Then
wMsIs =  -Z_± lp,
00 M s Is c^ojb =  w M p  Ip ,
whence Kc = ^  ^  ,
1 tofyCR+Rp) ' K  oorjp • /
Beyond the difficulty of making A1p the method le 
both simple and quick, and makeB use of ordinary apparatus. 
Although the capacity and leakage effects are negligible,
inductive Interference is considerable unless the inductors
are made quite astatic.
* A.Barbagelata, loo.cit.ante.. 1921*
F o rte s c u e ’s m u tu a l  in d u c ta n c e  
n u ll m e th o d
4b* Resistance in the secondary circuit* - A second method 
of connection, suggested by Sharp and Crawford,* is shown in 
Fig*35a* If this diagram be compared with Fig*32a it will 
be seen that the mutual inductances replace the two resist­
ances therein used to compare the primary and secondary 
currents, while the phase-angle is now compensated by a 
resistance instead of by a mutual inductance* A similar 
reciprocal relation between mutual inductance and resistance 
exists between the preceding method Fig*34a and the method of 
Fig*30a.
By adjusting Mp or Ms and Rs balance will be secured 
when the vector relations of Fig*35b are satisfied; that is,
<e) Mp Ip t o  f t  ~  <z>Ms I s ,
*4) Ip Is i
^  A 
Mpcoo/b ■ 9
A- =  p>.
<d)Ms ' I
The advantages of the method are many* Since it ls
much easier to construct perfect mutual inductances - i*e«,
in which the secondary e*m*f* ls in quadrature with the
primary current - then to make non-reactive low resistances,
any error which would arise in measuring in consequence
of residuals is removed by substituting mutuals for resistances. 
The/
* C*H*Sharp and W*W*Crawford, loc.cit*, 1911; R*S*J.Spilsbury, 
loc*clt*. 1920, F*B*Silsbee, loc.cit.. 1924*
whence Kc —
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The secondary burden is small, being of the order of 4 volt- 
amperes, while at the same time a large e*m*f* may be impressed 
on the galvanometer circuit with resulting high sensitiveness; 
the voltage at the mutual secondaries ls of the order of 4 
volts* Again, since there is no connection between the primary 
and secondary circuits capacity and leakage effects in the 
detector circuit are absent*
The principal defect of the method is that the inductors 
must be astatic so that they can neither influence one another 
nor be affected by stray fields from the transformer under 
test* Fortescue* has overcome this objection by constructing 
the inductors in toroidal ring-wound form. The primary and 
secondary coils of each Inductor are wound upon marble rings 
of circular cross-section, accurately machined and wound with 
uniformly distributed coils* The inductor consists of 
three toroidal mutuals connected in series, each having tapped 
windings so that the inductance can be regulated in fine steps 
from a maximum value of 3*0222 millihenrys; Mp consists of 
a single toroid of 0*8265 millihenrys maximum mutual inductance* 
Full particulars of the complete set-up are given in his paper, 
with a detailed discussion of its uses in practice* The method 
is very flexible and a wide range of primary currents up to
5000 amperes is covered*
*
5* A*C.Potentiometer method*
The apparatus described in the preceding Sections 3 and 4
constitutes/__________________________________ ________________
* C*L*Fortescue, *The calibration of current transformers by 
means of mutual inductance,11 Proc*Amer*I*E*E*, vol*4, 
pp.1199-1215, 1915* ~
cv
,{RP^ = VP
r RsL-^s
(a)
Use o f  3 . c , p o t e n t io m e t e r  
m  a b s o lu te  t e s t s
Ftcu 3 6
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constituteB, in a variety of different ways, a simple type 
of alternating current potentiometer of limited range by 
means of which two voltages, proportional respectively to 
the primary and secondary currents of the transformer, may
be compared and the phase displacement between them deter-
a r e
mined. There $gt, however, a number of types of a.c. potentio­
meter intended for use in a wide range of a. c.measurements, 
the beet known being that designed by Dr C.V.Drysdale* and 
constructed by H.Tinsley. A description of the instrument 
is here superfluous but it will suffice to state that by its 
use alternating voltages up to about 1*5 volts may be measured 
and the phase-angles between such voltages obtained, in each 
case by direct readings on the dials of the potentiometer.
Such an instrument is expensive and not frequently 
available; however, where an a.c. potentiometer is obtainable 
it forms, in conjunction with a set of non-reactive, four- 
terminal resistances, a ready and precise means of measuring 
current transformer ratio and phase. ^ Referring to Pig*36a, 
a four-terminal resistance is put into each circuit of the 
transformer; for a ratio of 50/5 these may be of 0*01 ohm 
and 0.1 ohm respectively in primary and secondary, and in 
any other case should similarly be chosen to give equal
▼olt/___________ __________________________________________
* C.V.Drysdale, *The use of the potentiometer on alternate 
current circuits,* Proc.Phvs.Soc.. vol.21, pp.581-572, 
1910.
T £«L*Dawes, Proc.Amer.I.E.E.. vol.34,pp.927-940,1915| D.C. 
Gall,"Testing transformers by the alternating current 
potentiometer,"Elecn.,vol.83,pp.603-604,1920; A.C.Jolley, 
"Some tests on modern current transformers,"Journal Sci. 
iSSts.,vol.3,pp.43-50,1925; C*V.Drysdale,"The testing of 
current transformers," idem, pp.57-58,1925.
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volt-drope of the order of 0*6 volt* The resistances must 
be non-reactive, or alternatively of known or equal time- 
constants. Beferring to Pig*36b measurements can be made 
of ^ p - R p I p  , =. Rs I s 9 and direwtly on the
potentiometer* Since is a small angle,and therefore not 
readable with great precision without the aid of some magni­
fication,it is best to measure nj- and in its stead* Then 
'iTs — /iJ~ <p and
'iTp /?.s
^  Rp 
j2) —
The method is capable of high accuracy and is quick to use*
The secondary burden is small, of the order of 2 to 3 volt- 
amperes* The principal disadvantage of the method is that 
it requires the use of an expensive and not readily obtainable 
instrument*
6* Thermal detector methods*
A certain limited use has been made of thermal methods 
of comparing the primary and secondary currents of a trans­
former, and were it not that there are so many excellent 
methods already available it would seem quite worth while 
to develop the use of thermal deteotors owing to their 
complete immunity from troubles inherent in inductive apparatus 
The methods that have been suggested differ in no essential 
particular from those described, except in so far as a thermal 
detector/
Spring
AWVW
Norbhrup comparator
 ^ ------- 1 ( c l )
D iffe re n tia l thermocouples
Thermal Detectors
F g . 3 7
detector replaces the dynamometer or vibration galvanometer* 
Moreover, the published results deal with the measurement of 
ratio only, though it is possible also to measure phase- 
angles*
6a* Differential thermocouple* - In this method* two 
similar thermocouples acting in opposition through a d*c* 
galvanometer are heated by currents proportional to the 
primary and secondary currents of the transformer, as Pig* 
5?a indicates* By adjusting T o r s until the galvanometer 
remains undeflected the e.m*f*s of the couples can be made 
equalj the temperatures of the couples are equal and there­
fore the rates at which heat is developed in the resistances 
T  and >5 must be the same, i-e*,
B.G*Churcher has greatly developed the method and has 
devised and patented a means of determining as well as K  
his work, done in the Beseardh Department of the tfetropolitan 
Vickers Co*, has not yet been published*
6b* Northrun comparator* - This Instrument, which is 
really a differential hot-wire voltmeter, is shown dlagrammat 
cally in Pig*37b and was suggested by Bobinson as an accurate 
means of measuring transformer ratio* It consists of two
HiEsa/_________________________________________________________________
* L*T*Bobinson, Trans*Amer*I*E*E.« vol*28, p*1005, 1910*
wires K  , Nx attached respectively to fixed terminals 
1 1 , 2 2 ; at their middle an insulating bridge carrying a 
mirror is fixed* A spring pulls below the bridge and keeps 
the wires tight* The wire is connected in parallel with 
Rp and iy* with Rs ; then if the volt drops in these are 
unequal the wires will carry different currents and will 
therefore heat unequally and the mirror will tilt* By adjust­
ing Rp or R3 until there is no tilt the heating of the two 
wires will be the same* The two shunts are then switched 
into auxiliary d*c* circuits in which the currents are 
adjusted until the comparator is again undeflected* Then 
the ratio of the two direct currents is the same as the ratio 
oft the two alternating; the d*c* ratio can be found by 
measuring the volt drops over the two resistances by means 
of an ordinary potentiometer* Agnew* found it possible to 
obtain agreement to 1 part in 8000 between the ratio found 
by this method and that determined by a dynamometer method*
s
P.G.Agnew, *A study of the current transformer with 
particular reference to iron loss,* Bull.Bur*Stds*. 
vol.7, pp. 423-474, 1911*
Two am m eter relative m ethod
F i g .  3 8 .
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][woMMieter method •
The ratios of two transformers of the same nominal 
ratio can be easily compared* by the use of two ammeters, 
as shown In Pig*38* S  is the standard transformer for 
which the ratio-secondary current characteristic is known;
X  is the unknewn transformer, its nominal ratio being 
equal to that of S  • A ( and A 2 are two similar ammeters, 
the calibrations of which need not be accurately known; they 
can be inserted at will into the secondary circuit of either 
transformer by operation of the switches S t and S 2 • With
S, to the left and to the right, thereby inserting A,
in the secondary of S  and Az that of X  , let the 
secondary currents of S  and X  be Is and Is respectiyely*
Let the readings of A, and A 2 be /, and I z ; then if k/
and k2 be the correction factors for these points on the 
ammeter scales,
Is — l</ I i and /j l z
By throwing S f to the right and S 2 to the left the ammeters 
are interchanged with respect to the transformers; if the
ammeters/____________________________________________ ______
* F*B*Silsbee, loc*cit*. 1924*
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ammeters are similar the secondary currents will be 
practically unaltered* The readings of the instruments 
will be I z and l j  , so that very nearly
I s = lz  and I s — k, It 
Prom these two sets of observations,
Is - k, kx If I2 and I's = k,ka I, -4
The ratio of S at current Is is
K c =  h / I s
while that of X  is
K, = £ / £  » U / / . '
Substituting for I s and l s ,
eliminating the calibrations of the two instruments* Care 
must be taken in interchanging the ammeters that the secondary 
circuits are not opened; this can be guarded against by short- 
circuiting the secondaries,before operating the switches S, 
and S2,by means of the switches shown*
The method only gives the ratio of the transformer and 
not the phase-angle* Moreover the accuracy falls off consider­
ably at low currents* It is an easy and quick method for 
testing of ratio on site but cannot be classed as a good 
method for use in laboratory work*
(O ')  B a rb a g e /a to s  tw o dy n o m o m e te r  
re la tiv e  m e th o d
r
h e . 3  9
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2. Two dynamometer Methods.
oj^ Z
There «* a number of ways of comparing the character­
istics of two similar transformers by the use of two dyna­
mometers. One such was described by Makower and Wust* and 
consists in connecting two transformers of the same nominal 
ratio back to back; the combination is then tested as a 
single unit by the process outlined in Section 2 of Chapter 
III* It is then assumed that the effective ratio of the 
combination is equal to the square of the ratio of the trans­
formers and that the phase-angle of each is half the measured 
phase-angle of the combination; i.e.. both transformers are 
assumed exactly similar, which is by no means warrantable in 
general.
An effective method^ is that shown in Pig.59a. The 
common primary current flows in the current coil of the 
dynamometer Dp • The secondary currents Is of the standard 
and 1$ of the unknown flow in opposition through separate 
current coils of a dynamometer D  , or alternatively are 
superposed in a single current coil as in Pig.39b. The 
voltage coils of Dp and D  are excited at voltage £  from 
a phase shifter; they should be of equal or very low time — 
constant, or alternatively they may be in series,
 ; __
x A.J.Makower and A.Vust, Elecn.» vol.59, pp.581-502, 1917*
| A.Bar bagelata, loc.cit.ante.« 1921* See also E.C.Westcott,
"Differentially wound watthour meter for testing current
transformers," Elec.World. vol.76, p.433, 1920; P.B.
Sllsbee, loc.cit.ante.. 1924.
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the current in them being measured instead of the voltage.
The phase shifter is adjusted until E  is in phase with j£>, 
indicated by Q p reading a maximum, and the reading A/; watts 
of D observed. E  is then adjusted in quadrature with Ip  9
D  then reading zero, and P) is again read; if the indi- 
cation be Ia/z watts, Fig.59c shows that
w, = E ls <*o(n-p>) ~ E Is  ^ ( T c - p x ) ,
V z -  E I s  cC o ( j [ " ~ f t )  ~  C<yo (2 ~ f i x )  ’
whence H, = E f c s ^ P x  = E lp L  ^  ,
c
19ow ,6 and p x are small so that
j _ _  ^  E L
Ac*' Ac E ljp
fro m  which Kck may be calculated. Again since K ix ^
px -p>
E  is read on the voltmeter V ; Ip is calculated from 
and the observed maximum reading of D p  .
Silsbee* has described a method similar to the preceding 
in which the secondary currents from the two transformers are 
superposed/____
* F.B.Silsbee, -A method of testing current transformers,® 
Bull.Bur.Stds.,vol.14. pp.317-529,1919. The original 
suggestion appears to be due to W.A.Folger published in 
1916 in the Proc. Pennsylvania Elec-Assoc., a journal 
not available in this country. See also F.B.silsbee, 
loc.cit.ante.. 19*4; G.W•Stubbings, "Ratio and phase 
error tests on current transformers," Eleo.Rev.. vol.94, 
pp.604-606, 1924; F.A.Kartak, loc.cit.ante.. 1920*
Si Is bet's deflectional 
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superposed in the current coil of a dynamometer D  while 
the phase adjustment of the auxiliary voltage applied to 
the voltage coil is made by a second dynamometer Ds put 
into the secondary circuit of the standard transformer S  ,
4 0  r  t /as in Fig.$#a. The auxiliary voltage t  , indicated by V  ,
is put successively in phase and in quadrature with Is and
the readings of D observed in each case. If these in watts
are [a/J and h/j. , then from Fig.40b.
k/( ■=: E  ^ I s ~~ I^  £#0 c ~ f t ) l) 
l/\/x - ~ E - l 's - ~ ~ E £ S
whence
The current 7S may be read on the ammeter A » but is 
preferably computed from the maximum reading of D 5 and the 
voltage E  % indeed it must be so determined at low currents 
there the ammeter ceases to be sufficiently sensitive.
The detector D  must have a current coll of low Impedance 
and may conveniently be a wattmeter of 1 amp. range. Spilsbury* 
has recently designed a special portable dynamometer detector 
for test-roora use sealed directly in current from +0.25 to 
•0* 26 amp* at 55 or 110 volts on the volt colls. Readings on 
the scale give N \/E  and W%Je  directly and the centre zero
enables/
* B.S.J.Spilsbury, "An instrument for workshop tests of 
current transformers," Journal Scl.Insts.. vol.l, pp. 
273-278, 1924*
Oh £>- i CO.
(b )
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enables their sign to be correctly taken.
In general the ratio and phase errors of X will be 
greater than those of S  ; to determine this point an 
additional resistance should be added to the burden of X • 
Then if the ratio and phase errors of X  were originally 
greater than those of S the readings W/ and K* will be 
increased; if less, the readings will be reduced or even 
reversed*
3* Single dynamometer Method.
Crothers* has introduced a simple modification of the 
methods of Barbagelata And Silsbee described in Section 2, 
illustrated in Fig.41a. in this a single dynamometer is 
used, its volt coil being of negligible reactance* Neglecting 
the shunting effect of the high resistance voltage circuit 
upon the four-terminal resistance / $ ' the reading of Q  in 
watts will be, very mlosely,
M  = ftp Ip [ i s  "" Is  [K —f ix ) ]
-  Rp Ip [l's Cozfx — Is <&?/*>]
as Fig*41b shows* From this,
j L ^  14/
fccx fCc Rp Ip"
The method so far resembles Barbagelata*s procedure and gives 
the ratio error of X ; CrotherB does not state how the phase 
error may be found* If this diagram is compared with that
for Drysdale’s absolute method for a l/l ratio transformer,
Fig*20a, it will be seen that the two are very similar* In
Prysdale's/ _______________________________________
* H*M*Crothers, **Field testing of instrument transformers"/^ 
Eleo.World. vol*74, pp*119-121, 1919.
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Drysdale’e method the approximately equal primary and 
secondary currents of a l/l transformer are superposed in 
the dynamometer coil; in the present method the superposed* 
nearly equal* currents are obtained from two separate trans­
former secondaries* This suggests that the phase error may 
be found by substituting for the resistance in the volt 
circuit of D  a condenser of equal reactance; the current 
then advances in phase on Ip by 90° and the new reading 
of the dynamometer will be
The method is suggested as very convenient for testing 
transformers on site since the amount of apparatus required 
is slight and of a readily portable nature*
4* Agnewfs watt-hourjaeter method^
The two ammeter method of Section 1 of the present 
Chapter may be readily modified so as to obtain superior 
precision* and at the same time determine the phase-angle 
error, by substituting the current coils of two separately 
excited dynamometers for the ammeters* The ratio error can 
be found by adjusting the phase of the volt coil excitation 
until each dynamometer in turn gives a maximum reading* A 
second/
A4 =  [ & < * ( % - p )  -  7; ~/3x) ]
whence j i x ^  ~
K p  I p
w b
To phase 
s h ifte r
Agnew’s w a it-h o u r m e te r  
re la tive  m etho d
F ig - 4 2 -
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second pair of readings with the auxiliary voltage adjusted 
approximately 90° from the maximum position enables the 
phase shifter be found; or alternatively the angle through 
which the phase shifter is to be moved to bring each dyna­
mometer separately to zero can be observed, this angle being 
the phase difference between the two secondary currents. 
Calibration errors in the dynamometers can be eliminated by 
repeating the observations with the instruments interchanged 
in the secondary circuits.
Since the differences in ratio and phase-angle of the 
two transformers are usually small, the interchanged dyna­
mometer method is not capable of very high precision. Agnew* 
has shown, however, that if watt-hour meters be substituted 
for dynamometers, as in Fig.42, considerable precision can 
be attained, since the effects of differences in ratio and 
phase-angle are cumulative in such instruments. The meters 
<X and h  are of similar type and should first be carefully 
adjusted to work correctly on full current at unity and zero 
power factor. It is a great convenience if the ratio of 
gearing can be arranged so that 1 0 revolutions of the disc 
correspond with one division on the first dial; the discs 
may also be marked off with equally spaced divisions to enable 
fractions of a turn to be observed. It is an advantage if 
the meters be speeded up above the normal running speed; this
can/ _____________________________ __
» P.G.Agnew, "A watthour meter method of testing instrument 
transformers," Bull.Bur.Stds.. vol.11,pp.347-357, 1915. 
Also F.A.Kartak, loc.olj•.1920s A.Barbagelata, loc.clt.. 
1921; F.B.Silsbee, loc.clt..1924* An identical process 
is described by A.Alamany, "Note sur$ une methods 
pratique de verification des transformateurs de mesure," 
Rev.Gen.de 1*E1.>vol.l8«'PP»515-518, 1925.
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oan be arranged by shunting the brake magnets with small 
iron bridge pieces• Observations are made of the number 
of revolutions made by each meter disc (i) with 5 , to the 
left and to the right and (ii) with S, to the right 
and S2 to the left,both at a known power factor between 
the auxiliary voltage and Ip • Let CLS , be the numbers 
of revolutions with arrangement (i) and ax , bs the correspond­
ing revolutions with (ii) each in the same total time* If the 
meters are designed so that the dial constant k  , the nominal
watt-hours per rev* is the same for each, let be the
rates of the two meters, i-e.. the ratio of recorded watt-hours 
to true watt-hours* Then if, in general, a meter is connected 
to a circuit of power-factor cos^> via a current transformer 
of ratio and phase-angle /3 the watt-hours in the circuit
jf '
will be — for ^ revolutions of the disc*cu>o(ct>-(b) 7n
This can be written as -----J 7 , j~ Iz— — --— . Applying
7n coo/3 ( t-h Tor^ 4> fh^rb) J G
this formula to condition (i)
K c k  K c x k  bx
n i a .  Ta~xfb) tn^
and to (ii)
K CKk a . x  __ K i k  b s
at any power factor whatever* Now cooy3 == £eo/3x =? 1 since 
the angles are small. If Ci6 , b x , , bs are taken with 
f t ® i*e*. with the auxiliary voltage and Ip in phase 
then ..  ^  ,
Kc &s, K:x bx ^
rrici ~  my 
and Kcx ax bs_ ,
1«2
whence,
__ _ &s Jps
K Q-X b;•X
If coo cj[> be now altered to be approximately 0*5 or less
i . i i i
bo that the meters work on low power-factor# let ciS )bK t aK) b. 
be the new readings with conditions (i) and (ii)# then
a's __ t* HCcx 7^ /3^ )
•^X Kcx [l~t i&nTL^> tCLY^j£>J bs Kc
or
(l +  ta^c)> + a ^ j \ ) L ^  q!k ^  K cf
&£ h>s K ^
Remembering that tan and tan jbx are very small#
/ I1 Ly-^
I + 2 +cu^£ ( f c ^ ^ - t c ^ b )  *
r L ' 1 J *S bs Kc1
whence
, r u , i
7^w ^  - 7 ^  A =  fl —  A = ---- !---  j -  . * *. a -s
F" p  • 1 p  L ^  «* ^
£rqm which the angle error is found*
The signs in the above expressions are correct for 
both secondary currents leading on and fbx >  [$ • To
test which transformer has the greater errors# add a further 
non-inductive load to secondary of X • If the difference 
is increased then X had originally greater errors than S  • 
Agnew shows that by taking a sufficiently great number 
of revolutions ample accuracy can be attained in all commercial 
tests/
tests; the ratio can be found to 0*03$ and the angle within
1 or 2 minutes* The method is independent of line fluctuations
and requires no specialised apparatus; it is, therefore,
admirably suited to tests on site* Simplified procedure
for this purpose has been suggested by Crothers* and by
Craighead and Weller* The last named investigators reduce
the time of a test by a carefully planned procedure and the
use of a,tabular form of calculation; 7 hours is taken for a 
/
6 poitt'check* The standard transformer should be carefully 
calibrated and not differ more than 5% in ratio or 1 ° in 
angle from the unknown* The meters must be well adjusted 
and their difference in rate must be In the same direction 
for cos <p » 1 as for cos <p = 0*5; they must not creep.
The following results show the order of agreement obtained 
on a 10/5 amp* transformer at 60 cycles*
Primary current*
Absolul 
Ratio fact<
;e method. Watthr. meter method 
Ratio factor
1 1*0017 +29 min* 1 * 0 0 1 0 +34 min*
2 0.9997 21 0*9996 23
4 0*9977 14 0.9977 18
6 0.9971 1 2 0.9969 13
8 0.9967 1 0 - -
1 0 0 *9959 9 0.9961 1 2
x H*M* Crothers, Elec.World. Vol*74, pp.119-121, 193.9*
t  J.R*Craighead and C*T*Weller, "Watthour meter method of 
testing current transformers for ratio and phase-angle,* 
Gen*Elec.Rev*. vol.24, pp*542-o51, 1923*
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The secondary burden In the above test was 0.396 ohm 4b cmd 
510 |uh* or 11 voltamperes at 0.9 power-factor for 5 amp.,
60 cycles.
In Section 4 of Chapter III of the present part an 
absolute method for testing a l/l transformer by the use 
of two watthour met ere is described* Comparing Pig. 22a 
with Fig.42 it is easy to see that the absolute method is 
equivalent to testing by Agnew's method an unknown trans­
former (the secondary current) with a perfect l/l transformer 
(the primary current). If the meters be interchanged to 
eliminate differences in calibration, putting Kc* = t ,  tanjbx 
» 0 gives for the ratio and phase angle
when in the primary and secondary circuits respectively.
'c ' \ a s b5
where Q-pybp, &s> b>s w e  the readings of meters a  and b
51 Is bee's n u ll re la t iv e  m e th o d
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RELATIVE METHODS. NULL.
1 . Silsbee^ bridge method*
Silsbee has shown* that the deflectional method of 
Pig*40a can be readily adapted for null operation by the 
arrangement shown in Fig*43* A D  is a slide wire of 0 * 2  
ohm resistance; t' a resistance of 30 ohms adjustable in
steps of 2 ohms; M  is a variable mutual inductor of about
000 microhenry inductance* By regulation of M and 1" the 
vibration galvanometer can be made to give zero reading; 
then E and C are at the same potential* The vector differ­
ence between the secondary currents l'5 and ■£ will then 
circulate through the path E B  . if the resistance of this 
path be /? ohms and L is the inductance of the secondary 
winding of M  , let tf5 and be harmonic vectors of the
secondary currents* Then equating the p*d* between E  and
c to zero, assuming B to the left 6f C gives 
(R+jcoL)(i: j -  Ls)-h rt's -ju)Mis =  o
or (% + r  + ja > L ) iJ  =  [ fZ+ja>(L+M)]'.s ,
l
whence _ R i--r+ 'jooL _ !+
4  R  -f- jc * ) [L + M )  j  jo b
How for brevity write
a -  r / R  7 b = ooM/ r  , C = & l / r_
&nd/_______________________________________
* F>B*Silsbee, Bull•Bur*Stds*. vol*l4, pp* 517-523. i q t o* 
also see F*B«Silsbee, loc*clt*ante. 1924*
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and remember that these quantities are all small; hence to 
the second order of small quantities,
ijL — 1+&+JC _ //-ha — be) —J (6 +cdo-f-cic)
i+ j(t>+c) ■
Bow in terms of the primary current
T -j(n-p) j -j(n-/K)
&sy\~oL. c    Is £
K  Kc*
whence
/ I f  r
if- = Jj" 6 =  Ksx. Cev(Px-/}) °t)
s Kc Kc L
Comparing the expressions
S^JL ccrvltbs-F) —  li~Q--b2—bc 
Kc
e i~ ( P < - p ) =  b i-a b -t -a c
Kc
Solving these equations, and again retaining only terms of 
the first and second order,
Kcx — |-f a - -  - be
L-*^ 2ftc
~  L>+
Substituting,
^ ft,- ^  1 fKcx — L< 2Hl /S2 J
i . / a  a ) _  oz)M , ot>L r
If it 1 b necessary to move B> to the right of C  for balance 
then,
- l u £ u -
R : 
i)Z
/z R.x FLX
These/
R+R,*
B a r b a g e la ta ’s rtu ll r e la t iv e  m e th o d
Ra.44.
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These four equations hold correctly if p * > jb • By 
arranging S to have always the smaller ratio CD raay 
omitted entirely. To determine which transformer has the 
greater phase-angle, if B is to left of C  , so that S  
supplies the greater current and has the smaller ratio, add 
resistance to the secondary of X  * Then the lead of 7 S 
on Ip reversed will increase; if M is increased to re­
balance then l s was originally leading more than Is and M  
is to be taken as positive in the first pair of equations.
As a rule, unless the two transformers are of widely different 
characteristics none but the first order terms need be taken 
into account; then very nearly,
Kc* (i-t'R)kc
with E> to the left.
2. Barbaeelata1 e bridge method.
This simple method,8  Fig. 44a, ls primarily Intended 
for comparison of transformers pf unequal ratio. If S has 
a greater ratio than X , I s Rf is made greater than 
Balance is attained by adjustment of T and M  ; then the 
drop of voltage in T and the e.m.f. of mutual induction 
axactly balance Rx i j  » as shown in the vector diagram of 
Fig*44b. Then
Rx. Is  ( f ix  ~~ ft> )
Usssl_____________ ______________________
* A.Barbagelata. ioc.cit.. 1981.
wUse o f  A. C. p o te n tio m e te r  f o r  
re la t iv e  t e s ts
Fig,. 45.
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From the first,
k  = &  # + $ .  L
Is R< T  Is
or
Ls Ro. fc-tfii Lf 1 - Rx f t''ex - 7T • — . -£>• r^-AC/e, r  • r
since and jb are small and ^  can be neglected in
«
comparison with £  • Again
=  T ? f
The method is easy to operate and is of wide range; it enables 
a single standard transformer to be used to test others of 
any desired ratio.
3* A.C.Potentiometer Method.
Two transformers of any ratio, equal or unequal, can 
be compared* by including a suitable four-terminal resistance 
in each secondary circuit, as in Fig*45a> and measuring by 
means of an a*c* potentiometer the volt drops Vj , ^  a or os s 
these resistances and their vector difference V  , as well 
as the phase displacement p  between ^  and ^  * Then
/< — &  , k-
x " n  c
Also from the vector triangle of Fig*456,
or =  Px-P>.
The method is very convenient when a suitable potentiometer is 
available, and ls capable of considerable precision*
x D.C.Gall, Eleon*, vol. 83, pp. 603-604, 1920.
PART III.
TESTING OF VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS.
Y-K,
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTORY.
1. Theory of the voltage transformer*
The vector diagram of the voltage transformer, shown in 
Fig*46, involves a little more detail than that of the current 
transformer, Fig*9* Starting in the customary way with the main 
flux in the core, linked mutually with both primary and secondary 
findings, an e*m*f. E s will be induced thereby in the secondary, 
Es lagging by a quarter period behind the flux. This e.m.f. 
causes a current I s to circulate in the secondary circuit, the 
sagnitude and phase of which depend upon the resistance and react­
ance of the secondary winding together with that of the external 
burden with utoich the transformer is loaded* Deducting from Es 
the resistance and leakage reactance drops, ESIS and Xs I s 
through the secondary winding gives Vs the p.d. at the terminals 
of the burden* Turning now to the primary side, the main flux 
will induce in the primary winding a back e*m*f • E p in phase 
with E 5 and such that ^>/ E s  ** ~ T p / %  $ the primary applied 
woltage must then have a component - E p  to balance this induced 
woltage* The primary current is composed of two principal com­
ponents Ia and Ip • The former I0 is necessary to provide 
a magnetising component Z? in phase with and responsible for 
the production of the main flux, and an iron loss component -Z 
in phase with - E p accounting for the power dissipated by eddy 
currents and hysteresis. The second component Ip is required 
to balance the secondary ampere-turns, is opposite in phase to Is
and/ • „
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and of such magnitude that I p T p  ~  ls Ts 0 is the vector 
sum of Ip and I0 • To obtain the voltage Vp that must be 
applied to the terminals of the primary winding, it is necessary 
to add to ~ E p  the resistance drop R p l p and the leakage reactance 
drop Xjb Ip in that winding, as shown in the diagram- The ratio 
of the transformer is then —  Vp/)/s and the phase-angle is ^  
the angle between V$ and Vp reversed- For the reason ex­
plained in Section 6 of Chapter I, Part I, Y ie taken as ^  
positive when Vs lags on —  Vp • It should be observed that V& 
is always less than Es ? except at no-load when they are equal; 
moreover under ordinary conditions Vp is greater than — E p  . 
Hence the ratio Kv is always more than the ratio of turns ~Tp/Ts> 
It should be clearly realised that the conditions under which 
the voltage transformer works are quite different from those 
imposed upon current traasformers- In the latter the primary 
current, and hence the primary applied voltage, is varied over 
a wide range, with the consequent effects on ratio and phase- 
angle that have been discussed in the preceding Part* In the 
voltage transformer, however, the primary voltage is practically 
constant under normal conditions; interest centres, therefore, 
upon the way in which the characteristics depend on the volt- 
amperee taken from the secondary, i-e». on the number and 
nature of the instruments forming the secondary burden. In this 
respect the voltage transformer presents a problem essentially 
similar to that provided by the power transformer and simpler
than that of the current transformer- Since the primary voltage 
18/
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is constant so also ls the flux, no matter what may be the 
secondary load; the exciting current 10 is therefore the same 
from no-load to full load and it would be expected, therefore, 
that the change in ratio with burden would be practically independ­
ent of 10 • Experiment and theory* show this to be the case.
The change in ratio for various secondary burdens must depend, 
therefore, almost entirely on the resistances and leakage 
reactances of the windings of the transformer* Since the leakage 
can be kept small by interleaving the primary and secondary coils 
or by a properly designed concentric construction, it follows 
that the change in ratio and angle both with primary voltage and 
with frequency will be small. Hence it is further to be expected 
that the voltage transformer is a piece of apparatus of very high 
precision. It must not be supposed, however, that because the 
characteristics are practically independent of the exciting 
current that this quantity can be disregarded. It is essential,l
just as in current transformers, to keep Io very small by using
a short magnetic circuit of good iron of high permeability and
low loss; otherwise the changes of Iq with voltage and frequency
Day become sufficient to affect the values of Ky and Y  to an
appreciable extent*
It is possible to develop expressions for K v and Y  in
just the same way as was done for the values of K c  and fb in
the theory of the current transformer; these expressions are
father less simple and, for the present object, not of very
SEeat/_____________________________________________________ ___
1 Lloyd and P.G.Agnew, "The regulation of potential trans­
formers and the magnetising current," Bull.Bur.Stds.. Vol.6, 
pp. 273-280, 1910.
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great value* The indirect method of testing,* although very 
occasionally used, is not really required for voltage trans­
formers since the direct methods are simple and of wide appli­
cation* Space will not be devoted, therefore, to development 
of the analytical expressions upon which the indirect method
depends* Those interested will find the matter fully dealt with
t
in Lloyd and Agnew’s paper just cited.
2* Typical values of ratio and phase-angle.
The curves of Fig.47 show typical ratio and phase-angle 
values plotted from the classic results of Agnew and Fitch*
The curves relate to a transformer of 2200/110 volt ratio, 50 
volt-ampere output, with = 460 ohms and ^  = 0.393 ohms.
The normal frequency is 50 cycles per second and the tests were 
Dade with a non-inductive burden. The isolated points R, P are 
for an inductive burden of power-factor 0*2*
It will be seen that the change in ratio from no-load to 
full-load is less than 0*7^ {; in very good transformers it may 
be as low as 0*3$ but it is invariably less than 1^* The phase- 
angle is never more than about 10 minutes, and is for most practi­
cal purposes quite negligible.
Fig. 47a shows thatTooEfT ratio and phase-angle curves are 
linear functions of the seoondary volt-amperes at normal,constant 
primary voltage.
hJ __________________________________________
1 M.Iliovici, "Methode d'essai dee transformateurs de mesure de 
tension," Lum.Elect*» vol.33, pp.276-277, 1916; Bull.Soc.Int. 
des. Elecns.. vol.6, pp.155-187, 1916.
I See also F.A.Laws, Electrical Measurements, pp.575-576, 1917.
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3* Variation of characteristics with working conditions*
It is now necessary to examine briefly the variations in 
the characteristics with various changes in the working con­
ditions. These are (a) frequency, (b) secondary burden, at 
constant primary voltage; and (c) secondary (or primary) voltage, 
at constant load. Also there are the unimportant questions of 
(d) wave-form and wave distortion.
3a* Frequency* - The general effect of a reduction of frequency, 
with the consequent increase in flux and 10 at constant primary 
voltage, is the same as in a current transformer, namely, to 
increase both ratio and phase-angle; see Fig.47a. The magnitude 
of the increase is, however, very much lesB than in the current 
transformer*
3b. Secondary burden* - The variation of Kv and Y  with the 
amount of secondary burden of a given power-factor is, as 
mentioned above, strictly linear. In some cases, as when the 
highly inductive voltage coil of an induction type watt-hour 
meter forms the burden, the secondary power-factor may become 
▼ery low. The effect of this is, as shown by the points R, P 
in Fig.47a, to reduce the ratio slightly and to increase fairly 
considerably the phase-angle. Hence, as with a current trans­
former, it is essential to specify not merely the volt-amperes 
absorbed by the burden but also its time-constant if the figures 
and angle are to be of practical value.
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5c. Voltage. - If the voltage at which the transformer is worked 
be changed, the frequency being fixed, variations of Ky and Y  
are found which are represented by the curves of Fig.47b, showing 
ffy and Y as functions of the secondary volts, both at no-load 
and full-load* The general tendency of a reduction of voltage 
ie to increase both ratio and phase-angle,but the changes are 
very slight over a wide range of voltage variation.
3d. Wave-form and wave distortion. - As in the case of the 
current transformer the influence of wave-form on the values of
and Y is quite negligible. Further, the distortion intro­
duced by the transformer is inappreciable; the secondary voltage 
has, therefore, a wave-form identical with that of the primary 
voltage.
4* Introduction to methods of testing.
The indirect method of testing voltage transformers has 
occasionally been used; the direct methods are, however, so 
Bimple and of such superior accuracy that they are now invariably 
employed. In principle the indirect test resembles the well- 
fcnown short circuit test applied in the measurement of regulation 
of power transformers*
As with the current transformers the Direct methods of 
testing voltage transformers may be either Absolute or Relative. 
The Absolute methods are all based upon the principle of compar- 
tog a known fraction of the primary voltage with that of the 
secondary both for magnitude and phase displacement; the 
comparison may be made, by means of suitable separately excited 
fytt&mometers /
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dynamometers or electrometers, by a deflectional method. 
Alternatively a null method can be devised by the inclusion 
of a suitable compensating circuit* All absolute methods 
essentially necessitate the connection of some part of the 
testing apparatus into the high voltage or primary side; this 
aay be entirely avoided by utilising deflectional or null 
relative methods in which two transformers are compared by 
measurements made entirely upon their secondary circuits. Each 
of these four classes of methods will be described in the 
following chapters.
-c^^oAA/WVWWWV1 ^ V W V V ) | ( W W V W \ A A A V 1
M
(a.) (b)
Voltmeter absolute methods
r  i(p, 43.
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CHAPTER II.
Absolute Methods. Deflectlonal.
1. Two voltmeter methods.
The ratio of a voltage transformer is most easily determined
35
with the aid of two voltmeters, as shown in Pig.48a, one connect­
ed in parallel with the primary winding and the other with the 
secondary winding. The two sides of the transformer are joined 
at one point, which iB earthed for safety. Then if Vp and V& 
be the readings of the voltmeters,
K  *  ;
vs ’
the instruments must necessarily be calibrated.
The necessity for calibration may be avoided by an artifice
due to Laws.^ Two similar voltmeters are used, connected first
-HU.
&b in Pig.48a, the resistance in series with^primary voltmeter 
being adjusted until the reading 'Vp on it is about equal to 
the reading of the instrument on the secondary side • The
two voltmeters are then removed, connected in series, and a 
current I passed through them so that they give readings ^  , % ' 
about equal to the preceding values. Then clearly, if Rp be 
the total resistance of the primary voltmeter and its series 
resistance, Rs the resistance of the secondary voltmeter,
1 F.A.ffar-frak. loc. cit .ante. 1920. 
t F.^.Laws, Electrical Measurements* p.584, 1917*
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whence,
Ky = Be. ±. W
Rs vp> Vs
A further variant of the voltmeter method is that shown 
in Fig*48b* Here a single electrostatic voltmeter is connected 
successively across the secondary terminals and then across a 
portion ^ of a potential divider resistance R- in parallel 
with the primary; T is adjusted until the reading ^  of the 
voltmeter is about the same as the reading when it is put
across the secondary* By this means calibration of the volt­
meter is obviated and thus since Vp -  :S
Kv -  B . Be .
The disadvantage of the two voltmeter method is the fact 
that it only gives the ratio ef the transformer* Moreover, the 
possible accuracy is not very high and the sensitiveness falls 
off considerably at lower readings on the voltmeter scales owing 
to their non-uniformity*
2* Two dynamometer methods*
The sensitivity of the two voltmeter method can be increased 
and, at the same time, both ratio and phase-angle be determined 
by the substitution of separately excited dynamometers for the 
ordinary types of voltmeter* Referring to Fig*49a the voltage 
circuits of two dynamometers, Dp and , are connected
respectively to the primary and secondary terminals of the 
transformer* The fixed coils of the dynamometers are connected 
In/
To phot• 
Shifttr
Sim ple 
two dynam om eter 
m eth o d
F/g- 49
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Ln ®*riea and carry a current 1 supplied by a phase shifting 
device.* The phase shifter is first regulated until Dp gives a 
maximum reading, see Fig./J.9bj then if the volt circuit of this 
dynamometer is non-reactive Vp and 1 are in phase and the 
reading of Dp will be, in watts,
= Vf l
ihile the reading of D 5 with the same supposition of a non­
reactive volt circuit will be
W5 -  Irs I = - V s l  Y
The phase of I is now rotated through 90°, making Dp read zero; 
Ds will then give a new reading of
IV5 —  14 I Cco ( T?-'/) —  Vs I
Then, the numerical value of the ratio is, very nearly, 
since 1* the angle is given by
^  V-
Ws
The method is capable of considerable precision and is of 
»ide range. The main source of error lies in the supposition 
that the voltage circuits of the dynamometers are non-reactive*
The error is easily calculated, in the manner already employed 
to the theory of the two dynamometer method of testing current 
transformers in Part II, Chapter III, Section 2. Just as in 
that case the error will be zero either if the volt-circuits are 
°f equal time-constant or alternatively if their inductance be
m m z i  ___________________________________________________
1 A.Barbagelata, loc.cit.ante..1921; F.A.Kartak, loc.cit.ante.. 
1920. The process was used by L.T*Bobinson, loc.cit.1910. for 
measurement^ of Y  • A full test roan set-up is described in 
his paper.
Supply f ro m  
m p in  pnase
Agnew and Fitch’s 
method
F/S, 50.
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suitably compensated by the well-known shunted condenser 
device so often used in wattmeters.
A number of methods, essentially the same in principle, 
have been described in which a two-phase or a three-phase source 
of supply is utilised instead of the phase shifting detice for 
exciting the dynamometers. Of these the most important is the 
method of Agnew and Pitch,* shown in Pig.50a, and used by these 
experimenters in tests of the highest accuracy. The transformer 
is supplied from the main phase of a two-phase alternator through 
a step-up transformer, and across its primary a high resistance R  
is connected. In series with is the fixed coil of a dyna­
mometer Dp • The voltage drop in a fraction r fR  the 
resistance is opposed to the secondary voltage of the trans­
former at the Bwitch • With S| to the left is adjusted 
until bp reads zero; then the current I  and the resultant 
voltage applied to the volt-coil of bp , assumed non-reactive, 
are in quadrature. Neglecting the reactance of R, , I  is in 
phase with Vp ; further neglecting the shunting effect of 
the volt coil of Dp on the resultant voltage applied thereto 
is the vector sum of I4 and ^ ^  » namely 'tr in Pig.50b.
Sj is now thrown to the right so that when is also to the 
right is applied to the volt coil of a dynamometer D  9 the 
current coil of which is supplied with a current I from the 
second or quadrature phase of the alternator* Since I is in 
phase with IT * the reading of D  is a measure of , and the 
instrument/ ____________
* P*G*Agnew and T*T*Fltch, Bull .Bur* St ds.. vol.fl. p.281. iQia.
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instrument may be calibrated as a voltmeter. It should be 
observed that since the resistances of the transformer windings 
are small in comparison with R  the volt coil of D  is practically 
connected in series with the parallel combination of T  and , 
as can be readily verified from the diagram. Calibration under 
the conditions of test is easily effected by disconnecting the 
primary from the main phase, throwing S 2 to the left, thus
applying a known voltage 5 1 to the volt coil of D  while still
connected to the potential divider.
Prom the approximate vector diagram it is obvious that
Vs ceo~i —
•=:
P  * R .whence, *  i w o V  =  •=r -p I y
=  Y
a  &
V$ can be measured by^tsuitable voltmeter included in the 
secondary burden.
Possible sources of error are due to residual inductance 
in 1% £ — ‘t  ar)(i the voltage circuit of D  * yhe influence of 
the latter on both ratio and phase-.angle is quite negligible.
The effect of residuals in T and R .-T  on the ratio is less 
than 1 part in 50,0u0 in the most unfavourable case. In the 
case of the phase-angle Agnew and Pitch show that 
Y  -  —  4 . (  )
1 ' Vs I J
the bracketed correction being the difference between the time- 
constants of ^  and R  • Hence if these time-constants be equal, 
residuals/
m
n
i ttrm
B a r b o g e la ta ’s 
th re e - phase  
m e th o d
F / g . 5 !
residuals introduce no error* It is easy in practice to con­
struct resistances giving a correction of less than 1 minute 
at commercial frequencies# The instruments used by these 
lorlcers enabled a sensitivity of 1 part in 20,000 in ratio and 
0.1 minute in phase-angle to be attained.
Of three-phase methods the most important is that intro­
duced by Barbagelata* illustrated in Fig#51a and corresponding 
with the method for current transformers shown in Fig* 17a.
The test transformer is supplied from lines III and I of a 
three-phase system through a step-up transformer not shown in 
the diagram* The volt coils of two dynamometers Dp, D s are 
used as voltmeters across the primary and secondary windings 
respectively, as in Fig#49aj the current coils are connected 
in series and can be put at will across lines ill and I, I and 
II, II and III by turning the switches successively to the middle, 
right and left contacts* In each position of the switches equal 
currents, of magnitude / , will be passed through the current 
coils respectively in phase, 120° behind and 120° ahead of Vp 
as shown by the vectors I m , I r , 1^ in Fig#51b# In each position 
both dynamometers are read in watts, the ratio of the reading 
of Dp to that of Ds being ei, b, and c respectively# Then,
q   Vp I i _ ~~Vp 3
* A#Barbagelata, loc»cit#. 1921*
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. jemembering that Y is small
K  ~ cc. numerically
and —  ——— ——  — *y
' ZaU  a  •
the method is subject to the same sources of error as the 
simple two dynamometer method, of which it is an adaptation 
suitable for use when a phase shifter is not available.
A further two dynamometer method is that used by Rosa and
s
Lloyd in one of the earliest precise investigations into the 
properties of voltage transformers. The two dynamometers are 
combined in a special instrument, a double dynamometer volt­
meter, resembling in construction the two-element polyphase 
lattmeter. The instrument was of a reflecting pattern, two 
volt coils being mounted with planes at right angles upon a 
common suspension; each volt coil was provided with a fixed 
current coil for the excitation, the current coils also having 
their planes at right-angles. To measure the ratio, one volt coil 
is connected across the primary and the other across the second­
ly, each in series with its own current element and an appropriate 
resistance* By arranging the torques on the two elements to be 
in opposition zero deflection of the double voltmeter can be 
secured by adjustment of the resistances; the ratio is then 
easily obtained from the resistance settings. The phase-angle 
ie found by using the two elements as a differential wattmeter, 
the apparatus gave results of high accuracy, but has not been
eiopted/ *
'Butt focU., ft* l-3 0 ; l ^ i o
To phase 
shifter
Simple  
single dynam om eter 
m ethod
it
adopted by any other worker, so far as the writer is aware, 
presumably owing to the special character of the double reflect­
ing dynamometer which is required*
3* Single dynamometer methods*
A single dynamometer can be readily employed to measure 
\(y and Y  by making use of the potentiometer principle shown 
in Pig*52a.s Ahe secondary voltage Vs is set in opposition to 
the fall of voltage in a portion 1“ of a high resistance ^
connected across Vp • The voltage coil of the dynamometer
1b arranged to measure the resultant voltage. The auxiliary 
current 1 in the current coil of D  is first set in phase with 
^ and t  is varied until Q  reads zero* Then, as Fig*52b 
shows, the resultant V  of Vs and ^V p is in quadrature with Vp 
and I • The phase of I is then advanced by 90° and the read­
ing of D  in watts is observed; if this be (V then
IV =  v i  -  J£I
Further I - /£ (£
whence ^  "  j: c<n~{ =  J-
- r  =  $ r
‘ Is read on the ammeter A , while can be taken from a 
voltmeter in the secondary burden B • 1 can be supplied from
& phase shifter, as shown, or may alternatively be derived from 
the main and auxiliary phases of a two-phase source of supply*
 ; _____
1 L*T*Roblnson. loc*cit*«1910 used the method for ratio measure­
ments; C*H*Sharp and W*W*Crawford, loc*cit*. 1911 for phase- 
angle determinations* The complete procedure is described by 
A*Barbagelata, loc* cit*. 1921*
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In a portable, self-contained apparatus designed by Allocchio 
and Bacchini® for testing voltage transformers on site the 
original adjustment of t  is effected with the dynamometer 
excited directly from the supply. The quadrature reading 
is obtained by replacing the volt-coil series resistance by 
a large inductance of equal ohmic reactance. . The need for a 
portable phase-dhifter is thus avoided.
The main source of error arises from the fact that the 
voltage coil of D  draws a definite current from the potential 
divider /? • The coil must, in the first place, be non-reactive;
I this can be easily arranged by use of the ordinary condenser 
compensation. Craighead^ has shown that the error in calculating 
the ratio from the above formula, i.e., neglecting the shunting 
influence of the volt-coil circuit of k on the voltage divider, 
can be neglected if the resistance of the detector circuit be 
Ubout equal to • He further shows that if this
lvalue of volt-coil resistance be used, the actual phase-angle 
is about double the value found by calculation from the preceding 
formula. The method is, owing to this large correction, a poor 
one for angle measurements.
I Palm't avoids error due to this cause by the following process.
m l ___________________________________________________________________
I*1 Apparecchio per la misure del rapporto e dell1 angolo di
I fase dei trasformatori," L fElettro, vol.9, pp.344-346, 1922.
II J*R.Craighead, "Potential transformer testing. Rote on the
I effect of the resistance of the detector circuit in determin­
ing the ratio of two alternating voltages, and the phase- 
| angle between them, by the balance method," Trans.Amer.I.E.B.. 
L  ▼ 01.31, pp. 1627-1633, 1912.
I A.Palm, Zeits.f.Inst., vol.34, pp.281-290, 1914.
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The detector is applied directly to a portion % of &  and 
the phase shifter adjusted until the reading of D  is a maxi­
mum, d j say; then / and l£> are in phase. The connections of 
Pig.52a are then resumed and the reading of D  brought to zero 
by adjustment of T . Applying the volt coil of D  directly 
across T the phase-shifter is altered to make read zero; 
then I and l£ are in quadrature. Finally the connections of 
Pig.52a are again resumed and a reading d 2 taken. Palm then 
shows that
is  %> R -  £
if = T  S ~  T \
 - —7- is 1
CL, R - ts + M/5 f-
_ 's
where p is the resistance of the volt coil itself and 
that of the whole volt-coil circuit.
4 • ElQOtcometer^methodg.
Both at the Reichsanstalt and at the National Physical 
Laboratory the quadrant electrometer has been developed for 
use in precision a.c. testing and takes the place of separately 
excited dynamometers in methods of testing voltage transformers.
2f
In the Reichsanstalt method the needle and case of the electro­
meter are joined together and connected to the earthed common 
point of the windings of the transformer, Fig.53a. One pair 
of/
* E.Orlich, Elekt.Zelts., vol.30, pp.436-439, 466-470, 1909; 
H.Schultze, "Die Untersuchung von Spannungstransformatoren 
mittels des Quadrantelektrometers,n Zeits.f.Inst.. Vol.31, 
pp. 332-345, 1911*
■ m x
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of quadrants is joined to the free secondary terminal; the 
other pair is connected to a tapping on a potential divider 
which has been put across the primary winding* The position 
of the tapping is altered until the electrometer reading is 
zero; then the ratio of the transformer is equal to the ratio 
of division of the potential divider by the tapping* The phase- 
angle is obtained by impressing a voltage of 50 to 100 volts 
between the needle and case from a phase shifter* The latter 
ie regulated until the electrometer again reads zero; i* e»« 
until the voltage between needle and case is in quadrature 
with U  in Fig*53b* The angle is then read directly from the 
phase shifter or computed from the readings of the wattmeter D 
ammeter A and Voltmeter V • With S to the left and the 
electrometer acting as a differential electrostatic voltmeter, 
at zero deflection since the needle is at zero potential
With S to the right and the electrometer reading zero as a 
differential electrostatic wattmeter when the phase shifter 
has been correctly adjusted the phase-angle is at once deter-
In the M*P*L* method* the voltage ratio is obtained from 
the readings of two electrostatic voltmeters, one connected
potential divider as shown in Fig*53c* These are reflecting 
instruments __________________________________________
m in e d *
across the secondary and one across a portion of the primary
* B• S•J•Spilsbury, Beama, vol.6, pp» 505-51 3, 1920*
instruments reading up to 130 volts with scales divided to 
0.01 volt, enabling the ratio to be found within 0.02$* The 
electrometer is used to determine the angle by throwing S 
to the left and adjusting the phase shifter until the instrument 
reads zero* If S be now thrown to the right the electrometer 
is being used as an electrostatic wattmeter reading h/ watts, 
where V J - V $ I  9 whence ~i is found* As with all elec­
trometer methods the possible accuracy is very high but the 
apparatus is of a very special character found only in these 
national laboratories.
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CHAPTER III*
ABSOLUTE METHODS. BULL.
1* General*
All absolute null methods are based upon the potentio­
meter principle, in which the secondary voltage is set in 
opposition to the drop of voltage in a portion of a potential 
divider connected across the primary* The methods are divisible 
into two main classes* In the first the detector is a dynamo­
meter, its volt coil connected to measure the resultant of the 
two voltages while its current coil is excited from a phase 
shifter* Since the secondary and primary voltages are not 
in direct opposition, but differ by the small angle Y , the 
resultant is never zero and there is always a small current 
passing through the detector coil; the reading of the dynamo­
meter can, however, be always made zero by adjusting the phase 
shifter until the exciting current and the resultant voltage 
are in quadrature* Such methods, though based on the null 
principle, are not true balance methods; an example is given 
in Section 2* The second class contains true balance methods 
in which no current flows in the detector connection* This 
condition is secured by providing means of altering the phase 
of the current taken by the potential divider so that the voltage 
across the portion utilised is equal in magnitude and exactly 
opposite in phase to the secondary voltage. Suitable arrange­
ments are considered in Section 3* The detector may be a 
8eparately/
h<3. 54^
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separately excited dynamometer, synchronous commutator and d*c* 
galvanometer, or vibration galvanometer according to the practice 
of various experimenters; the last named instrument is by far 
jbe most convenient*
t
2* Single dynamometer method.
The method of Fig*52a is capable of null operation by 
adopting the following process, illustrated by the vector 
diagrams of Fig*54 a, b, and c* Firstly, with I  in phase 
with Vp adjust T  for null reading; then and I  are in 
quadrature. Now successively put 1 in advance and behind If 
by equal angles 9 1 in each case adjusting T  to values T 1 and 
r"  to give null readings, showing that n j1 and /\r"  are normal 
to the appropriate / . These conditions are shown in Fig* 54 
a, b, and c from the geometry of which
^ \ /P = 
fV pC snd =  % <xv(e+ l),
=  Vs cto(6-~i).
horn these it is easy to prove that
Ky = | = |
2 r 1 ^ 0
Q particular if 9  = 45°.
- r - 11x / r - r  7^ r i  -  - ^ ~
2 T
fee method is not a true balance method since the detector or 
felt/
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■Tolt coil carries a current in each case proportional to %
V* or v '1 •
3. True balance methods •
It is necessary now to examine true balance methods in 
which the detector, usually a vibration galvanometer, carries 
no current at the null indication. This necessitates the intro­
duction of some auxiliary device to correct for the imperfect 
opposition of phase between Vp and V5
3a* Phase-angle uncompensated. - If the phase angle between 
and V$ is not allowed for, as in Pig.55a, it is only possible 
to get a minimum reading on the galvanometer if f  be adjusted 
by moving the contact along the potential divider; this occurs 
when the resultant voltage V  of ^ Vp and V is normal to
Vp , as Fig« 56b shows• Then Vsc*>~i =  "p , from which
V  = *  A  very nearly. To get balance, le., a null indication,
the current / in iZ must be displaced from Vf> in the same
direction as Vs is displaced from “ ^  . This can be secured
by including in a suitable adjustable reactance which can 
take any of the forms described in the following subsections.
By this means ^ I  can be brought into direct opposition and
into equality with Vs •
3b. Phase-angle compensated by ^ . - The most obvious way of
producing the necessary shift in phase of I  is to include in R  
a small variable self inductance, as shown in Pig.55c* Referring 
to Pig.55d it is obvious that for balance
* Most of these devices are briefly suggested by C.H.Sharp and
W.W*Crawford, loc.cit.ante.» 1911.
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but
r l  = Vs ; 
i  -  j yj*_
4 f l2 ~faozLz
=  I
' fZ
since ti)L is generally small in comparison with £  • Then
K  «  R/ t  very nearly.
Moreover, *-r-
It is apparent that this method of compensation only serves 
when Y  is positive, i.e., when Vs lags on \Zj> reversed.
3c. Phase-angle compensated by 7^ . - Compensation can be
effected by putting a mutual inductance with its primary wind­
ing in series with the potential divider while its secondary 
is in the detector circuit, as shown in Fig.55e. In the vector 
diagram of Fig.55f, if Lp be the inductance of the mutual 
inductor primary, the current I  will lag on Vp by a small 
angle, 0^ given by fowOf- (oLp/fc . The resistance drop 
t l  add mutual e.m.f. must give a resultant equal in
magnitude but opposite in phase to Vs • From the vectors,
V6 co?ft-OL) =• r l  
7^(V-°0 *
I -
*>/V7
But
and
whence,
v ^ v z r
c» (V-c*; =• 1 ,
k- -  R Ky —. j :  
t - o . )  =  - i - c n  =  y r
k
R.
[Since/
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Since y\ can be positive or negative the method enables either 
positive or negative, i.e.t lagging or leading values of Y 
to be measured. The process is thus much more flexible and 
useful than that described in the preceding section.
3d. Phase-angle compensated by 0  » - If positive values of
-y can be compensated by a self inductance it follows that 
negative angles can be allowed for by aid of a condenser, as 
is shown in Fig*55g* The impedance operator for the potential 
divider when a portion is shunted by a condenser C is
r = R- s -f s- - —
1 + jO d C S
l+ t fC s 2 J /+*>'C2s '
Sow in practice <*>x ( ! ,xs % is usually quite negligible in 
comparison with unity; hence
z - .R .  - jcoC s*
to a high degree of approximation. Hence the condenser has 
I practically no effect on the resistance of the divider, but 
Introduces a negative reactance which can be used to compensate 
[for negative phase-angles. Thus
K  = #
The method suffers from limitation to cases when Y  is negative, 
|L«e.. Vs leading on — • Fig* 55h shows the approximate
hector diagram.
The limitation can be removed by the device due to 
Barbagelata,* Fig.55i« The potential divider consists of
tL ______________ ;_____________________________________________________
1 A.Barbagelata, loc.cit., 1921.
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a section R f in series with two equal resistances S ,S  , upon 
the right hand section of which the potential contact is applied. 
The condenser can be switched either across the left hand or 
the fight hand member of the equal resistances. With d  to the 
left the method is exactly like Fig.55g and serves to measure 
negative or leading angles. If d  be put to the right then 
the vector relations of Fig*55j will hold. Here the common 
voltage across C! and the right hand S is the vector difference 
between Vp and ( f c '+ s ) l , I  necessarily leading on ^ . The 
current in 0 , leading 90° on this p.d. and the current in the 
right hand -S must be equal to / ; whence, as the vector dia­
gram shows, the current in the right hand >s , upon which the 
potential contact is set, lags on ^ and hence the arrange­
ment will compensate positive or lagging phase-angles. Then 
as before
AT -  'V “7 t*
and t U ?  = ^ § ~ S -
taken as positive when the condenser is on the right and 
negative when on fhe left*
3e. Phase-angle compensated by L  and C ! - Agnew and
Silsbee* have used a compensation, shown in Fig*55k, which
combines the methods of Fig*55 c and g; this enables both
l o s i t i v e / ______________________________________ __
* P.G*Agnew and F*B*Silsbee, "The testing of instrument
transformers," Trans. Amer. I.E.E*» vol. 81, pp. 1653-1638, 
1912.
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positive and negative values of <Y to be dealt with. It 
will be observed that both L and C lie within the balancing 
section T of the potential divider* If L —L r  C s x be the 
effective inductance of the section the approximate vector 
diagram will be as shown in Fig*551j from this
V. = 4 r - l + o xL l ' . I,
I  =
' iR 1+<£>xL '1
neglecting <&L in comparison with R. and T  *
K  -  S,
Again, y ;
Y = — Os^ C.ta*ry. —  <tac&*v ^
or since the angles are all small
7 = » L' (  f  ~ i )
The method is the parallel in voltage transformer testing of 
the method of Schering and Alberti used in testing current 
transformers, see Fig.33a.
4* A .C*Potentiometer method.
Voltage transformers can be readily tested by the use of 
an alternating current potentiometer! when a suitable instru­
ment is available. Since the range of such an instrument seldom 
exceeds 1.5 volts it is necessary to connect potential dividers 
across both primary and secondary windings and to select 
appropriate tappings upon them to get voltages falling within 
the range of the potentiometer. The process is then exactly 
the same as for current transformers, viz., the voltages across 
the/
the primary potential fraction and that across the secondary 
fraction are measured* From the known fractions of the potential 
dividers used the ratio is calculated at once* The phase-angle 
is obtained either by direct observation of the angle between 
the primary and secondary partial voltages or better still by 
measuring the angle between the resultant of these voltages and 
that measured on the primary* Let be the resistance of the 
primary potential divider, the resistance tapped off it,
and Vp the measured voltage across ^  ; let the correspond­
ing secondary magnitudes be £5, and • Further let ^
be the angle between ^  end the resultant of ^  and ^  ; 
this is much more easily measured than Y  since it is a much 
larger angle* Then, if ih be the magnitude of the resultant 
voltage,
a,
hem
5
■ -C &  3-
hem;
a.
T —o  o-i
s:
V,'-
'-C b = H
Two voltmeter re la tive method
Fis.
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CHAPTER IV.
RELATIVE METHODS« DEFLECTIOML.
4
1. Two voltmeter method.
Two voltage transformers of the same nominal ratio can be 
compared by the use of two voltmeters connected as in Fig*56. 
Here S is the standard transformer for which the ratio is 
known; X is the transformer which is to be compared with S.
^Vj and V«^  are two similar voltmeters which can be put at 
will across the secondary of S or of X by operating the 
switches 5 ( and S2 • With S, to the left and S* to the 
right let the secondary voltages of S and X be Vs and Vs 
respectively; the reading# of Vf across the secondary of >5 
will be 1/} , and that of Vi across X will be • Then
if k i and b® the correction factors of the voltmeter 
scales for these values of voltage
ys =  k, V t and Vs =  k *  v i
Sow throw the switches over, thus interchanging the voltmeters 
with respect to S  and X  • Then since the instruments are 
similar Vs and will be practically unchanged but the
i
readings will become V2 and % so that
Vs -  V% and V l -  k, V( '
From these,
I t /
V ls = k, k* v t v x , V l  - k , k x V ,  v l .
f m
5
1 X &
X
Fig. 57-
ft)
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If Yp ho the common primary voltage the ratio of S is
K  = £ /«
and of X  K x  ~  ^/Ks = r^,
v
or ~
V  v/vi v
which eliminates the necessity for calibration of the voltmeters. 
The method is suitable for ratio tests on site but is not of very 
high precision unless the voltmeters are working high up on their 
scales. Its principal disadvantage is that it only determines 
the ratio of the unknown transformer- 
2* Two dynamometer method.
Barbagelata* has given a simple two dynamometer method for 
comparing the ratio and phase-angle of one voltage transformer 
with that of another, see Fig.57a, analogous to that adapted 
for current transformers in Fig.39a. The current coils of the 
two dynamometers are excited in Beries from a phase shifter*
The volt coil of D s Joined across the secondary of the 
standard transformer S J this dynamometer serves for checking 
the proper phase setting of the auxiliary current I  and also 
to measure the secondary voltage l( of 5 . The volt coil
of the detector dynamometer D  is joined to the secondary 
windings so that it measures the difference between Vs and l/J • 
The current I is first set in phase with Vs , see Fig.5 7 b, 
and the reading of D s observed. Then
iA*Barbagelata. loc-clt*. 1923~.
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IVS =  VS I  = I  watts, 
from which ^  M
At the same time the reading of D  will be
W, = < W Y x -Y)
The phase of / Is now advanced fcy 90°, so that Dj reads 
zero; then the reading of ^  becomes
v, =-i£7<w f-Yx+yj 
= -^7^^-v;
From iV/ , remembering that the angles are small
IV/ •_ Vs ^  v i
iV p  ' VP Vp
whence,
j_ • j__ ___
^  /^ x kvWs
or ** T r % r ~  * K '(l+S )
w&
which determines KYX . From K/z
= * i ~ ( y K - v )  = y - y
147
Now ^  - V p j K cx ,
• y _ y  =  —  ^  K * i. _ Ivi /c;
* * LX y • \S T ~  177 ' ~ —^ / Hi ^
which determines the difference between the phase-angles of 
the transformers.
tBrooks’ single 
d y n am o m eter re lative, 
method
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3* Single dynamometer method*
Brooks* has described a single dynamometer method for 
comparing voltage transformers, shown in Pig.58a, which proves 
very useful for tests to be made on site. The dynamometer D 
lay conveniently be a low reading precision wattmeter. Headings 
of D  are taken first with the current coil of the instrument 
carrying a current in phase with Vp and secondly when this 
current is advanced in phase by 90° as shown in Fig.58b. The 
voltage coil is excited by the two secondaries in opposition. 
Then if Uf and Hz be the two readings of D  in watts,
kl/ =r I  too ^7T—y) -  Vs 1 < & > (* -Vx)
-  2 [ i s w *  - Vi c<»y]; 
w* - vs i c e , ( i - y )  -  vs 'I
= I Y ~ Ks Yx ] •
Dividing the first by 1^ ,
VJ, •- J£'_ I — Jk. -I,
Vsl ‘ ' Km
so that the ratio is
45 /+ ^  ^  ^ /_ &
Similarly dividing the second, and remembering that V6 and Vs
are nearly the same
Y.-Y
is taken from the reading of a voltmeter in the burden of
the/  _________________________________ _ _____
i H.B.Brooks, "Testing potential transformers,” Bull.Bur.Stds.. 
vol.10, pp* 419-424, 1914; F.A-Kartak, loc.cit.ante..192n« 
H.M.Crothers, Elec.World, pp. 119-121, 1919*
f r ns f r nx
To phot* 
shifter
A g r e w ’s watthour meter relative method
Fie. 59.
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transformer S ; I  is read on the ammeter A.
In order to determine which transformer has the smaller 
ratio and which the smaller phase-angle, Brooks suggests the 
following procedure. With no load on the secondary of X arrange 
the reading to be up the scale when making the observation of
• if on applying load the reading increases then the ratio 
of X at no load is less than that of S • When taking the value 
of IaIz , if X be further loaded its secondary current will be 
caused to lag more relative to 1^  . If, therefore, the reading 
is increased on adding non-inductive load to X the secondary 
voltage thereof lags behind that o f S , i.e., 7x exceeds Y  .
The method gives results in good agreement with laboratory 
methods, is quick, and has the great practical advantage of 
using only portable instruments of ordinary commercial pattern.
4 • Agnew^ watt-hour meter method •
Agnew’s method, using two matt-hour meters, described 
in Section 4 of Chapter V, Part II, is immediately applicable 
to tests on voltage transformers. Referring to Fig.59 the 
similar meters a, ]> are arranged so that their voltage circuits 
may be connected at will to the secondary of either transformer 
by operation of the switches S,, S2. The current circuits are 
supplied in series from a phase shifter. The process is exactly 
the same as that used with current transformers. With the phase 
shifter adjusted so that the meters work at unity power-factor 
the revolutions made in a given time by the meter discs are 
observed/
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observed (i) with meter a  joined to S and meter b to X •
(ii) with CL joined to X and k to S  . Then, if cxXybs
be the observed numbers of revolutions, the analysis given in 
Part II at the Seotion cited shows that
eliminating the rates of the meters. A second set of readings,
regulated to make the meters work at a power-factor of 0.5 or
addition of load increases the ratio and phase-angle of a trans­
former.
As in the case of current transformers high precision is 
attainable, but the method is rather slow. It is, however, 
invaluable for tests on site where high accuracy is requisite.
kvx •_ CXs bg
a s, b'x , a*x, bg ie then taken when the phase shifter is
less; if <& be the phase-displaceroent then as before
»  I I
Y - V  —  —  -1   I |__ ftx b x  czs bs I
/ • C L ' t f .  ‘ a * b * J ‘
The eigne are correct if both eecondary voltagee lag on ~~vp 
and "ix ^  y  • To test which transformer has the greater errors, 
add a further non-inductive load to X- • then if the differences 
are increased X had originally the greater errors, since the
t o
s
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CHAPTER V .
RELATIVE METHODS. NULL.
1* Barbagelata*s Method*
Null relative methods of comparing two voltage trans­
formers are not numerous, although it would appear to be possible 
to compare the secondary voltages of two transformers by any of 
the null processes described in Chapter III for balancing the 
primary and secondary voltages of a single transformer* Indeed, 
Agnew and Pitch in their classic paper on instrument transformer 
testing suggest such a differential method; they point out, more­
over, that since the test is like that of comparing the primary 
and secondary voltages of a l/l transformer, the resistances in 
the detector ciruit are much smaller than in the absolute method. 
Consequently, with the same apparatus, the sensitivity goes up 
enormously. Nevertheless, the only null relative method definite­
ly described in the literature of the subject is that due to 
Barbagelata* and illustrated in Pig.60a. The dynamometer is 
used to check the phase setting of the phase shifter; regulation 
of the latter and of the value of T enables balance, i.e., null 
indication on the vibration galvanometer, to be secured. Let IV 
be the reading of D> in watts, and Vs the reading of V , then 
ccocfc y where cj> is the phase difference between Vs and 
I at balance. Prom the geometry of the vector diagram of Fig.60b,
since/_________________  _ _ ______________ __________
* A.Barbagelata, loc.cit•» 1921*
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since Y / balances the resultant V  of Vs and “ Vs *
■rI <&>(</>- h r i )  -tVs —  Vs *
*
Neglecting YxwY comparison with and remembering
throughout that the angles yx and y are very small, the first 
relation becomes
T I ceocjj -tVs ^ Vs
y i V5 “ Vs «  r I  c<rp cf>
Dividing by r Kv Vs and substituting for I from 
above
M _ i. ^
fex /c? • /c ’
whence
For the angle error, the second relation gives,
ea>(%-y) =
r l
Vs
<j}
and finally, y*-y = t
Vs'
2* A.C.Potentiometer method*
If an alternating current potentiometer is available the 
ratios and phase-angles of two voltage transformers can be com­
pared by measuring the magnitude and phase of the secondary 
voltages of the two transformers and also that of the vector 
difference of these voltages in the usual way.
PAflLiY- 
CHOICE OP METHODS FOR 
TESTING 
INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS.
CHAPTER I. 
CURRENT TRANSFORMERS.
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1• Preliminary.
In Part II a full review and classification of all the 
numerous methods available for current transformer testing 
has been made. This will be of value to the student or research 
worker who, in making a study of any subject in which current 
transformers are involved, desires to find out quickly and 
briefly the principle underlying any method to which he may 
find reference in technical literature. That is to say, Part 
II is primarily sufficient in researches where an historical 
point of view is involved* The matter is quite different, 
however, when the subject is approached from a practical stand­
point* Many of the methods described in the text are of purely 
historical interest; others, though good in themselves, have 
been superseded by methods of greater practical convenience 
and value. Consequently, the question that interests the 
testing engineer, and all other workers who require to make 
measurements of instrument transformer characteristics, is to 
determine what methods are suitable for making such measurements 
in various practical circumstances. It is the object of the 
present Chapter to show how to choose methods for current trans­
former testing which meet the requirements of modern practice; 
a similar purpose is fulfilled by Chapter II of this Part with 
r®gard/
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regard to voltage transformers.
The methods required in testing are of two main classes,
(i) High precision or laboratory methods and (ii) Methods for 
tests on site* In each class absolute and relative methods 
are used* The first class makes use of all the resources of 
a laboratory or test-room, sensitive detectors, refined procedure, 
and all auxiliary aids to high precision coupled, especially in 
the works test-room, with speed and convenience in operation*
The second class makes use of apparatus which must be portable, 
and as the observations are made by the aid of pivoted pointer- 
instrumente the order of precision is necessarily lower than 
that of the first class*
2* Methods for laboratory tests* '
For tests of the highest order of precision two methods are 
#
pre-eminent, Agnew and Fitch’s method of Fig*16b and the Elec­
trometer methods of Fig* 23* These methods are of the absolute 
type and are capable of extreme refinement* They have been 
used in some of the most thorough and accurate investigations 
into the properties of current transformers and are well suited 
for research work of a very precise character* The first method 
has been adopted at the Bureau of Standards; forms of the electro­
meter method occupy a similar place in the Reichsanstalt and the 
Rational Physical Laboratory* For ordinary laboratory work, and 
still more so in the works test room such methods are too precise 
and too troublesome; the first method utilises a delicate reflect­
ing dynamometer» the second method an electrometer of very special 
construction/
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construction, both of which require a too elaborate technique 
for their satisfactory use in any but the most favourable 
conditions, such as would be found in a great national laboratory.
Of exact laboratory or test-room methods of the absolute 
type undoubtedly the most suitable is that due to Schering and 
Alberti, see Fig*33a, developed for high accuracy routine tests 
at the Reichsanstalt• This method uses very simple apparatus, 
easily procured in any test-room, and is almost entirely free 
from residual or inductive interference errors* It is very easy 
to use and very quick* Next in order of suitability is the 
method due to Sharp, Fig*32a, which has been developed by the 
Bureau of Standards for routine work of high precision* The 
adjustments are again simple and tests can be quickly made; 
residual errors are slight, but the method is somewhat susceptible 
to stray field interference* This can be largely avoided by use 
of an astatic mutual inductor and by careful setting up of the 
test circuit; full details are given in the text* A third 
method, adopted by the Westinghouse Co* of America, is that 
due to Sharp but perfected by Fortescue and shown in Fig*35a.
This method has great technical advantages but has one important 
practical disadvantage, namely, its cost* It is essential that 
the mutual inductances be made perfectly astatic; this is only 
by building them of toroidal design, making them 
very expensive to construct- It will be noted that all these 
absolute methods are of the null type, requiring for their use 
a vibration galvanometer* Moreover* all have the advantage 
that /
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that no auxiliary source or phase shifting device is necessary*
In some cases, e.g.♦ in standardising a large number of
transformers for use with precision ammeters or wattmeters, a
relative method may be preferred; the unknown transformers can
by such a method be rapidly compared, one after the other, with
a standard transformer,the ratio and phase errors of which have
been accurately determined by an absolute method. Such relative
methods have an important advantage in routine works testing,
namely, that a more robust and less eensitive detecting instru_
ment is required than is the case in absolute methods. This
is obvious when it is remembered that the detector is now
required to measure the difference between the characteristics
of the two transformers and not the absolute value of those
characteristics. Consequently the sensitivity required falls
within that which can be obtained from goodr pivoted instruments;
*
the detector usually used is a low reading wattmeter* Of these 
methods the deflectional method of Silsbee, Pig.40, is much used 
and Spilsbury has recently devised a portable detector specially 
for works use; the method is, of course, deflectional. Where a 
null relative method is desired, using either a vibration galvan­
ometer or a wattmeter excited from a two-phase auxiliary supply 
as detector, Silsbee1s null modification of the method just 
mentioned is very suitable, see Pig.43. When it is desired to 
use a single standard transformer to test a variety of trans­
formers of ratios differing widely therefrom Barbagelata*s 
method/
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method of Fig.44 4s very useful.
If an a.c. potentiometer be available in the laboratory 
this instrument can be very conveniently used to measure 
absolutely the ratio and phase-angle of a transformer, as in 
Fig.36, or to compare the characteristics of one transformer 
with those of another by the process shown in Fig.45- 
3« Methods for tests on site.
The essential qualities demanded of a method for testing 
current transformers on site are (i) adequate accuracy, (ii) 
small amount of apparatus, (iii) portability and robust con­
struction of apparatus, and frequently (iv) bon-interruption 
of the supply while the test is being made. This last require­
ment can usually be met by cutting the transformer out of service 
by means of a jumper connected across its primary side, making 
the requisite test connections and then removing the jumper so 
that the transformer is excited by and tested at its load 
current* The methods, also, should be as far as possible 
independent of fluctuations in the current.
It is usual to prefer relative methods for tests to be 
made on site, the one best meeting the desired conditions being 
Agnew*s watthour meter method of Fig.42. For this are required 
the standard transformer, two calibrated watt-hour meters, two 
throw-over switches, phase-shifting transformer, and a watch. 
Results can be obtained with a high degree of accuracy, the 
main disadvantage of the method being its slowness, about 6 Jo 
7 hours being required for a normal test. Greater speed is 
attained/
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attained by non-integrating methods such as that of Silsbee 
shown in Fig.40a. The apparatus required for this consists 
of ammeter, voltmeter and wattmeter for phase settings, 
standard transformer, phase-shifting transformer, and detector 
dynamometer. Crother’s modification of this method, Fig.41a, 
possesses the advantage that the phase-shifter is replaced by 
a condenser, the wattmeter by a low resistance, while the volt­
meter is unnecessary. The three-phase methods of Barbagelata, 
Fig.17a, and Harned, Fig.18a, have the great practical advantage 
of using for excitation of the detector dynamometer the available 
three-phase supply. The former method is one of the simplest, 
since all that is required is a suitable pair of dynamometers 
and two three-way switches.
4. Practical Precautions.
Whether made in the test-room or on site, tests must be 
carried out with regard to certain points of practical procedure 
if accuracy of the results is to be guaranteed. It is almost 
invariably the case that the available source of supply is of 
too high a voltage for direct application to the transformer 
under test; hence it is usual to interpose between the source 
and the test circuit a suitable step-down transformer. This 
may be very conveniently an inverted current transformer similar 
to that being tested* Unless the object of the test is to locate 
some defect in magnetic characteristics, the transformer under 
test should be carefully demagnetised, as described in Section 
5c of Chapter I, Part II, before the observations of *»atio and
phase/
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phase-angle are made. Again, it is usually necessary to see 
that the relative polarities of the primary and secondary 
windings are correct; this is automatically checked in those 
methods employing dynamometer instruments. In other cases 
this matter must be made the subject of a special test with 
the aid of suitable wattmeters; in no case should a direct 
current be used for the purpose, as is often recommended, 
unless the core be thoroughly demagnetised after the polarity 
check has been made. Before the test proper is commenced the 
whole set-up must be examined for inductive interference effects; 
such adjustments in the lay-out of the circuit must be made to 
reduce these to the minimum possible. This precaution is 
particularly essential when transformers for large primary 
current are bding tested and in those methods where self or 
mutual inductors form an essential feature, unless it is 
certain that such inductors are perfectly astatic. In general, 
it may be said that the utmost care must be exercised in 
assembling the test circuit and arranging the apparatus.
Before testing, the secondary burden roust be adjusted to 
its proper value. A complete specification of the inductance 
and resistance of the burden should be made; a mere statement 
of the volt-aroperes absorbed by it is quite insufficient. The 
frequency of the supply must be measured, maintained constant, 
and stated as a necessary condition of the test. It is usual 
to take observations of ratio and phase-angle at secondary 
currents/
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currents of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 amperes; experience shows 
that the characteristics vary with sufficient regularity to 
enable smooth curves to be drawn through the results for these 
points from which the values at intermediate currents can be 
interpolated*
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CHAPTER II. 
VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS.
1. Preliminary.
Methods for testing voltage transformers are much less 
numerous and of considerably greater simplicity than those 
introduced for testing current transformers. Consequently 
the task of selecting the methods best adapted to the uses 
of laboratory practice and of testing on site is an easy one, 
and will be undertaken in the following sections.
2. Methods for laboratory tests.
For absolute measurements of the highest precision the 
dynamometer method of Agnew and Fitch, Fig.50, or the electro­
meter method, Fig.53 are available. These, however, necessitate 
the use of very special apparatus, reflecting dynamometers in 
the one case and precision electrometers in the other* Absolute 
null methods, using such a detector as a vibration galvanometer, 
do not require any very specialised material and enable measure­
ments to be made with almost equal precison. The best of these 
null methods are (i) that with mutual inductance compensation 
for the phase-angle, Fig.55e, and (ii) the method of Agnew and 
Silsbee, Fig.55k, in which the compensation is effected with 
the aid of a condenser and self inductance. A further useful 
null method is that of Barbagelata, Fig.55i.
Some such absolute method must be employed when it is 
desired/
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desired to determine, ab initio, the charaoteristics of a 
transformer intended to be utilised as a standard. Once a 
calibrated standard transformer is available, a relative 
method may be used with even greater advantage than is the 
case in current transformer testing. Firstly, in relative 
methods measurements are made exclusively upon the low voltage 
or secondary sides of the transformers, no connection to the 
high voltage primary side being required. Consequently much 
greater safety for the operator is secured. Moreover, Bince 
all high resistance potential dividers are eliminated and 
connections are made directly to the secondary circuits the 
sensitivity with given instruments is very much higher than 
if these instruments were used in an absolute test; so great 
is the increase that it becomes possible to attain quite 
sufficient precision by substituting good pointer instruments 
for the reflecting type of instruments essential in absolute 
methods.
Of laboratory relative methods the two dynamometer method 
of Fig.57 and the single dynamometer method of Fig.58 are 
available; both are deflectional. Barbagelata*s method of 
Fig.60 is a satisfactory null process.
5« Methods for tests on site.
For testing transformers on site portability of the 
apparatus and adequate sensitivity with pointer instruments 
are essential features. The last named condition renders 
relative/
relative methods of special value, still more so since in such 
methods greater safety is obtained than is possible in absolute 
methods because of the fact that no part of the measuring 
apparatus is connected to the high voltage side. Consequently 
relative methods are generally preferred. Of these the Brooks 
single dynamometer method of Fig.58 serves for most tests and 
is quick to use. Agnew*s watt-hour meter method of Fig.59 is
4* Practical precautions.
Just as in current transformer testing>it is necessary 
to assemble the test circuit so that residual errors and the 
effects of inductive interference are reduced to the least 
possible amount* Further, since the primary side of a voltage 
transformer is supplied at a high voltage the circuit must be 
arranged to give the greatest safety for the observer. In 
absolute methods it is essential that the common point of 
the primary and secondary widding be earthed; the balancing 
adjustments must be put into the test circuit in such a position 
as to be as near earth potential as possible. All high voltage 
portions of the circuit must be put well out of reach. Relative 
methods have the advantage that the primary side of the trans­
formers contains no part cfcf the measuring gear; nevertheless 
one point in the test circuit connected to the secondaries 
must be earthed in order to guard against the potential of the 
entire secondary circuit being raised above earth potential by 
electrostatic induction from the primary.
lUvAJiAur i^iNugwrv
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In carrying out teste it is essential to state the 
(voltage, frequency, and the amount and nature of the 
secondary burden for which the ratio and phase angle 
figures are found.
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SUMMARY.
The object of the paper is to explain the elementary prin- J 
ciples of certain powerful methods of analysis applicable to - 
the theory of symmetrical and unsymmetrical polyphase systems, 
these methods being,as yet,but little used by British engineers. 1
Following a brief introduction, Sections 2 and 3 contain 
the elementary principles of the vector theory of alternating 
currents. These principles are applied in Section 4 to the tre­
atment of symmetrical polyphase systems,the series of complex 
operators,equivalent to the roots of unity,which form the basis 
of the method being defined and tabulated. The application of 
these operators to the representation of harmonics in polyphase 
circuits is made in SBction 5,while the influence of star and 
mesh interlinkage on the current* and voltage harmonics is inves 
-tigated in Section 6.
b An explanation of Fortesoue's method of resolving unsymm­
etrical pdlyphase systems into a number of superposed symmetri­
cal systems is given in Section 7,with an application to the 
detailed treatment of the thmee-phase circuit in Section 8. The : 
resolution of hemisymmetrlcal systems,notably in the balanced 
and unbalanced quarter-phase circuit,into the sum of symmetri­
cal systems is made in Section 9.
The paper concludes with a short treatment in Section 10 oJf 
the way in which power is transmitted in unsymmetrical polyphasy 
circuits,followed by a brdif statement in Section 11 of a num­
ber of technical problems which are most advantageously attack­
ed by the methods explained in previous sections.
Note Concerning Notation.
In reading the mathematical work symbols underlined in 
red,thus, e,i,r, are to be taken as representing Clarendon 
type.
Symbols simply Underlined in black,thus,E,I,r,are to be 
taken as representimgf Italic type.
Greek letters are inserted by hand,thus, "X, €. ; as also
3^
are the symbols in indices,such as A , €: .In the latter
the numbers are supposed to be in ordinary type and the letters 
in Italic.
THE APPLICATION OF THE HOOTS OF UNITY IN THE THEORY* OF 
3ALANC3D AND UNBALANCED POLYPHASE CIRCUITS, 
by B.Hague, M.Sc., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
Lecturer in Electrical Engineering in the University of
Glasgow.
1. INTRODUCTION
The recent appearance of an interesting article by Pro-
fa3Sor H.J.S. Heather, in which the theory of d.c. armature
J.S.Heather,"A contribution to the theofcy of direct current 
armature winding", World Power.vol.l.pp.158-163.March.1924.
windings is approached from am original point of vlew,draws 
attention to a principle of considerable utility in polyphase 
theory which does not seem to have received from students and 
engineers the attention that bt deserves. Briefly,the prin­
ciple involved is the representation of a number of points 
3paced uniformly round the circumference of a circle by the 
use of an artifice,well known to mathematicians,based on the 
geometric properties of certain sequences of complex numbers. 
The principle was early adapted to the representation of poly- 
phase systems of vectors by the late C.P.Steinmetz,and has
^C.P.Steinmatz. jjheory and.' oalouiatign of alternating ourrettF 
phenomena. 3rd. edltlom9pp.434-436 and p.495,1900
received some remarkable generalisations,chiefly in the work
of Charles L.Fortescue1^ und other American .vriters. This work
^C.L.Fortescue,"Method of symmetrical coordinates applied to 
the solution of polyphase networks",Proo♦Amer.I.S.g..vol.37«
p p . 629-716,1918.
Q6es not seem to be fully appreciated in this country,in spite 
of the simplicity which it introduces into the theory of un­
balanced polyphase systems.
It is the object of the author in this paper briefly to 
review the use of the roots of unity in the treatment oi poly­
phase systems,to explain the application of Forteseue*s meth­
od of symmetrical coordinates to unsymmetrical systems,and to 
discuss certain important technical uses of the method. It is 
hoped that by these means engineers may be interested in the 
utility of these methods of approaching polyphase theory. To 
fix ideas the subject is developed with reference to alternate 
ing currents and voltages,using the vector notation,but the 
discussion applies with equal force to any other physical 
quantity,whether eleotrical or otherwise,that can be treated 
by a harmonic vector algebra.
2. VSCTOR NOTATION.
A vector quantity,having magnitude,direction and sense 
can be graphically represented by a vector jp, of length £  inc­
lined at an angle B to the axis of X. The Clarendon letter#
i
• i
throughout denotes the entire vector and Symbolises its magnit-
a
ude,direction and sense; the It^liQ letter symbolises the 
scalar magnitude only of the vector. If the components of r^  be
ue . unu b^  parallel to the axes of X and Y respectively then,
r»*+b_
is the vector equation for jr in terns of its rectangular com­
ponents,as illustrated in Fig.l. If now x is a vector of unit 
length measured along OX and the symbol J. is used to denote i t  
the operation of rotating a vector through a counterclockwise 
angle of X /2  radian without changing its magnitude,then 
will denote a vector of unit length measured along OY. Then if 
£ be the number of times the unit vector £  is contained in the 
vector afand £ is the number of times Jx is contained in b, 
then a - £X and £• Jbx.so that
£ - (Jrtlfe)*.......................... <i*
Now from the definition of J^and as shown by Fig.l,two
operations with J  willjrotate a vector through 7T radians ,
.1 lx— xsfurther dAdft - ~.ji£.»&nd *o on. Hence denoting successive 
operations with J by powers of
A l - A l t
A * l • -x
■i3* " - A * ,
and so on. Ihus the relation between powers of J. and J, is the 
same as that connecting the corresponding powers of /J-1 with 
X^i. Note that thisfnot equivalent to saying that £  and 
are identical; the formmr denotes an operation,while the lat­
ter is an imaginary numerie. The correspondence,however,makes 
it possible to treat the effect of A in arithmetical express** 
ions as equivalent to multiplication by j"-i.
4.
Tli j complex operation denoted by (a+.1b) applied to a unit 
vector x multiplies its magnitude by p * +jt?')^ and rot; .*es 
it through a counterclockwise angle 6 ■ tan' t)/j£. Mow ^  * roos0 
and J) * jp.sin& , so that (a+jb) * jp(cos0 -^.sinD). Remembering 
the arithmetic property of the operator J, and applying De 
Moivre’s theorem eives
je
£ - (»+ib)x - r . ^ £ , .............. (2.
as equivalent symbols for the complex operation on the unit 
vector. The tensor element r alters the length and the rotor
J® -jU
element G the orientation of the given vector operand.
ehomld bo noted that thio oxpemontial notation for the 
»etor element of-a-eoaplex operation la symbolic only ^ and~”tiie— 
symbol o. must not be given the ouetomary arithmetical olgni— 
*1nnnnf>i Tt i r t  *12'^h ‘ "ir * *  " 1 r " \'myrmitn^ \r\z th i 11 imunn t t n t  
■tfnnntlen  axp-flJ in rne/Cc^when </» is any number,real or complex. 
■See- «A eourso of pure mathematics«Cnd»edltton>OhaTii3r
IX,X; 10i4-i To verify the transformation just made,readers not 
familiar with De Moivre’s theorem may proceed thus. It is 
proved in  mathematical books .that
®*P </> m C? - l+^fv+^7+^7+.............
Insert <^-j0 ,d  » > < , *  ’ ' e i A*
• 3OS0+J,. sine,
from the well-known expansions of cos# and sin0 for real 
angles.
These operations are not restricted to a unit operand. 
Suppose a vector r of length £  and given position is multipli­
ed in length x'/X tines and advanced through an angle<k> as
' iv
shown in Fig.2,thereby becoming the vector r j . Then the rela­
tion between the two vectors is
r» j<f>
r*»—  .6- r , ...........................(3.
~ r
a theorem of considerable utility in later work.
5.
3. ALTLRNATINU CURaBNTS IN VICTOR NOTATION*
These general vector principles can now he applied to
the representation of sinusoidally varying currents. If jL|
he the maximum value of an harmonically varying current of
which the instantaneous value is ^  - Ai cos Qi)t, GObeing the
pulsatance,the current can he represented in the following
i^The pulsatance of an alternating quantity is 2tl times its 
frequenoy.
way. Let a vector 1 of length ,starting initially along 
OX in Fig.3,rotate with angular velocity ad about 0; then the 
component of i_ along OX at any instant has a magnitude
c o s e q u a l  to the instantaneous value of the current. Such 
a vector is called an 'harmonic vector' and in terms of the 
unit vector x is given by the equation . ^
— Jcc£
i, * (oos sinoevt )x - Aie **
by simple changes in Situation 2.
3. aYMMBTRICAL P0LYPHA3B SYSTBMS ££ CURRBNTS UJ VBCTOR
m m & a -
A system of £  currents of sinusoidal wave-form and^fre- 
quenoy,having equal maximum values and displaced in time phase 
successively from one another by of a period constitutes a
symmetrical polyphase system of currents. Such a system of 
currents cam be represented by a system of K harsonio vectors, 
having equal lengths and the same angular velocityfradiating 
from a point and equally spaced over an angle of 2X radians H i  
with a displacement of 2TVn radians between successive vectors.
A similar definition applies to any other quantities,3 uch as 
voltages,which may be represented by harmonic vectors under 
similar conditions. The N currents flow in,or the N voltages I  
are measured across,the .N sections of whtoch the polyphase cir­
cuit is composed. These sections,called for convenience the 
phases,are numbered from 1 to N to correspond to the symmetr­
ical system of currents or voltages under con ideration.
3<f>
It follows from Equation 3 that the operator 1.^ . will 
rotate a vector through an angle^in the counterclockwise or 
positive direction without alteration of its magnitude. Thus
•.L 271
i ■* Tb
take <p » i  ,where Jt - 1,2,3, . . . JJ; then l.€. rotates a
2.n
given vector through a positive angle of £ qq . Writing the 
value* of the operator^both in exponential and in component
form,and taking for granted the unity otensor factor,
J  n 2LTC . . Wm cos 7s ♦ ^.sin Tvi * a
cos^q ♦ J.sin^q - X
2  M m oos + jX* sin ^  • "X
e e n e e e e e e  • * • * * *
, • oosffc ♦ J.sin®^ » A » i,
are operators rotating a vector through counterclockwise
angles of d^ c/N, 6JC/H, . < • .2^ respectively,
the numerical identity'of these operators must now he 
Mtfhlished. Remembering the numerical property of d.it is
i4 /4 4 U 4 tM U U U tU 4 i4 U H W U 4 /U 4 4 * U i iJ i * 4 i4 t t iH t tU i t
obvious that ..
j kin
i ■ £. m cos 2JkTt + J.sin 2£Ti.
The Nth.root of unity is thus
■la
1M » i- ^  OOS
7 .
and there will clearly be different Nth. roots. It follows, 
therefore,that by interpreting operation with £  as numerically 
equivalent to multiplication with^-l,the jj operators above 
defined are numerically equivalent to appropriate multiplica­
tions by the jgth. roots of unity. The values of the operators 
are given in Table I for values of N usual in polyphase theory.
Table I.
£  Operators, 1, A  , A ,  • • • A •
2 1,-1.
3 i.
^  ^ t ^ *
8 1, K l | ,  -1,
Now let 1^ be an harmonic vector,representing the current 
in the first phase of a polyphase oiroult; then the sequence
it,Xi, fi, t i ,  . . • .ft,
is a symmetrical polyphase system of N equal vectors numbered 
round the vector diagram in a counterclockwise direction; i...e* 
in negative phase sequence. The N currents attain their maxima 
in descending numerical order of the phases,as is shown btj the 
typical instances given in Pig.4. u
'rvi
Reverting again to Rquation 3 the operator & will rotate
2,7ta vector operand through an angle £ 73 in a clockwise or negat­
ive direction without alteration of its magnitude. Now by 4 t4  
simple trigonometry,
0 0 . 1 ^ -  A . a in
- 003(11-4)^+
Hence the sequence
MH M'1 OM’* 
li,Ai,Ai, Ai,
is a symmetrical polyphase system of 21 *QUal vectors numbered 
round the vector diagram in a clockwise direction; i.e,.in 
positive sequence.Cases of practical interest are shown in 
Fig.5; thses diagrams should be compared with the correspond­
ing examples of negative sequense given in Fig.4. The positive 
sequence of vectors is the *one usually employed in polyphase 
theory; successive i t i i  currents attain their maxima in asce­
nding numerical order of the phases.
The following property of a symmetrical polyphase system, 
whether of positive or negative sequence,is of very great im- 
portance. Remembering that A • 1, the sum of the jl vectors of 
the system is
a. ■ x 3 ^  ^
(i+A+ X + . . . . +A )i m (X + X +\. . . . X  + A )i
• Ad+C+x''* . . . ,)T )i.
For this identity to be true either X- i,which is never the 
case,or else the bracketted term is sero; thus
t.
(i+X+ X + • • • • +X )i ■ o. • • • • • • • • • • •  (4.
The sum of the currents in a symmetrical polyphase system is
therefore zero,the H vectors drawn end to end forming a closed 
polygon^as is obvious from the nature of the vector diagrams;* 
the same property is also true of a symmetrical system of volt 
-ages.
9.
Itjis because of the fact that the total voltage induced 
in the windings ef an £  phase alternator is zero that it is 
possible to interlink the phases in ^esh connection without 
the appearance of any circulating current of fundamental freq­
u e n c y ^  will be further pointed out in Section 6. Moreover,if 
the coils of a closed d.c. armature winding be treated as the 
phases of a polyphase system in which £  is the number of coils 
it is onjt account of the property of a symmetrical system 
expressed by Iquation 4 that it is possible to use such a 
closed winding in a machine with a sinusoidally distributed 
flux without an internal circulating current being produced. 
This theorem is the logical basis of the theory of armature 
windings set forth by Professor Heather in his paper.
5._z m  m m  M E M if fA T io y  ££  harmqhics m
POLYPHASE CIRCUITS.
The results deduced in the last section apply primarily 
to sinusoidally varying^quantitiesrfbut are immediately capable 
of extension to cover the case of complex wave-form^ let all 
of the £ currents (or voltages) have the same wave-formtampli­
tudes ,and frequency|the Waves being displaced in time-phase 
successively from ome another by l/H of a period. Then if the
waves are analysed into their Fourier componentsyit is clear
i!
that the £ fundamentals of the waves form ajf symmetrical H-
phase system of sittuspld&l quantities and may be at once rep-
\
resented by the preoedihg vector analysis.lt remains now to 
show how the methods may be adapted to detail with the whole
' ; X
****% , > :
range of harmonics into which the waves have bean assumed to 
have been decomposed.
If 2*7N be the phase displacement between the successive 
fund&mentalsfthe displacement between successive jith. harmon­
ics in the phases will be n.2^/N,n bein< the order of the har­
monic. In vector notation any given harmonic can be represen­
ted by a harmonic vector i^ of length ^rotating with angular 
velocity jntfDas shown in Fig.6.
^  From the preceding section it is clear that the operator
0
e will rotate a vector in through a counterclockwise angle
kn.2JC/N«so that the resulting vector can be taken to symbol­
ise the £th. harmonic in the jfcth. phase. Mow
f * .  ■ d r . f :
Hence the sequence of vectors
I t p  t  A  i n  f A  ir> 9 A i n  * • • • • •  A  i n  9
represents the Jith. harmonic in the Jf-phase systemtthe vectors 
being numbered in a counterclockwise direction round the vec­
tor diagran*jLin negative sequence. As it is usual in poly­
phase theorytas mentioned in Section 4fto treat the fundamen­
tal (jR - 1) in positive sequence*^ follows by a process simi­
lar to that adppted therein that the positive sequence for the
Abb* harmonic is,
(^N-3) .q
iiiv f A if> I A lr> f A ip t * : • * • A in  * v
Aiding together the vectors in th# diagram fori the j^ th.
nM
harmonic giYSs*sinee A • 1*
For this identity to be true,either
or
\nA - U
Examining the possibility
V*- j „ ljx
O O S £ - P 5  +  J . s i n M ^
which to equal unity necessitates n ■ J£N. Thus the harmonics 
fall into two groups,as follows;
a) If £  - M ,  A-.2- if the order of the harionic is a multiple
b) If a  A M .  A-*- if the order of the harmonic is not a mul­
tiple of the number of phases,the JJ vectors when 
added tofether have lero resultant and form a 
closed polygon. Harmonics of these orders are 
represented by symmetrical JJ-phase systems of 
vectors in positive or negative phase sequence, 
according to the value of ji,rotating^ with the 
appropriate angular velocity
HarBonloa ^  J£g Ikm-SUSS* 5X2121-
It is of particular practical interest to examine by this 
method the behaviour of the^harmonios in a three-phase circuit, 
assuming for the present that the phases of the circuit are 
independent and not interconnected in any way. It is very usual
of the number of phases,the JJ vectors are coin­
cident and their sum is Ki0 -
in practice for the harmonics,whether of current or voltage, 
to "be of odd orders; cases are known,however,in which even 
terms exist so that the following deductions are made to 
include both odd and even harmonics.
Remembering that the operator \  rotates a vector through 
a positive angle of 2K/N radians,let^*e 3be now taken special­
ly to denote the operator producing rotation of 2^/3. Them 
for the j(th. harmonic the positive sequence of the vectors is
ii«7 * ^  in f X in *
being the vector oi the Jfcth. harmonic in the first or datum
harmonics
phase of the circuit/' All possible are comprised in
the sequence of numbers derived from the expressions 3£+l, 
yand 3Jc,l being any integer from 0 upwards.
*) J1 ■ 3l +4* ***is gives Ji - 1,4,7,10,13,16,. . . and the
.fctc+a .
vectors are li* t A A i* . Now from the value of A,
A * t * oos4£*rc. +4»sin4£u • 1
\ik jkm
A * t  - oos2j£Tt +A.8in2&rt a 1,
Hence harmonics of the orders j| • Sl+i are represented by the
*• x three-phase
vectors lin , Aln , Ain ,and form eymmetrioal systems
in positive sequence with pulmatanee (3Jfc+l)fcX
to)m«3k-l. This gives j| - 2,5,8,11,14,... and the vectors are
iin ,X in ,A i,,'. Inserting the values of A and \ ,and remember*
ihg that X**X and X » \ in the case of the three-phase system,
shows that harmonics of the orders n - 3J£-i are represented by 
tfce vectors 11* , X i* , and form symmetrical thrae-phhse
systems in negative sequence with pulsatanoe (3£-l)to.
13.
°) M  * 5k* Tbi* gives k • 3,6,9,12, --- and the vectors
J»k ,3k
are 11^, a i*,, A ip . Henoe harmonics of the orders n « 3jc are 
feepresented by the coincident vectors in *i^,in, and form a 
tero sequence or single-phase system superposed in the cir­
cuit •
These well-known facts are summarised in Fig.7,showing
4«Ss for example,£•Hague, "Pressure harmonics in polyphase 
systems and windings"*Electrlclan.vol.78,d p . 710-712.740-743T 
7fe5~769,1917,where these and related matters,to be dealt with 
in the next section,are fully discussed by the usual analyti­
cal methods.
that harmonics of the orders j| • 3Jc+l behave in the circuit 
in a way precisely similar to the fundamental,but at 3Jc+l 
times fundamental pulsfctanoe; harmonics of the orders £ * 3Jc-l 
behave in opposite sequence to the fundamental,but at 31^1 
times fundamental pulsatance; and harmonics of the orders 
A  ' 31  act like a single-phase system of 3Jc times fundamental 
pulsatance superposed on the polyphase circuit MjcUk &Lo* *
6. IB* YSCIQB njdMUHffi Qg HABMQBIQS IN IHTlRMBkap
s m m m m m i s -
In Seotiov 5 It has been supposeethat the several phases
circuit
of which the polyphase I f M M  is composed are independent. It 
is well-known,however-,that many Important technical advantages 
are gained fey interlink lag the phases in star or in mesh; it is 
4>f ^particular interest,therefore,to examine the effect of such 
ifetsrlliigage on the voltages and currents in the polyphase 
editoult.
14.
1. St&£ SaBhection.Volt ages.
In the star connection of a polyphase ciecuit,£.£•,the 
windings of an alternator,the starting ends of the phases are 
Joined together,forming a star point. Bach finishing end is 
Joined tojlU a line,so that in an N-phase circuit there will he 
JJ. lines conveying the energy in the circuit. An additional 
wire,oalled a star lead ( sometimes referred to as a neutral 
lead ) may be Joined to the star point, bringing the total 
possible number of leads to N + 1.
Let the voltage harmonic of the order n in the successive 
phases of an N-phase circuit be represented by the sequence of 
N harmonic vectdrs
~  iTCKH) x«ier, ,A Sp ,A e^  * • • . .A e^  , • . • • A e^  ,
• n being the vector representing this harmonic in the first or
datum phase. These voltages are measured between the star
point and the limes leading from the phases.
-V The voltage in the j|th. phases is A e* ,and that in the 
th. phase A e^. The vector difference between these two 
voltages will be the voltage across the lines Joined to the i t  
free extremities of phases j  and g+l,that is
„
A •n ~ A e* - A (1-A Jjj,.
The first operator in this expression is the same as that
oocurring In the term id the previous sequenee for the voltage 
in the jsth. phase. Hence the N line voltages form an N-phase 
system of the Same hind as the phase voltages. The factor in 
braeksts,being independent of j|,determines the magnitude and
phase oi the line voltages relative to the system of phase 
voltages. Mow*
i-X ■ 1-^ N- l-(oosn2^
- 1-cosn^ +J. • s i n *n ^
- 2sinn^(sina^ ti*°osn^ )
- 2sinnU[3o3 (|-£^) ♦ J.-ain(|-i®)]
- 2sina^  (5
The line voltages in an Jj-phase circuit are therefore represen - 
ted by the sequence of harmonic vectors
2sinx^.fc ( ^  • • • • A  e^ > • • • • A e ^ ) •
Hence the line voltages are 2sinjg^ times as large as the
phase voltages,have the same sequencetand are advanced relatiee
to the phase voltage# by a time displacement of^-j[^. Harmon­
ics of the orders J ltM  form symmetrical systems in positive or
msgative sequence#according to the value of £; while harmonjos
it
N *
-  O  ,
of the orders n k^ff vanish from the line voltages,since*sin&
Slt^TC - 0.
Toltag.a la t&i thr.a-sh.a. 8J3ten.  aquation 5 will now
be applied to the three groups of harmonios distinguished in 
Seotion 5 in the three-phase^ system.
a-) £  * 3J+1. Phase voltages of these orders form symmetrical 
three-phase systems in positive sequence. Substituting n - 3k+l
makes -**
„ j[^ -t5k+i)?J j" - ik n
i-A - 2sin(fk+i)S.. e - 2sin*. cosjcTl.fc .fc,
i- i1*
• 2sin^. oos1‘i7t. ^  - 2sin^.
- & A
-jkrt
since € ■ coal^and oos^ Jrrt • i. Hence/the line voltages of
16.
systems
orders jj - 3£+l form symmetrical three-phase of vectors
in positive sequence,/|*3 times the size of the phase voltage 
vectors and advanced ahead of the latter by an angle *rc/6fsee 
Fig*8a.
to) M * 3Jc-l* Phase voltages of these orders form symmetrical 
three-phase systems in negative sequence. Substituting for
*  - » - *  j„ 4 l „
l-\ - 2sin(3k-lV§ *fc — 2sin^. cos£rc* fc •
, j7l -in. —in
• -2sinE.oos J|x.t «fc c» 2sin^*e
-JS.t*
Hence the line^ voltages of orders jg » 3£-i form symmetrical 
three-phase systems of vectors in negative sequence,^ times 
the size of the phase volfrage vectors and retarded behind the 
latter by an angle ^Vd^see Fig.8b.
o) JL * 3i* Since in general siqg^ ■ 0 when jg - S&fthese har­
monics in the phases fcanish from the line voltages when the 
phases are star connectedtsee Fig.8c.
2. §lg£ SftBMgtlQB* garxiBig-
It is obvimms from the circuit diagram of a star oonnect- 
ed system that the current in a line is the same\as the curr­
ent in the phase to whioh the line is connected. In an N wire
1
circuit the line and\ourrents contain only those harmonics for 
which n {  JjJ* Sisoe voltage harmonics of the orders n ■ kN do 
not exist across the lines,currents of these orders cannot 
appear in the limes or the phases. In an N+l wire circuit,j..£., 
where the star lead is also present,since the £ ^ ££ harmonics
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fora symmetrical# polyphase systems in which the instantaneous
sum of the currants is zero, it follows that the N lines are,
as before,necessary and sufficient to carry these harmonics.
The n / kN harmonics therefore floy entirely in the lir.es and
do not appear in the star lead. Current harmonics of the orders
H  * ape °* sero sequence, that/?is they are equal in mag- 
are
nltude and 9 M  in the same time-phase in all the phases of the 
circuit. They are therefore directed outwards at a given in­
stant in all the phases and complete their circuit inwards 
through the star lead. Hence the lines in anff N+l wire cir­
cuit carry current harmonics of all orders,but the star lead 
carries the habmonios of orders n - kN. The magnitude of
the kNth. harmonic in the star lead 13 clearly N times its 
value in the lines.
Currents in the thr^e-phase system. The preceding deduc­
tions will now be illustrated by means of the three-phase case. 
Referring to Fig.9a the phased and line currents in the three- 
wire system are shown; note the entire absence of all harmonics 
of orders &  • 3k.
Slnoe the harmonics of orders n • 3j£+l and j| • 3Jj>l form 
symmetrical three-phase systems,their instantaneous sum is 
sero; three leads therefore suflioe to convey them from the 
phases,one lead aoting momentarily as the return for the other 
two* The addition of a fourth wire,as in Fig.9b, does not affedt 
these harmonics but merely provides a path by which currents of 
orders £  • oflfy/Dfy urged by the phase voltages of these or-
a m  •
18.
ders into the lines, can return to the g e n e r a t o r .
These results are conveniently summarised as followst-
System. Phase Line star
Current. Current. Lead.
flfcCWfftafe
Three wire. 3jc-*»!.,3k-1. 3^+1,3k,-!. ---
Four wire. 3Jc+l,3Jc-l,Zk. 3^ k+l,3jc-l,3Jc. 3k only.
3- Mesh Connection. Currents.
In the mesh connection of a polyphase circuit,such as the 
windings of a polyphase alternator,the finishing end of the 
first phame is Joined to the starting end of the second,and 
so-on cyclically until the N phases form a closed mesh. A line 
is taken from each point of Junction,making JJ lines in all.
Let the current harmonic ol order in the successive 
phases of an ^N-phase circuit he represented by the sequence of 
JJ harmonic vectors
t A *A il? * * * * il? * * * * * j!L 9
1Q being the veotor representing this harmonio in the first or
datum phase* These currents would be measured by ammeters in- 
sertdd in the phases.
The current in #the J|th. phase is A i^,and that in the 
j|+lth. phase A in • The veotor difference between these two 9 
currents is the current flowing in the line Joined to the Junc­
tion of the phases £  and £+l,that is,
-n
A i^ - A i^  - A (l«r\ Ji^.
Making the transformation given by Squation 5 it is clear that 
the line currents in an N-phase circuit are represented by the
19.
se.-uence of harmonic vectors
2sinn^.e Ui*, A i*, A i*, . . . X i*, . . .AlJ.
Hence the line currents are SsinJpS times as large as the 
phase currents,have the same sequence,and are advanced relative 
to the phase ourrents by a time displacement ^ - n ^  . Harmtonics 
of the orders t n / k N form symmetrical polyphase systems in 
positive or negative sequence,according to the value of n\  
while harmonics of the orders jj ■ kN vanish entirely from the 
line ourrents,since sinn^ - sinkTC - 0* It follows,therefore 
that currents of the orders n - M  circulate in the closed 
mesh.
Currents in the three-phase system* The behaviour of the
three possible groups of ourrent harmonics In a three-phase 
mesh connected circuit will now be examined.
a) Ji • 3J&+1. Phase currents of these orders form symmetrical 
three-phase systems in positive sequence. Irom the general ex­
pression Just deduced it follows that the line currents of 
orders n ■ 3Jc+l also form symmetrical three-phase systems of 
vectors in positive sequence,<^ 3 time^the size of the phase cur­
rent vectors and advanced ahead of the latter by an angle^/S, 
see Fig.10a.
b) &  - 3JC-1. Phase currents of these orders form symmetrical 
three-phase systems in negative sequence. From the general ex­
pression,therefore,the line ourrents of orders £  • 3Jt-l also 
form symmetrical three-phase systems of vectors in negative 
sequence,^ times the sixe of the phase ourrent vectors and
20.
retarded behind the latter by an angle ~’c/6,see Fig.10b.
o ) j£ * 3k. Since in general sinn^ » 0 when n ■ Sk^these curr­
ent harmonics do not appear in the lines,as shown in Fig.10c.
4s these harmonics are of zero sequence they are equal in mag­
nitude and are in the same time-phase in each phase of the cir­
cuit; they are therefore added in simple series and circulate 
round the me3h,as in Fig.10.
Me»h Connection. Voltages.
Consider a mesh connected alternator. It has# Just been 
shown that the path of ourrent harmonics of orders ja • kN is 
entirely within the closed meshtround which these currents must 
be caused to circulate by the voltage harmonics of correspond­
ing orders which are induced in the phases. Since voltages of 
orders £  - are of zero sequence they act in series round the 
mesh,and produce the circulating ourrent. The magnitude of this 
ourrent is such that the drop of voltage produced by it in 
flowing through the impedance of any phase is exactly equal to 
the electromotive force induced in the phase. Thus voltage har­
monics of orders £  • JJJ induced in the phases are entirely 
short-circuited in the mesh and produce no potential difference 
across the lines. In this respect they act Just like a number 6 
of equal cells connected to form a closed ring. A circulating 
current (of such an amoun^will flow round the^rlng) that the *33 
resistance drop through eaoh cell exactly uses up the internal 
electromotive force of the cell.The total electromotive force
round the ring is the sum of the individual e.m.f.s of the 
cells,but there will be no potential difference across
21.
the terminals of any cell.
Voltage harmonics of orders £ ^ kN form positive or nega­
tive sequence symmetrical N-phase systems. The voltages of
are
these orders induced in any given phase ®9,therefore,at any 
instant equal and opposite to the sum of the voltages induced 
in the remaining phfcses,inconsequence of the property of a 
symmetrical system given in Equation 4. Henee these harmonic 
voltages can produce no circulating current in the mesh,and  ^
give rise to a potential difference across the lines.
Thus,the line voltages in an JJ-phase mesh connected cir­
cuit contain only harmonics for which £ / kjj,equal in magnitude, 
time-pha8e,and in the same sequence as the corresponding har­
monics induced in the phases. Harmonics of orders £■ kN are 96$ 
absent from the line voltages,and are short-circuited in the 
mesh •
Volta... la 11a gjfsla*_____  The.. reiarta will
now be illustrated by application to the mesh oonnected,three- 
phase circuit shown in Pig.11a.
Considering first the voltage harmonics of orders n - 3£+l 
and £  • 3fc-i induced in the phases,it is obvious that these 
appear at their full value across the lines. For instanceflf 
at a given instant the voltage through phase I is directed from 
A to B,the sum of the the voltages in phases II and III will 
also be acting fron A to B through these phases. This follws 
from the fact that these voltages form symmetrical three-phase
systems,in which the sum of the three voltages is sero. Hence
22.
across the lines Joined to A and B harmonics of the orders 
n, * and n ■ 3k-1 appear as in phase I,and similarly for
i*WA* cr£
the other two/alines.
Now it has been shown in the preceding section that ourr­
ents of orders • 3jfc are necessarily confined to circulate in 
the mesh and cannot exist in the lines. The voltages of these 
orders are in zero sequence,equal in all the phases and direc­
ted at a given instant,for example,from A to B on phase I, 3 to 
C in phase II, and C to A in phase III. The ourrent is of such 
strength-equal to the phase voltage divided by the phase imoe- 
danee- thet the induced voltage in each phase is used up in 
driving the ourrent through the phase. Hence these harmonics 
produce no potential difference across the lines.
This property of the th. harmonics,often not prop­
erly understood by students,can be exactly imitated by the 
simple mesh connection of three cells,each of voltage £  and 
resistance ,H«ns shown in Fig.lib. These cells conspire to send 
a ourrent equal to M/M circulating round the mesh,the total 
eleotromotive force round which is 32>. It is/ physically obvi- 
ous,fron a simple consideration of the diagram,that there can / 
be no potential difference across lines Joined to the points 
M  A,B,and C.
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7* ^SYMMETRICAL pQLYPHASg SYSTEMS AND THEIR SYMMETRICAL
In Section 4 attention hasO been confined to symmetrical 
polyphase systems of ourrents and voltages of fundamental 
frequency and sinusoidal wave-form,represented by a number of 
equal radial vectors equally spaced round a circle,the vectors 
rotating with uniform angular velocity equal to the pulsatance. 
In many practical instances the ourrents - and sometimes also 
the voltages - in the phases of a polyphase circuit form an 
unbalanced or unsymmetrical system and are represented by a 
veotor diagram in which the magnitudes and relative angular 
positions of the vectors have any desired valuestdetermined by 
the manner in which the various phases are loaded. Since the 
commonly used term 'unbalanced1 applied to such a system of 
ourrents is capable of a number of inconsistent meanings it is 
best to refer to the system as 'unsymmetrical1,a term that ren­
ders apposite the method ol treatment now to be described.
In Sections 5 and 6 the theorems of Section 4 have been 
extended to enable similar complex wave-forms of the ourrent 
(or voltage) in the successive phases of an £-phase circuit to 
be dealt with by resolving the waves into their component 
Fourier harmonics. It was there shown that harmonics for which 
J1 t  M  represented by symmetrical systems of harmonic vec­
tors in positive or negative sequence,according to the value of 
&,rotating with j| times the angular velocity of the vectors rep 
resenting the fundamental. It follows,therefore,that any method 
now to be developed for unsymmetrical fundamentals applies a>
once to harmonics of these orders by mere substitution of the 
appropriate sequence and pulsatance. Again,it was shown that 
harmonics for which ja • jcN form a zero sequence or single- 
phasejsystem in the circuit,and are at once amenable to the 
usual single-phase theory,each harmonic being treated at its 
appropriate pulsatance. Attention will therefore be confined in 
this section to the discussion of the case of unsymmetrical 
fundamentals,the results of the preceding sections mating the 
necessary extension to the treatment of harmonics sufficiently 
obvious.
The theory of unbalanced or unsymmetrical systems is,if 
approached in the usual waytof considerable analytical diffic­
ulty and the essential^physical features of the solution are 
often obsoured by the excess of mathematical detail. In any 
mathematical problem the labour can often be lightened and a 
more concise solutionj^obtained by the choice of suitable coord­
inates to which the problem cam be referred. In a physical sense 
this means referring a given complex phenomenon to a series of 
simpler and similar phenomena which will represent it and are, 
as it were,its coordinates. For example,in the theory of the 
single-phase motor,the puisatlng stator field is often express­
ed In terms of two rotating fields moving round the air-gapt 
at uniform,M equal,and opposite speeds. The uniform rotating 
fields are then the coordinates of the existing pulsating field
Or again,if energy is propagated along a transmission line by
ou
means of an alternating currents a steely wave-motion is set up
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^^ ■OD;, thv) Xi.n3• It Is oltin simpler to refer ths energy tran3— 
mission to.two travelling waves,one sent out from the alterna­
tor and the other,of different amplitude and phase,reflected 
back from the loaded end of the line. These two waves are then 
the coordinates of the original steady state on the line.
a similar way it would appear that an unsymmetrical 
sjrstem 9 M  of N ooplanar vectors might be represented as the 
sum of a number of simple symmetrical systems. Forteecue^ has
ifc-See Chas.L.Fortesoue.loq.pit.ante. While the general treat- 
ment of the subjest is due to this writer,particular instances 
of the principle have been dealt with by other workers. See,lor 
example, L.V.Stokvis,"Sur la creation des harmoniques 3 dans $9 
las alternateurs par 3uite des desequillbrages des phases”, 
Coantes £staiSU,vol.li9,P ).46-49,1914. P.Mdller,"Unsymmetrische 
Mehrnhasemsysteme"tBlekt.Zeita.,vol.39,p~.343-346,99§t 353-366, 
1918,in which the principle of symmetrical coordinates is appl­
ied to the graphical treatment of unbalanced two- and three- 
phase circuits,asynchronous motors,and phase converters. See 
also a paper by W.V.Lyon.Bl.World.vol.75.r>o.1304-1308,1920. The 
principle is clearly explained in its simple ap lication to two 
and three-phase circuits in A.Hay,"Alternating Currents",5th. 
edition,pp.375-380,1923.
shown that a system of Jg vectors of any length and relative 
phase displacement resolved into one system of N coin­
cident vectors togetheij^Jg-1 symmetrical Jg-phase systemf,9ome 
of positive and some of negative sequence. These Jj systems are 
amenable to the thoory Just given in Section 4 and are called 
the Sjmm.trla.l Coordinate, of the unsymmetrloal system.If N la 
a prime number all the simple systems are different; If M is
<AV
not prime,the coordinates are repeated % symmetrical groups.
Further general development of the idea is possible and has 9
been carried out by Fortesoue in the paper cited. The particu­
lar utility of the method lies,however,in the simplicity that
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it introduces into the theory of the unsyiametrical three-phase 
system,whi^h will be considered in the following section.
8. THE UNSYMMETRICAL TKREa -PHASB SYSTEM.
Let ij ,itt ,iD£,be any three ourrent vectors in positive seq­
uence. Then if X Ue the operator rotating a veotor through 27T/3 
it is easy to verify that,in virtue of the property of 5; symm­
etrical system proved in Equation 4 and since X “ 1 and X , 
the following identities are true:-
it - +t(lr+Xia +Aiffi) +3(i1+ H B +Xlat),
I* - ^ (q+^+ip) +^(iI.+Aii♦Xij!) ♦aAti* +^ i®)»V • • • 6*
«* ^(lj+ijj+i^) + ^q +A q ) + 3X(it +A£c +Atjs
Now write
ib -^(ir+X^+X’l J . C ......................... 6*
ic -3(ii+Ai,+XiJ;)
then
1* - ia.+ib+ic.»
- q+Aib+Ait
in ■ ifc^ Aib+Ai*.
Heno. tha tbra# ooplanar vaotors ir,l|Cfand iE oan be rep- 
resented by:-
(i). Three equal vectors iCL»icc»io.»eac^ ®qual to 1/3 of the
sum of ir ,i^tl^;
(ii). A symmetrical three-phase system i^,Xi^,\ib ,of posit­
ive phase sequence;and
(iii). A symmetrical three-phase system ic t^i^*Aic »of nega-
ti
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tive phase sequence.
It is obvious that precisely similar relations can be de- 
corresponding 
duoed in a M89999 way for unsymmetrical voltages.
In general, therefore, thejproperties of any unsymmetrical 
system of three-phase currents flowing in a circuit follow from
^  Zjcy^ pJL
superposition An the circuit of a single-phase system^and two 
symmetrical three-phase systems of ourrents,one of positive and 
one of negative sequence. In a four-wire circuit the single­
phase or sero sequence currents flow in the star connection, 
and divide at the star point into three equal pattsylonin the 
phases. In addition,both frhe positive and negative sequence 
currents are also present. In a three-wire circuit,whether star 
or mesh connected, ir +i?jr is zero,by Kirohhoff's rule,and 
hence there is no zero sequence current. In this instance the 
unbalanced system is represented by a positive and a negative 
sequence current system superposed in the circuit. If the load 
becomes "balanced* or symmetrical and has positive sequence, 
then, i^» ix and ic« 0;i.j£,,the zero and negative sequence cur­
rents vanish,as would be expected.
The geometric significance of these equations can be most 
clearly appreoi&ted by considering typical vector diagrams.
Fig.12 shows an unbalanced system of ourrents,such as would 
occur in a four-wire circuit in which iL +ijg/ 0* and its sym­
metrical coordinates. Fig.13 is the cor esponding diagram for a 
three-wire circuit where the three vectors necessarily have a 
zero sum.
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The method of dr^wing^ these diagrams is very simple and 
foliows at once from the geometric interpretation of the vector 
Equations 6 a,b,and c. Briifly summarised the determination of 
the symmetrical coordinates of the vectors is as fol­
lows I-
i). Draw the vectors ix ,i_,iE and trisect them*
W  mm
ii). Draw *Aiff ,*Xiff ,i\iff ,3 i^s , shown in chain dotted lines;remem- 
bering that X rotates a vector through a counterclockwise 
angle of 2^/3.
iii). Find the vector sums corresponding to Equations 6b,thus 
determining leu*!*,*!*,; the construction is shown by the 
dotted lines.
iv)* Finally draw the vectors XibfXib ,\ic and \ic ,to oomplete 
the symmetrical systems.
Scalar relations*  In the practical analysis of unsymmetr­
ical three-ph&serf systems into their symmetrical coordinates, 
the veotor notation of Equations 6 suffices in theoretical work* 
For the purpose of numerical calculations in which the magni­
tudes and time-ph&8 e relations of the coordinates are desired 
the resolution may be made graphicallyyas described,or alterna­
tively by the use of scalar expressions.
Taking ir as a datum,as in Fig.14,let ;the vectors if and i* 
be respectively and £ 3  times as long as 1L ,and let them lag 
thereon in time-phase by angles and <*v  Let i*,ib ,ic. lag rel­
ative to ir by angles & * 90Ct,9& c . Then if the amplitude of i* be 
taken as unity and its time variation is assumed proportional
to eoscfe)Jb, the three vector equations of 6b become in 3 calur 
f ormf
j . ac o s (c o jt -a a) -^ [o o s c o t ,  + r *e o s (  a>t-c*x) + r 5c0 3 ( GO£-a3)] 9 
i bcos( QDt-<*\>) « 4 [c o s ff i> i +rv3os(ce)Jt-o1+1| ) +r  ^0 0 s ( 02) t~ci*+4| )] f |
Jltco8(cOJt-cit) . ^[cosObjt ♦£acos(<*).t-o^+^ ) +r cos(c^jt-dU + 2^5)1 ‘
"“ 3 ~ ~  3  J {
therein fji t  f are the amplitudes of 1^*1^ tiC5for unit ampl- j
itude of i-^ • Expanding the trigonometrical terms and como&ring
coefficients gives for the components of i^,ibfic ,along and
respectively — —
perpendicular to l t 938£SS$8g2$
» 3 [rxeoso(r+r^oo8ol3+ l]?
JL^ sinoCoc - j^r^sinok^r^sinciafl J
i^coscM, *t[2 -£x (cos^-^3sin^2) -r^cosc^+^sinc^)^
^sinCKb (sincS♦,<j3oos^i) ♦x3(sinc^~j3eosct5 ) \ J
i^co3^c «i[2 -£x (cos^iJ3sinctv) -r^Ccos^TS^Ssin^Q^ 
jL^sindc, » - ^ r ; Q,(s in < ^ v  j3coso*-i.) -t»r^(sinO^e J3oosc*5 )\ 3
Solving these pairs of equations for the amplitudes and 
time-phaess of the coordinates of the original unsymmetrical 
system gives
i<x- + L i *  £ > + 2pi 0O3dl+ 2p!>oosoI,+ S p ^ o o s  («*-<*, )|
ta n < 5 1 -  j£ aslncix+ £ i s ln c (^ /[£ x3O80i^+£^costf3 + l j ]. 74
Hf, 1\> a-Ji^ ttv)-r5^ oL5+j3rir^c^Cotj-cix)-J3
^  Pu (c«#A ».) ^  ^ CM ftiiv }
tttn^t « ( w S ^
. • 7f
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„ SlL coordinates. . The unbalance of a threo-phase 
system is characterised by the appearance,in general,of a zero 
sequence and a negative sequence system of current in the cir­
cuit together with a positive sequence system. It will later bej
i
shown that the latter alone is responsible for the transmission' 
of the electrical energy in the circuit? the zero and negative j 
sequence components of the unbalance are wattless and have j
important effeots in the alternator supDlying the unbalanced 
load. It is of interest to examine the conditions under which 
the zero and negative sequence characteristics of the unbalance 
will be absent.
1). Zaro s.aaeaa. auprehts. Th. i.ro s.qu.no. op single- 
phase component of the unbalance will vanish if i*. - 09that is 
if 1^+ig+l^ - 0,fron Xquation 6b. Thus there will be no zero 
component in all cases in which the three ourrentreform a 
closed triangle. Thl3 condition ooours automatically in a three- 
wire system and nAy be satisfied in a four-wire circuit by the 
proper choice of the currents. Xxpressed in scalar f01*1,1* will, 
vanish if its two components are simultaneously zero; putting 
zero in both elements of Xquatlons 7a the geometric condition 
for no single-phase current is
r^oos<*t-f r i oosot^  • -l 
rv sitf*j+ rssin<^ • 0
ii). Negative sequence oiECtgtg. The negative sequence 
component of unbalance will be non-existent if it * 0,that is 
if ir + ^ ix + Ai^ - 0,from Equation 6b. There will be no negative
«M to M b
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sequence component,therefore,in all oases where the three vec-
ouit,since ir +iff+1$ is necessarily zero,this condition cam only 
be satisfied when the three original currents form a symmetri­
cal three-phase system. In a four-wire circuit,however,the con­
dition can be fulfilled by an infinite number of possible arr­
angements of the original vectors. In a scalar form,putting
to be simultaneously satisfied.
ill). Z.ro AA& n.gntlv. a.un.na. aurranta. Th« only oon- 
dition that will simultaneously satisfy Iquations 8a and b is 
that of symmetry»among the original current vectors,that is
and 47*73. Hence dissymmetry is always characterised by the 
presence of zero and negative sequence currents in a four-wire 
system and by the latter alone in a three-wire circuit.
9. HEMISYMMETRICAL SISTEMS IN VECTOR NOTATION. THE 3UARTER- 
PHASS SYSTEM. UNSYMMETRICAL IWQ-FHASE SYSTEMS.
It remains to notice another type of polyphase system, 
originally treated by Steimmetz,which is defined in the follow­
ing way. A system of £ currents of sinusoidal wave-form and the 
same frequency,having equal maximum values and displaced in 
time-phase successively from one another by 1/N of a half-per­
iod constitutes a hemisymmetrical polyphase system of currents.
tors ir , A tg , Ai^ form a closed triangkM. In a three-wire sir
both components of lc equal to zero in Equation
r% (cose*!*sincU) ♦ r3 (coso/,ITji sino^) • 2 
rx (sino^-Js aosc^ i) ♦ r3 cosdL*) - 0
\  . . (8b
X
1B * Alj and in * Xir ,or in soalar form rx • r^ - 1, cyx« 27C/S,
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Such a system of currents can be represented by a system of N 
h?trmonic vectors,having equal lengths and the same angular 
velocity,radiating from a point and equally spaced over an an­
gle o t  1X. radians with a pha ’e displacement of 7t/N radians be­
tween successive vectors. It is obvious that the vector diagram 
of such & system is exactly half that of a symmetrical system 
of 2N vectors,thus Justifying the name of hemisymmetrical. Sim­
ilar definitions clearly apply to voltages.
fo It follows from this definition that all hemisymmetrical 
N-phase systems are necessarily unbalanced or unsymmetrical N- 
phase systems and are immediately capable of treatment by resol 
ution into symmetrical coordinates9<i . ^ 9 a sero sequence system 
plus N-l symmetrical N~ph*fc* systems*
Quarter-phahe system* The only hemisymmetrical system
of technical importance is the hemisymmetrical two-phase system 
represented by two equal vector separated by an angle of 7r/2. 
This is more shortly termed the "quarter-nhase" system*
If i be the veotor representing the ourrent in the first 
or datum phase,a positive sequence quarter-phase system is 
given by the vectors
A •
and a negative sequence system by
both of which are shown in Fig,15.
qaaymtriaal mftUll la ftffigEflla&tift8 •
It follows from the definition of a symmetrical system
system of
given in Section 4 that a symmetrical two-pfhase
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currents is represented by * i$3*9£ 9® two equal vectors separ-
i
ated by angle ofradianst,i.£., in opposition,see Figs* 4 
and 5. An unsymmetrical twopphase system consists of any two 
vectors the lengths of which are,in general,unequal and the 
phase displacement between them is not neces-arily7C radians. It 
is clear that the quarter-phase system is a particular case of 
the unsymmdtrical two-phase systemfthe vectors being equal in 
length but separated by 7t/2 radians.
It will now be shown that a pair of vectors 1^,1^,in posi­
tive sequence may be expressed as the sum of a sero sequence of 
two vectors and a symmetrical two-phase systemfthe currents rep- 
resemted by them being superposed in the circuit. It is obvious 
that
lj - +1! ) + i(lr-^) - U + i O
q  - i(tr+l.) - *(1,-1*) - l^-l^...................
where
i<*. * i(ix ) 7
* - C ......................................(®b
ib - \
Hence two ooplanar vectors it ,1* can be represented by:-
(1). fwo equal veotors i^ each equal to half the sum of ij and
is? together with
(ii). A symmetrical two-phase system 1^,-1^ where# i^  is half
the difference between ir and i^ •
An unsymmetrisal system of ourrents represented by it and
it is therefore equivalent to a single-phase or sero sequenoe #f
system of two equal currents (i^ fi**,) and a symmetrical two-pha3«
system of •## currents superposed in the circuit (1^,-1^). Fig. 
16 -  ~
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16& has been drawn to show the resolution of a general two- 
phase system into Its symmetrical coordinates. In a like man­
ner Fig.17 illustrates the symmetrical coordinates of a quarter 
phase system. In this instance,since ir - Ji^the values of i^  
and ib become i*. - id+J)!* and ib - -i(l-J,)ijr. Now
i * !  - 1 ♦ q o m \ ±  Jain'S - 2.oo»a^  ±  J..2.sin^.cos^
- 2 .0 0 * ^ ( 0 0 8 *5 .^  J..sin*5 )
- .
Hence for the w&rter-ph&se system the ooordinates are
Y—
1 * r- 6. * i
it. * ^ ij: •
The process oi drawing Figs.16a and 17 is briefly as fol­
lows j-
i). Draw the vectors irli^,and bisect them.
11). Draw shown in ehaln-dotted line,
ill). Find the vector sums corresponding to Iquations 9b,thus 
determining i^ and ib; the construction is shown by the 
dotted lines.
iv). Draw the vector -ib to complete the symmetrical tss-phaae 
system.
Scalar relations. The scalar magnitudes and time-phases
of the symmetrical ooordinates of a given unsymmetrical two-
phase system are easily found. Taking ix as a datum,as in Fig.
16a,let the veotor i^ be times as long as i^ and let its lag
thereon bec*i. Let i^ tife lag relative to ir by angles 
th.lr ■ugnltud.* b.ing aid Assuming* l_x to be of unit
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amplitude and that its time variation is proportional to cos 
Equations 9b become in scalar fora,
X<xcos(ca)t,-) • ^[coscbt, t r ^ c o s ( ( e > j ] , 
it008 ( &b) * ^^ cosot>_t *^r^oos ( ^
Ixpanding and oonparing the coefficients gives for the compo­
nents of l<v»ib along and perpendicular to ix respectively, 
ix cos^* i(l -»-r^ coscii) *) 
i^sin^* ir^sino^x 
i^oos0^- i(i -rv cosd'i)
\ .......................... (10b
ib sin^b* sin^x 3
Solving for the amplitudes and tine-phases of the coordin­
ates of the original systea gives 
* iil + **2 + 2r, coeott.
f........................ (10c
ta n  * r r  s in<3u /( l+ rv coso»>x)
^ .......................... (10a
ib - i\l + r^  ~ 2r^ oosoiv 7 
t^b - -rv sin^i/Cll-r* cosc*i) )
(10d
tan
It is physically obvious,or neadily deduced froa Iquations 
IGa,that the single-phase component will vanish only if r* * 1 
and ^  • 180 degrees,i..ei., when the original ourrents form a 
symmetrical two-phase systea.
Unayamatrloal. turo-B.ftftM. aystam Aa^iUlfc5l9£-JlUaSS ^ 9 2 £ila&l*s» 
  Unsymmetrical two-phase systems of currents usually
occur in a circuit in which there is a quarter-phase systea of 
voltages, » in® *n unbalanced quarter-phase circuit. It is
of practical interest to determine if it is possible to express 
such an unsymnetrioal system in terms of two quarter-phase sys-
teas superposed in the circuit.
As before,let ij ,itt be any pair of vectors in positive 
sequence; then it is obvious that
i t  - i(li-U.l„) ♦ iUr-l-i*) - 11 + i^ -I
) + 'ill - A • ) ™~A^c + J )
where
ic. * ^
‘ “ s \ .................................. (Ub
Hence two coplanar vectors ir ,it can be represented byt-
i). A hemisymnietrioal two-phase (quarteJtphase) system ic ,
-Jit of positive sequence; together with
ii). A hemisymmetrical two-phase (quartefc-pha3e) system i^ L*
Ji^ of negative sequence.
An unsymmetriaal system of currents represented by ic and 
i f - is therefore equivalent to two quarter-phase systems of 
currents superposed in the circuittone of positive and the 9f$9 
other of negative sequence. In Wig.16b the vectors ir and iff
of Fig 16a are resolved Into quarter-phase coordinates in the 
manner represented by Equations 11a and b. The process of draw­
ing this diagram is as follows
i). Draw the vectors irand it and bisect the®.
“ ~ chaim-
ii). Draw i j i j .  and -ijij;,shown by the^dctted lines.
iii). Find th* vector sums corresponding to Equations lib,thus 
determining i& and i^; the construction is shown in dot­
ted lines.
v). Draw the vectors and J.1^ to complete the quarter-
phaee systems.
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Sgalar relations.____ Let the amplitudes of i0 and be
ie. and i^for a unit amplitude of ir; let them lag on it by 
angles ^c^nd ^ respectively. Then using the notation of the 
previous scalar aquations
i cCOS ( ) » -J^COS OD^t + r vCOS ( G2Jjt-cS-z + "^ )"]
J ^ C O S fC e ^ -c f* )  •  J^COSfeAt + £ ,.0 0 3  ( E  ) ]
Expanding and comparing coefficients gives for the components
of along and perpendicular to ir respectively- . L
no^t)^
i csin^t - -is^cosc^i j 
l^cosc*^ - Jd-r^sindv) 
i ^ s i n ^  - ic^ cosot-
i^cos^ * i(l+r^siEC^t)
.......... (12a
in *)
V .......................... (12b
t% J
Solving for the magnitudes and phase-angles,
ic, - i-\l ♦ JU ♦2£,sin<*x 7 1
\ ...................(12o
tanc*c» -r^ooso^/d ♦ £ xsinoiO)
idi - i\l + - 2t ^s1 uolx ^
 ^ 7 .................. (12d
tanotcf* x tcos©ta/(l - £ xsincti) )
It is physically obvious,or easily deduced from Equation 12bf
that the negative sequence currents vanish when £ r - 1 and
cSr» 7r/2$ i*ji* , *hen the original currents form a quarter-phass
system.
I
io. m m  m  m v m i m v i  ixsisss.
It is of the greatest practical importance to examine the 
way in which power is transmitted in an unsymmetrioal polyphast 
circuit. Let it be supposed that the voltages in the phases
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form a symmetrical N-phase system of vectors,but that the cur- I 
rents form an uney*metrioal system. Moreover,funless the inter- '] 
nal characteristics of the supply alternator are very poor,the 
voltages will remain very closely symmetrical even though the | 
phases are loaded unsymiaetricaliy. To a high degree of approxi­
mation, therefore,the voltage dissymmetry can be taken as neg­
ligible in most pnactio&l instances. If voltage dissymnetry is 
present it can easily be treated by resolving the unsymmetrioal 
voltage diagram into its symmetrical coordinates and dealing 
with the behaviour of each coordinate in turn with respect to 
the coordinates ol the current diagram.
It will be assumed that fundamental tiae-variation only 
is involved. No lack of generality can ensue from this assump­
tion, since harmonics can be treated at once by the substitution 
of the appropriate pulsatanoe and a knowledge of the proper 
phase sequence deduced in Sections 5 and 6 of this paper.
Now it has Just been shown that an unsymmetrioal current 
diagram can be resolved into the sum of N diagrams, via.. one 
representing a single-pftaae current flowing in each phase,and 
jg-1 symmetrical SplltfMI N-phase systems some of positive and 
some of negative sequence. If the voltages are in positive seq­
uence it is easy to show how€# the power in the circuit ia alia 
ochted among the various symmetrical coordinates of the current 
system.
It should first be observed by comparison of Figs.4 and 5 
that the properties of a negative ph^se-sequence of vectors 
numbered counterclockwise i'ound the counterclockwise rotating
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vector diagram are exactly represented by a series of vectors i-i;
numbered clookwise round a clockwise rotating diagram, i.£., *'
by a positive sequence of vectors Rotating in the opoosifce of 
the standard direction. Hence the reversal of phase sequence 
can be analyt&oally treated as a reversal of the sign of oa>.
In the Jcth. phase of a system in which the angular separa­
tion of the vectors is (5 • 2*rc/N>the voltage is 
* «. oos[*)t - (k-i)pTj .
If there is a symmetrical system of current in the system,£.£., 
one of the symmetrical coordinates of an unbalanced load,displ­
aced by an angle <fi from the voltage system as in Fig.18a,at the 
instant i * 0, the current in the £th. phase is
in which &), has the same numerical value as (a) but may be of pos­
itive or negative sign according to the sequence of the current 
system. If the ourrent is of positive sequence the current and 
voltage diagrams rotate together in the counterclockwise direc­
tion but do not change thhir positions relative to one another. 
If the ourrent is of negative sequence the current diagram rot­
ates in the clockwise direction,and therefore move3 its positimis 
relative to the counterclockwise rotating voltage diagram with 
an angular velocity 2c&
The instantaneous power in the phase is
Afc - * A,A, <*os[a>i - (l-l)p,].so3[ce>i - -4>]
>P> -43 + cos Ic Gl) -On), ) t +(^ j,
by the usual transformations,^ JL the virtual values
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of the voltage and current.
Positive sequence» If the currents form a system in posi­
tive sequence &), - and the instantaneous power in the .kth.
phase is
♦ cos[2a>t - 2(jfc-l)p> -</)*](;
<*JL d&ubflt j)
| pulsates^about the average value J^ cos<^ > •
The power in the entire N-phase system will be the sum of 
this expression taken over all values of .k from 1 to N. Now
if N is greater than 2. Hence the total instantaneous power 
due to a positive sequence system of voltages and a similar 
system of currents is steady and equal to
The time-average of the total power over a period i< thus 
also steady and equal to j>,the instantaneous^power in the sys­
tem.
negative sequence CsOy ■ - uo and the instantaneous power in the 
£th* phase will be
which again pulsates at double frequency in each phase of the 
system.
Summing|the total instantaneous power in the Jg-phase sys­
tem is
which pulsates at double frequency.
It follows,therefore,that the time-average of the total
2 • Nllooa <j> .
K.g.tlve a.Qtt.na. If now the currents form a system in
cos [<f> ♦ 8(1-1 )(i] + COS (jJOUi ♦ <£} \
power is aero;the negative sequence currents are therefore ;
wattless with respect to the positive sequence system of volt­
ages.
■&%■££ sequence♦ If the currents are in zero sequencers
shown in Pig.18b,having equal values in all the phases given by 
ik ■ l, oos(«n -4> ), 
the instantaneous power in the .kth, phase will be
-<#> ).oo.[«>i - (k-Dpl 
" JSI^COS [2 cot - (jc-1) p> - <(>] ♦ cos[(k-l)p ,
which pulsates at double frequency.
' j
Summing for all the phases in the previous way makes the ! 
total instantaneous power in the system equal to zero. Hence 
also the time-average of the total power due to a positive seq­
uence system of voltages and a zero sequence system of currents ! 
is zmmo. Such currents are,therefore,wattless.
If the positive,negative,and sero sequences of current 
Just considered were the symmetrical coordinates of an unsymm­
etrioal Jg-phase system of currents,the following important con­
clusion emerges. The entire energy in the circuit is transmitt­
ed by the positive sequence currents,the negative and zero seq­
uence currents being wattless. Now it has be^n shown in the 
preceding sections that the negative sequence currents (and in 
the case of certain kinds of 'unbalance1 the zero sequence cur­
rents also) are the characteristic feature of dissymmetry in a 
polyphase circuit. In a single-phase circuit,or in a completely 
symmetrical polyphase circuit the nature of the load is spmcifi-
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ed by the power-*actor. In an unbalanced polyphase circuit the 
nature of the load requires for its complete statement the 
knowledge of the power-fantor of the positive sequence currents 
and in addition the amount of the wattless negative and zero 
sequence currents.
The transmission of power by an unsymmetrioal system of 
currents can be cke&rly pictured in the following way. True 
power of amount M I  aoe<f> is transmitted only by the positive 
sequence currents,^ being the virtual value of these currents 
and <f> their phase displacement relative to ithe positive sequence
]
of voltages* The positive sequence curr-ehts are responsible for 
reactive power Ndlsin<j> ,and so far the transmission is exactly 
like that in a perfectly balanced system carrying the positive 
sequence currents only. The negative sequence and zero sequence 
currents are9as demonstrated abovefwattiess and therefore appar­
ently contribute a further amount to the reactive power in the 
circuit. The effect of unbalance is therefore to Introduce into 
a circuit transmitting a given amount of power an increas­
ed amount of reactive power pulsating at double frequency. Hence 
so far as the station alternator is concedned9the effests of un­
balance are precisely similar to that^of an increased flow of 
reactive energy through its windingsfwith the customary bad 
effects on the regulation of the machine.
To put the matter ini another wayfsuppose an alternator to 
supplying a certain amount of power to a circuit; the currents 
and voltages are supposed to be symmetrical systems with a cert-
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ain phase-displacement, characterising the load,between them.
i
Due to the reactive energy entering the machine a certain field 
excitation will he required to enable the alternator to maint* 
ain its volts,the excitation bein£ fixed by the lagging or 
leading power-factor of the load. Now,keeping the power constanl 
let the loads be unbalanced. Then the above theory shows that $ 
the positive sequence currents will supply all the power to the 
external load and its reactive component will call for the same 
field excitation as before. Butfin addition, the unbalance,as 
distinct from the true reactance of the load,calls into being 
wattless negative and zero sequence currents which,in a broad 
view,act as an apparent Increase in the load reactance^. Inside 
the machine the general effect will be to influence still more 
the regulation and the required excitation as compared with 
what is found necessary for the same supply of power by a bal­
anced load. Of the precise mature of the internal reactions in 
the machine consequent upon these negative and zero sequence 
ourremts a few words will be said in the following section.
.**• technic al applications of symmetrical c o o r d i n a t e s.
Having described the properties of unsymmetrioal systems 
of currents,particularly in the important practical case of the 
three-phase circuit,in terms of the theory of symmetrical co­
ordinates it is now nesessary briefly to state one or two 
instances in which this method of treatment leads to analytical 
simplicity,to clearer ideas,and often to new physical concep­
tions.
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The p r a c t ic t - l  d es ig nation  of unbalance. Unsymmetrioal
load ing  of the  phases or a supply ‘system is  a3 im portant to  the  
s t a t io n  e n g in ejp as tha in f lu e n c e  of bad p o w er-fac to r . For,as  
has been shown,unbalance causes an apparent increase in  the  
r e a c t iv e  energy c i r c u la t in g  through the a l te r n a t o r ,w i th  conse­
quent e f fe c t s  upon the v o lta g e  re g u la t io n .  To s p e c ify  the mag­
n itu d e  o f  the dissymmetry in  a p r a c t ic a l  way various suggess- 
t io n 3  have been m ad e ,c h ie f ly  in  the d i r e c t io n  of s ta t in g  an 
unbalance f a c to r  lo r  the system. The theory of Vpfsymmetrical 
coo rd ina tes  has been of g re a t ass istance in  t h is  m atter,and  
has enabled a Committee of the Americal I n s t i t u t e  o f E le c t r ic a l  
Engineers to fo rm u la te  c e r ta in  d e f in i t io n s  o f  considerable  prac­
t i c a l  v a lu e .
I k t  a » * 8 t t r .» * o t  ol n . x . t l v .  a .uu ana .   In  sup-
p ly in g  throe-phased energy to a consumer i t  is  necessary to  
be able to  measure,and i f  necessary to  l i m i t , t h e  amount of the  
unbalance c h a r a c t e r is t ic .  Since most three-phase  apparatus is  
su p p lied  on the  th r e e -w ire  system ,negative  sequence curren ts  
c h a ra c te r is e  the unbalance and must be measured; m o re o v e r , i f  
they become excessive the  unbalanced c i r c u i t  must be autom atic­
a l l y  d isconnected by a r e la y  t r i p  worked by the neg ative  MQQfft 
sequence c u rre n ts  o n ly .  R e fe rr in g  to  Equations 6 b , in  a th r e e -  
w ire  system i a  -  0 ,s 6  th a t
- i[( A'-Di*. «■ (A -1)1*1.
I t  i s  not a d i f f i c u l t  majrter now to  devise a network o f  
Impedances su p p lied  from c u rre n t^  tran sfo rm ers  in  l in e s  I I  and
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Ill such that ona branch of the network carries the current i :
C ’
the impedances oi the network,its mode oi connection,and the  
arrangement oi the transformers are such that the currents 
(A -Dijc and (A-l)ijjare superposed in the chosen branch. An
I I V . S r e i s k y , "A phase balance r e la y  o f  the negative  phase 
sequence ty p e " . S l e e t . J . , v o l . 2 1 ,p p .7 7 -8 1 ,1 9 2 4 .
a .c .  ammeter or r e la y  in th is  branch will then be operated only  
by the n e g a tive  sequence c u r re n t .  *
The measurement oi power in unsymmetrioal systems._____  By an
ex ten s ion  of the procedure Just described i t  is  c le a r ly  p o s s ib li  
to  devise networks which w i l l  be capable of is o la t in g  the pos- 1 
i t i v e , n e g a t i v e , o r  zero sequence o u rre n ts f as d e s ire d . The c u rr ­
ents  so is o la te d  can be passed in to  the c u rre n t c o i ls  o f s u i t ­
ab le  w attm eters  or m att-hour m eters ,thus  enabling the t ru e  powei 
th e  p o s i t i v e , n e g a t iv e ,o r  zero sequence vo lt-am peres  to  be meas- 
ured . F o rte s o u e ,S le p ia n ,a n d  o th er  America* engineers have large-
See C .L .F ortescue ,^P o lyphase  power re p re s e n ta t io n  by means of  
sym m etrica l coo rd ina tes  "«Journal Amar. I . B . B . . v o l . 3 9 . p p . 543-544« 
1920. Also o th e r  papers in  the same volume. '
.....  - ■ ■ -  — j
l y  developed t h is  idea  and have devised a range o f instrum ents
ac tu ated  on these p r in c ip le s .
P . r lv a t lQ P  £ i  Jk ■ ! » « ! . -c h a s .  a^BBU l £ 21 1  JBfliUB&fta*
. An im portan t te c h n ic a l  p ro b le m ,fre q u e n tly  occurr ing  in
connection w ith  furnace w o rk ,is  the supply o f  s ing le -p hase  
power foom a polyphase c i r c u i t  and the trea tm ent of the  r e s u l t ­
ing dissymmetry in  the l a t t e r .  This m atte r  can e a s i ly  by DSWftfte
46.
d e a l t  w ith  by the method o f symmetrical aoord inates . The meth­
od a lso  enables o th er  cases o f unsym aetrica l supply to  be 
t r e a te d  s im p ly ,.e ..g ., the supply fo r  the G reaves-B tche lls  f u r ­
nace.
•4KSee R .X .G ilm an and C .L .F o rteso u e ,"S in g le -p h ase  power serv ice  
from c e n t r a l  s ta t io n s ;  E roe . Amer. I . J S . l . . v o l .3 5 f p a rt  I I f p p . l4 3 1 - l  
1451 ,1916 . S im i la r  problems are t re a te d  by Professe© M iles  
W a lk e r ,“The supply o f  s in r le -p h a s e  power from three-phase sys- | 
terns" a . , v o l .  57 ,^ p . 1 0 £ -1 3 9 ,1219, by a method resembling j
th a t  o f  sym m etrical coord inates  -
H a l i l  Sti. M  w ind ing._____ The magnetic;
V
:
f i e l d  in  the air-rgap of an in d u c tio n  motor or the armature r e ­
a c t io n  of an a l t e r n a t o r  has been in v e s t ig a te d  by many w rite rs  
and the s o lu t io n  o f the problem is  very  well-Jfnown f o r  the case 
o f  a th ree-phase  winding curry in g  a symmetrical system o f cur­
r e n ts .  When the c u rre n ts  are unsym m etrioal, the d i r e c t  a n a lys is  
becomes very  c o » p le x ;B r .C la y to n  an d ,in d e p e n d e n tly f ihe  present  
autho r have both attem pted s o lu tio n s  f o r  unbalanced loads but 
the  na tu re  o f the  t r ig o n o m e tr ic a l  mathematics obscures the r e a l  
p h y s ic a l s im p l ic i t y  o f  the problem. I f  the unsymiuetrical s y s t­
em o f c u rre n ts  be s p l i t  up in t o  i t s  p o s i t i v e , n e g a t iv e , and zero  
sequence components the a ir -g a p  f i e l d  i t  the sum of the f ie ld s  
produced by th e  components s e p a ra te ly .
The p o s i t iv e  sequence c u rre n ts  produce a wave o f magnetic  
fo rc e  o f  changing type sweeping round the armature p er ip h e ry  at  
synchronous speed in  the same d i r e c t io n  as the r o to r  o r p o le -  
w h e e lf the  w ave-length  o f the wave being a p o le -p i to h .  The negaj  
t i v e  aequenoe c u rre n ts  produce a wave o f  magnetic fo rce  p re c is e
47.
l y  s im i la r  to  th a t  produced by the p o s it iv e  sequence curren ts  
but of a d i f fe re n t ,  amplitude and moving roynd the machine at  
synchronous 3peed in  the opposite  d i r e c t io n .  The zero sequence 
or s in g le -p h ase  curren ts  produce a wave o f magnetic force  
which is  s ta t io n a ry  in  space ,o f a wave-length equal to one- 
t h i r d  o f  a p o le -p ito h ,a n d  which p u lsa tes  a t synchronous l’requ-
t
oncy. |
The lo r w a rd ,re v e rs e , and s ta t io n a ry  components of the arm- 
a tu re  f i e l d  are e a s i ly  t re a te d  by the well-known theory  which 
has been worked out fob symmetrical cases; The t o t a l  f i e l d  is  ; 
then ob ta ined  by su p e rp o s it io n  of the component f ie ld s  in  I
t h e i r  c o rre c t  phase re la t io n s h ip s  as determined by these o f  the  
sym m etrical coord inates  o f the unsymmetrioal system o f currents  
The a n a ly t ic a l  work is  thus considerab ly  s im p l i f ie d  and the  
physics o f  the problem kept in  v iew . Some aspects of the theory  
o f  the f i e l d  produced by an armature winding c a rry in g  unsymmet- 
r i c u l  c u rren ts  w i l l  be t re a te d  by th is  method in  a paper now in  
p re p a ra t io n  by M r .S .N e v i l le  and the au tho r.
12. cowcmsiQM.
In  the  preoeding sections  an attem pt has been made to  e x p la ­
i n  the p r in c ip le s  u n derly ing  the v e c t o r ia l  trea tm ent o f p o ly ­
phase theory  and to  apply those p r in c ip le s  to  unbalanced load s .  
I t  i s  the w r i t e r ' s  hope th a t  the  exp lan atio ns  may a s s is t  s tu ­
dents and o th ers  to  use thm# v e c to r  methods in  t h e i r  work,and  
be o f  s e rv ic e  to  those who wish to  read the o r ig in a l  papers  
r e f e r r e d  to  in  the  t e x t .
48*
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THE DYNAMOMETER WATTMETER.
Some Notes on its Theory—The Application of Corrections.
By B. HAGUE, M.Sc. D.I.C., A.M I.E.E.
T he o b jec t of th is  artic le  is to  d raw  a tten tio n  to  a  d e ta il in 
th e  th eo ry  of th e  dynam om eter w a ttm e te r w hich does n o t 
ap p ear to  be tre a te d  in tex t-books. I t  is well know n th a t  a 
w a ttm e te r is su b jec t to  tw o principal sources of erro r : th e  
first arises from  th e  fac t th a t  th e  p o ten tia l c ircu it of th e  
in s tru m en t necessarily  possesses som e inductance  ; th e  second 
from  th e  fac t th a t  th e  read ing  of th e  w a ttm e te r includes n o t 
only th e  pow er w hich i t  is desired  to  m easure, b u t also th e  
electrical losses in  th e  po ten tia l coil or in  th e  cu rren t coil, 
according to  th e  w ay  in  w hich th e  in s tru m en t is connected  
in circuit.
Figs. i  and  2 show  th e  tw o s ta n d a rd  m ethods of jo in ing  up  a 
w a ttm e te r to  m easure th e  pow er passing from  th e  a lte rn a tin g  
cu rren t supp ly  a t  th e  left to  a reactive  load on th e  rig h t of th e  
diagram s.
A ssum ing a t  first th a t  th e  po ten tia l coil of th e  w a ttm e te r is 
joined to  th e  a lte rn a to r  side of th e  cu rren t coil AB, as in 
Fig. i ,  th e  read ing  of th e  in s tru m en t will in th is  case include
w here
Z p = V R 2p-\-b>2L 2p and  9 ^ ,= ta n ~ 1(biLp/Rp).
The cu rren t in th e  cu rren t coil is th e  sam e as th a t  in  th e  
load. If R, X  be the  equ ivalen t resistance  and  reactance  of 
th e  load, R c, L c th e  resistance and  induc tance  of th e  cu rren t 
coil AB th en
i c =  i  =  - p -  sin («/ —9 ^ c ) = t ' i  s i n  (co/ — <?a c ),
Z ac
W here
y  _l T
ZAC — V (R  +  r ;)2" + ( *  +  <*Lcf ,  and  <P„c =  t a n - i
S u b stitu tin g  in equation  1 , th e  average to rq u e  is
c §= %  f  <^ - 1 cos 9p sin (oit — 9p) sin (tot — 9ac) dt 
± J 0  Rj,
F i g .  1 .
the pow er loss in  th e  cu rren t coil. On th e  o th e r hand , if th e  
potential coil be connected  to  th e  load side of th e  cu rren t coil, 
as in  Fig. 2 , th e  in s tru m e n t will m easure th e  loss in th e  
po ten tia l c ircu it in  ad d ition  to  th e  pow er supplied  to  th e  load. 
Moreover, in  b o th  these  cases, the  readings will be affected by  
the presence of reac tan ce  in th e  p o ten tia l circuit.
The po in t w hich i t  is th e  ob jec t of th is  artic le  to  m ake clear, 
and w hich is n o t tre a te d  in  tex t-books, is th a t  th e  o rder in 
which th e  tw o corrections : (i) for th e  in s tru m en t losses and  
(ii) for th e  p o ten tia l coil reactance, are  to  be app lied  to  th e  
in strum ent read in g  is d ifferent in th e  tw o cases m entioned 
above.
Let th e  w a ttm e te r be of tn e  zero p a tte rn , m  w hich th e  p lane 
of the p o ten tia l coil is m ain ta ined  a t  r ig h t angles to  th a t  of the  
current coil b y  th e  app lica tion  of a to rq u e  from  a sp ring  and 
torsion head . T he to rq u e  a t  an y  in s ta n t ac ting  on th e  
potential coil is p ropo rtiona l to  th e  p ro d u c t of th e  cu rren t 
ip in i t  and  th e  cu rren t i c in  th e  fixed cu rren t coils. If  th e  
currents a re  a lte rn a tin g  w ith  a period T  seconds, th e  average 
torque on th e  p o ten tia l coil tend ing  to  deflect i t  will be
ipicdt,1 J0
where a  is a  co n s tan t depend ing  on th e  num bers of tu rn s  in 
.the coils and  on th e ir  re la tiv e  p roportions. If  to  m ain ta in  th e  
coils a t rig h t angles i t  is necessary  to  ro ta te  th e  to rsion  head  
through an  angle 0 rad ians th e  to rq u e  on th e  sp ring  will be c0, 
c being th e  to rq u e  per rad ian  tw is t ; then
% f ipicdt
f •'rt ( 1 )
is the fu n d am en ta l eq ua tion  for th e  ac tion  of a dynam om eter 
instrum ent. T he tw o cases can now  be considered, in o rder 
to evaluate ip an d  ic.
Case I.
Consider th e  a rran g em en t show n in Fig. 1 , and  le t th e  
voltage e across th e  p o ten tia l c ircuit, i.e., across th e  po in ts 
AC be
e — ex sin to/,
where ex is th e  m ax im um  value of th e  vo ltage and  co =  2 tt/7 \ 
Jn if Rp be th e  resistance  and  Lp th e  in d u c tan ce  of th e  
tential c ircu it
ip =  ^  sin (to/ — 9p)=  ^  cos 9^-sin  (to/ — 9p).
Zp Rp
cos 9 cos (<p^c _ 9 )^
2 Rp
If E, I  be th e  r.m .s. values of e and  i, th is  resu lt becomes
- R p Q = E I  cos 9p cos (9,4c —9^,). 
a
The rig h t hand  side of th is  equation  has th e  dim ensions of 
pow er ; hence th e  factor — Rp converts th e  angu lar read ing  of
CL
th e  torsion head in to  pow er units. The left-hand  side is th e  
pow er ind ica ted  by  th e  w attm ete r, P w say. In sertin g  th is  
sym bol, m ultip ly ing  b o th  sides by  cos 9a c and  transposing  gives
5os. ^ c  — P W =  E I  cos 9 ac  
cos 9^ cos (9a c ■—?/.)
= fI(Rc+R)ZaC 
=  I 2R C +  I 2R .
F i g .  2 .
Now I 2R  is th e  pow er expended in th e  load, I 2R C th e  loss in th e  
cu rren t coil ; hence if th e  correcting  fac to r is
K  _  cos 9a c______
AC cos 9p cos (9 a c —<P/.)
Power in  load =  KAC (Wattmeter R eading)—Power loss in  
current coil.
Case II.
L et th e  w a ttm e te r be connected as in Fig. 2 and  again  le t 
th e  voltage across th e  p o ten tia l poin ts, in th is  case B  and  C, be
e — ex sin w /;
th en  as before
ip =  ^  cos 9p sin (co/ —9*,).
&
The cu rren t th ro u g h  th e  load will be
i — i x sin (bit — 9 b c ),
w here i 1= ~ _ J ± = =  and  9BC= t a n - 1 —.
V R 2 +  X 2 R
* When the load is a simple conducting circuit R  and X  are its 
true resistance and reactance. If, however, the load be composed 
of some piece of apparatus such as a transformer, then R  and X  are 
to be taken as the resistance and reactance of a conducting network 
equivalent thereto.
T he c u rren t in  th e  cu rre n t coil will be
i c= i p + i = j ^  cos 9p sin (co/—9p) - f b  sin (co/ — 9 b  c)- 
In se rtin g  these  values in  equation .
c®= % [  cos 9p sin (co/ —9*)
l  J  o \ . l i p
cos 9 p sin (c o /-9 ^ ,)+ i1sin (« / —9 BC) J  jd /
r  ^*2 p  j  -n
~a [_^ COs2 9pJrJf COS ^  COS (?BC — 9p) J,
m aking  use of th e  r.m .s. values E  an d  I  of e and  i.
C onverting  th e  scale read ing  to  pow er u n its  gives
E2
^>w~ ^ p cos2 Vp +  E I  cos 9 p cos (9b c ~ 9p)
E2= R P + E I  cos 9 p cos (9b c  — 9 p )
=  I 2p R p + E I  cos 9p cos (9b c  — 9 p ), 
w here Ip  is th e  r.m .s. value of ip. M ultip ly ing  by  cos 9 Bc and 
tran sposing
(Pu ~  I 2pRp) - _ °OS ! f C _ = £ /  cos 9 Bc.cos 9p cos (9sc  — 9p)
N ow  E l  cos 9 b c  is th e  pow er expended  in  th e  load, w hile 
I*pRp is th e  p o ten tia l coil loss ; w riting  th e  co rrec ting  fac to r as
K b c  =
 cos 9 b c  .
cos 9 p cos (9BC — Vpy
Power in  load-K .B C  {W attmeter reading—Power loss in  potential 
coil).
Conclusion.
On com paring  Cases I  and  I I  tw o in te re stin g  fac ts emerge. 
In  Case I  th e  correction  fo r th e  reac tance  of th e  p o ten tia l c ircu it 
is applicable to  th e  w a ttm e te r  read ing  before th e  correction  
for th e  in s tru m en t loss. In  Case I I  precisely  th e  reverse 
holds, th e  equa tion  ind ica ting  th a t  th e  reactance  correction  is 
to  be applied  after th e  w a ttm e te r  read ing  has been reduced by  
th e  am o u n t of th e  in s tru m en t loss. A gain, i t  w ill be observed 
th a t  a lthough  th e  correcting  fac to rs are  in  each case of th e  
sam e form , in Case I I  th e  phase-angle of th e  load alone is 
involved, w hereas in Case I th e  angle is th e  to ta l phase- 
d isp lacem ent over th e  load and  the  c u rren t coil in series. In  
general, th e  difference betw een 9 ac  and  9 bc  is slight, since R c 
and  coL c are  sm all q u an titie s  and  are  negligible in com parison 
w ith  R  and  X .  T he difference m ay  be of im portance, how ­
ever, w hen R  and X  are also sm all.
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F O B  T H E  M E A S U B E M E N T  O F  I N D U C T A N C E ,  
C A P A C I T A N C E ,  A N D  E F F E C T I V E  B E S I S T A N C E  
A T  L O W  A N D  T E L E P H O N I C  F R E Q U E N C I E S
A  Theoretical and Practical Handbook 
f o r  the use  o f  A d v a n c e d  S tu d e n ts
B Y
B. HAGUE, M.Sc. (Lond.)
D.I.C., A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E., F.P.S.L., ETC.
L E C T U R E R  IN  E L E C T R IC A L  T H E O R Y  A N D  M E A S U R E M E N T S  IN  T H E  
EL E C T R IC A L  E N G IN E E R IN G  D E P T . O F  T H E  C IT Y  A N D  G U IL D S  
(E N G IN E E R IN G ) C O L L E G E , S O U T H  K E N S IN G T O N
Professor T. M a t h e r ,  F.R .S ., M .I.E .E ., Emeritus Professor of 
Electrical Engineering in  the City and Guilds (Engineering) College, 
South Kensington, says in his Forew ord to  th e  book—
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PREFACE
T h e  object of the author in preparing the present volume is to 
deal with the subject of Alternating Current Bridge Measure­
ments of Inductance, Capacitance, and Effective Resistance 
at lpw and telephonic frequencies in a manner suited to the 
needs of the advanced student. The importance of such 
measurements in modern laboratory and test-room practice, 
in research work and in the training of students, would seem 
to be sufficient reason for the publication of a handbook dealing 
fairly completely with all the matters involved. As the book 
is intended primarily for practical use, every endeavour has 
been made to make clear the experimental side of the subject. 
At the same time an attempt has been made to provide a 
logical treatment of the theory underlying the use of a.c,
% bridge networks, since this is a matter which falls outside the 
scope of text-books dealing with the theory of alternating 
currents.
The book is based on a course of lectures given for the past 
three years to third-year students of the City and Guilds 
(Engineering) College, amplified by the addition of material 
intended to make the volume useful to post-graduate workers 
and to others engaged on original research or accurate testing. 
The subject-matter is divided into five chapters, each dealing 
with some aspect of the theme. The object of Chapter I is 
to define the various quantities which are to be dealt with in 
the rest of the book ; considerable attention has been paid to 
the discussion of electrostatic phenomena. In Chapter It the ' 
theory of alternating currents is developed from the stand- < 
point of the symbolic method, and an attempt is made to shov 
the true relationship between the symbolic method and the 1 
more usual vector diagram and mathematical treatment of f 
a.c. problems. 1
The apparatus required for bridge measurements is con- * 
sidered at some length in Chapter III, attention being chiefly 1 
directed to the explanation of the principles underlying the 
action of the various instruments rather than to a catalogue- 
like description of constructional details. The various bridge 
networks are classified in Chapter IV, the theory, uses, and full
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details of laboratory procedure being given in each case* 
With few exceptions, typical measurements have been made 
by all the methods described in this chapter, the results being 
included in the text as a guide to the student in carrying out 
his own experiments. Finally, the choice of the method 
suitable for a given measurement and the general precautions 
to be observed in laboratory practice are dealt with in 
Chapter V.
In preparing the book, full advantage has been taken of 
the information contained in original papers widely scattered 
throughout technical literature, complete references being 
given in the footnotes. In particular, the writings of Mr. A. 
Campbell and his associates at the National Physical Labora­
tory, of the papers published by the Washington Bureau of 
Standards, and by the Physikalische Technische Reichsanstalt 
have been drawn upon to a considerable extent. The manu­
script of the book was in the hands of the printer before 
Mr. Campbell’s informative articles in the Dictionary of Applied  
Physics were published, but reference has been made to them  
in revising the proofs for press.
In conclusion, thanks are due to many friends for help, 
advice and criticism during the preparation of the manuscript 
and proofs. In particular, the author wishes especially to 
thank Professor T. Mather, F.R.S., who not only suggested 
the preparation of the book, but who gave his unstinted help 
throughout. He has read the entire text in proof, and has 
provided the foreword. Mr. G. W. Sutton, B.Sc., has helped 
with the revision of the final proofs. Mr. S. Butterworth, M.Sc., 
of the Admiralty Research Laboratory, has kindly read the 
sections of the book on which he is an acknowledged authority.
The diagrams were all specially prepared for the book by 
the author with the skilled assistance of Mr. M. G. Say, M.Sc., 
to whom thanks are accorded. The author also wishes to 
record his indebtedness to the various firms, at home and 
abroad, who have kindly supplied information during the 
preparation of Chapter III.
Lo n d o n .
July, 1 9 2 3 .
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